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Forward

Few people will dispute the fact that our culture is in very deep trouble.  Many people have postulated many reasons why this
might be so, but I personally subscribe to the theory being put forward by our national leaders and by the Supreme Court of my
land:  The main problem is bad words! Although I admit that there is no supporting evidence whatsoever, we all know that
‘profane’ and ‘dirty’ words corrupt the minds and destroy the morals of our youth.  Therefore, we must applaud the recent efforts
by our national leaders, by concerned citizens, and by the Supreme Court to prohibit the public display of these terrible words
rather than wasting their time on such irrelevant left-wing issues as poverty, social injustice, wars, blah blah blah.  Thus, I have
carefully edited my book, and deleted all ‘profane’ and ‘dirty’ words from my manuscript.  In addition, I have followed Gore Vidal’s
lead in celebrating some of our glorious battlers of smut by replacing the objectionable words with their names.

After carefully considering all of the candidates for this honour, I finally settled upon the following as the most deserving:
Ronald Reagan, Phyllis Schlafley, Jerry Falwell, and Supreme Court justices Warren Burger, William Rehnquist, Lewis Powell,
‘Whizzer’ White, and Harry Blackmun.

Thus, reagan will be substituted for the foul word used by the lower classes to describe the anus, schlafley will replace the
grubby word employed by the common to describe the vagina, falwell will be substituted for the female mammary glands, burger
will replace the big bad ‘f---‘ word, rehnquist will become a penis, the male testicles will be referred to as powells, the clitoris as a
whizzer white, and blackmun will be used in place of the commoner’s word for feces.

So now everyone can allow their children to read my book with a clear conscience as I strike a clear and telling blow against the
mother-burgering rehnquist-suckers and schlafleys that corrupt our youth by talking blackmun out of their reaganholes.

Thank you.

Dana Walker
May 11, 1987

Mojave Desert, California
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Those with passion to change the world
Look on themselves as saints, as pearls

And by the launching of noble endeavour
Flee dreaded introspection forever

At the point where hope and reason part
Lies the spot where madness gets a start
Hope to make the world kinder and free

But flowers of hope root in reality

No peaceful bed exists for lamb and lion
Unless on some world out beyond Orion
Do not instruct the owls to spare the mice

Owls acting as owls must is not a vice

Storms do not respond to heartfelt pleas
All the words of men cannot calm the seas

Nature always beneficent and cruel
Won’t change for a wise man or a fool

Those who would banish the sin of greed
Embrace the sin of envy as their creed
Those who seek to banish envy as well
Only draw elaborate new maps of Hell

The Book of Counted Sorrows
—Dean Koontz





Prologue
Once upon a time in late 20th Century North America, there began occurring an unexplained phenomena in the lives of two

five year old girls; they both began having the exact same dream at the exact same time.  In the dream, they would find themselves
walking through a barren wasteland.  They would walk until finally they came to a drop-off, or an Edge.  Over the Edge, they saw an
endless Abyss of total darkness.  While the Abyss deeply frightened them, at the same time there was something very compelling
about its depths.  Both girls felt as if they could jump over the Edge, and that the darkness would suddenly explode with the light of
a billion galaxies while the deepest mysteries of the Universe suddenly stood revealed to them.  On the other hand, both girls also
felt as if they could just as easily jump off the Edge and then fall forever down into a never ending well of infinite darkness…

In spite of their fear, the Abyss beckoned them like some irresistible siren, enticing them with the promise of the revelation of
profound truths.

However, every time the girls prepared to jump over the Edge and into the Abyss, they felt a gentle, yet firm hand upon their
shoulders, and the being that they had both dubbed ‘Ancient Man’ would say to them, “And just where do you think that you are
going?”

Every time the girls would answer, “I am going over the Edge.”

And every time Ancient Man would reply, “In due time!  In due time! First, though, you have a few things to do, and a few
things to learn…”



Downtown Edge City
These two girl’s names were Gertrude Kokosenski, and Leticia Moore, and though Gertrude was from New York, and Leticia

was from Denver, both of them lived most of their lives in Downtown Edge City.
They did not receive their mail there; Edge City has no post offices or zip codes.  They did not go to school there, at least in

the formal sense, though living in Edge City provides an education in and of itself.
The cost of living in Edge City can be very high, though that cost is not generally measured in dollars and cents.
An accurate census has never been attempted because the task would be impossible to accomplish with any degree of accuracy.

People are constantly coming and going, and coming and going again!  Some stay only for short visits, and some stay for their
entire lives.  Edge City is often bitterly cold, brutally insensitive, and almost always utterly lonely.

Edge City’s population is probably much larger than most people would think.
And while Edge City is not in any particular state or country, its citizens populate every state and country.
Some live there by accident, some live there by choice, some live there by necessity.  Some are rich, some are poor, and some

are in between.
Few of them are happy, but most of them are free.
And one thing that Edge City is not is boring.
Edge City has its fringes and suburbs, and the boundaries vary a great deal, depending upon the viewpoint, and upon the one

viewing the point.  Few either inside, outside, or in the fringes and suburbs, would have disputed the fact that Gertrude and Leticia
lived in Downtown Edge City, in its most brutal and dangerous neighborhood.

Few are happy, but most are free.
And they are rarely bored.
Downtown Edge City is very near the Edge itself.  Many went over the Edge daily.  Some went by accident, some went by

choice, and some went by necessity.
“The trick is to get as close to the Edge as possible without actually going over,” or so said Doorman, a fellow Edge City

dweller.  Doorman was something of a rarity in that he could live downtown and outside with equal ease.  Yet, in a way this
tendency made Doorman even more truly a Down Towner since Outsiders rejected him for his association with Edge City, and the
citizens of Edge City rejected him for his association with Outsiders.

Leticia also eventually rejected him. (Some Edges are lonely places indeed!)  Doorman’s loneliness and Leticia’s loneliness were
of different sorts though. Doorman’s was caused by the fact that no one wished to share his Edge with him.  Leticia’s was caused by
the fact that everyone was constantly trying to jerk her off her own Edge, and take her to their Edge.

Like Jeffery had done.
Like Doorman had done.
Like Ned had done.
After Leticia repulsed their efforts, Jefferey had gone over the Edge.  Doorman had moved out of Edge City altogether.  Ned

had gone to hospital.
Leticia had shrugged her shoulders and moved on.  Live by the Edge, and die by the Edge.
Leticia had trouble enough maintaining her own garden.  Gardens are hard enough to maintain in Edge City as it is without

trying to take care of someone else’s to boot.  Selfish?  Possibly.  That judgment depends upon the angle of the viewpoint, and
upon the angle of the one viewing the point.

Some women can be selfish and cruel.  Do men make them that way?
Some men can be selfish and cruel.  Do women make them that way?
Isn’t it funny how many angles there are to view most points from?

Beauty and the Beast
And so, we have here a tale of two women, and the angle of this story is told mostly from their point of view.  Though the fact

was far from obvious at first glance, these two women’s lives were the same in many ways.  Both of them were artists of awesome
talent.  Both of them were also physical freaks.  Their physical appearances caused such shock waves everywhere that they went that
both girls avoided public places whenever possible.  And because of this fact, they both lived lives of deep loneliness.

The nature of their deformities was where some of their differences started becoming apparent; Gertrude Kokosenski was, in
the opinion of everyone who met her, the ugliest and most repulsive looking human being any of them had ever laid eyes upon.
Leticia Moore was, in the opinion of everyone who ever met her, the most beautiful and desirable human being any of them had
ever laid eyes upon.

The fact that they would eventually meet some would call fate and some would call blind chance.
I won’t call it anything.  I’ll just call it.



Since they were both in their mid-twenties by the time of said meeting, I will begin by calling it many years prior to this
historic occasion and work my way up to it, for in order to understand the import of the meeting between Gertrude Kokosenski
and Leticia Moore you will need some background…

Gertrude Kokosenski was, in addition to all of her other problems, from a poor Polish-Jewish family.  She weighed 150 pounds
in kindergarten.  By the time she reached adulthood, she topped 500.  Her eyes were beady, set entirely too closely together, and
they were crossed.  Her nose and her mouth were huge.  In addition, her face was covered with huge, puss filled pimples, acne scar
pits, and massive numbers of huge, incurable warts.  Her hair was a mousy gray nightmare of unmanageable kinks and curls that
lacked any luster whatsoever.

To all seeming appearances, Gertrude had long ago grown accustomed to the unbelieving gasps and open, unconcealed looks
of incredulity that her physical appearance caused among strangers.  She continued her business as if she had not even noticed.  She
seemed immune to the thousands of cruel taunts that she constantly endured.

Leticia Moore was, in addition to all of her other problems, from a wealthy white Anglo-Saxon Protestant family.  Her beauty
was literally indescribable.  Stunningly beautiful would be one of several thousand appropriate adjectives, for her beauty did just
that:  It stunned.  To all seeming appearances, Leticia had long ago grown accustomed to the unbelieving gasps and open, uncon-
cealed looks of incredulity that her physical appearance caused among strangers.  She continued her business as if she had not even
noticed.  She seemed immune to the thousands of cruel taunts that she constantly endured.  When Leticia entered a room, all
conversation instantly ceased.  Several people had broken down and cried upon sight of her.

Both girls were completely withdrawn.  In school, both were considered to be ‘weird’, and so both were social outcasts, and
both were forced to live almost entirely in their own heads.

For most people faced with living a life in late 20th Century North America, there were basically three choices left open to
them:  Conform, go crazy, or become an artist.

Of course, there were dozens or millions of sub-branches off each of these categories, and combinations of any amount of
any two categories in one person were not at all unusual.  Many shifted and changed categories as they lived their lives, and a few
even enterprising folk even managed all three at the same time!

There were billions of people on the planet, after all!  George Schmaltz, a real-estate agent from Bakersfield, California
conformed and lived a life so miserable that he committed suicide at age thirty-five.  If he had ever taken the time to learn to play
the electric guitar, he would have discovered that he was the greatest electric guitar player ever to live!  A mother aborted a man
who would have enlightened the World and ended all wars before he was even born because his mother didn’t want to bother with
accepting responsibility for her actions.  Another man who would have become a mad genius leading the world into World War III
was also aborted before he was born.

Funny place, the world.
Anyway, with physical looks totally unlike anyone else upon the planet, conforming was definitely out of the question for our

heroines.  One of the main tenants of conforming is that you are like almost everyone else, and in a culture that held physical
appearance as the most important aspect of a human being, Gertrude and Leticia would always be outsiders.

So, that left going crazy and/or becoming artists.  (Many would simply categorize becoming an artist as a subcategory of
going crazy, and don’t give me any blackmun about defining ‘crazy’!  To define ‘crazy’ you must also define ‘normal’, blah blah
blah!  Burgering words!  Let’s just define ‘crazy’ as anyone who is not ‘normal’, okay?)

Anyway, there were billions of people upon the planet, and every single one of those billions of humans had lived a life that
was very different from every single one of all the other billions of people!  Of course there were things that were nearly exactly the
same in all of them also, but what was really burgering weird was that almost all of these people would band into small, or not so
small groups, and then they would decide that all of the other billions of humans who weren’t like them were all bad people!

And sometimes these people would decide that all of the other billions of people who were not like them were so bad that
they all should die!  In addition, the dead people no longer needed their wealth since they were dead, and seizing this wealth was a
very lucrative sideline to killing large numbers of people.  However, since virtually all of this seized wealth went into the hands of
people who told other people to go kill, rather than the people who did the actual killing, then this was not the main motivational
factor behind these killings, at least as far as the killers themselves were concerned.

No, what motivated these killers was a thing called ‘ideas’.  An ‘idea’ is what a person has who has an ‘opinion’ about some-
thing.  ‘Opinions’ are much harder to define than ‘crazy’.  Having an ‘opinion’ meant that you had decided that there was only one
‘right’ way to view a situation or issue, and that all of the other ways to view them were ‘wrong’.  People who view reality in this
manner don’t seem to realize that we live in an infinite universe where almost anything is possible, and that all ways of looking at a
situation or an issue are the ‘right’ way if that is the way you happen to be looking at it.  Up is down and down is up!  When a baby
is born, the entire Universe shifts to make room!  Yet compared to that Universe, that baby’s insignificance is literally infinite!

Anyway, small, and sometimes not so small groups of people would often form ‘ideas’ and ‘opinions’ that were deadly to large
numbers of their fellow humans.  The form of these ideas changed throughout the centuries.  There were often ugly rumours,
especially among the artist/crazy class, that all of these ‘ideas’ were just bullblackmun formulated by the people who told other
people to go kill people so that they could then seize the dead people’s wealth, but these ideas were never accepted by a large



enough number of people to make them ‘normal’.  Also, the people who vocalized these ideas were often tortured and killed by the
people who told other people to go kill people, and so they were often forced to keep their crazy ideas to themselves.

And so, most people used ideas and opinions to make enemies.  This was because these ideas were formed of an emotion
called ‘hatred’.  To define ‘hatred’, I will plagiarize the opinion of a lovely young Swiss lassie of my acquaintance:  Hatred is frus-
trated love.  I will also use her definition for love:  Love is the main force that binds people together.  (And so its opposite hatred
may defined as the main force that separates people!)

(Most people decided that they would rather be separate.)
(Like I say, funny place, the World.)
And even as all of these terrible things are happening, at the very same time, the World is the scene of profound beauty and

love and joy!  It’s just that ‘right’, ‘wrong’, ‘good’, and ‘bad’ are not always as clear and as obvious as they might be…
There is or was a tribal culture living in the Himalayan Mountains of Tibet.  (I personally have no knowledge of their fate since

a group of people calling themselves ‘China’ came in with lots of guns and things and told the Tibetans that they were all Chinese
now.)  This group of people lived in a place where it was very cold almost all of the time, and hardly any plants grew, and there were
very few animals, and those few animals that were there could all run very fast. The soil was a rocky nutrition-starved wasteland that
wouldn’t grow blackmun.  They didn’t have grocery stores nearby, they didn’t have any cars to drive to distant grocery stores, and
they didn’t have any roads to drive the cars on even if they did have cars.  Plus, they didn’t have any money to spend in the grocery
store anyway.  So, because of all of these facts, this group of people had to expend prodigious amounts of effort just to feed and
clothe and shelter themselves.  And in spite of countless generation’s worth of experience in extracting a living from their
awesomely beautiful and deadly environment, sometimes there wasn’t enough to go around, and people starved and froze.

When people live on the very edge of survival, they become very close to each other, unlike Carland, where often people’s
only use for each other is how the other people can be used to further one’s own self-interests.  Every one of the people of our
Tibetan/Chinese tribe knew every member of their tribe intimately, for their very survival depended upon cooperation.  (It was not
like that at all in Carland, where it was every man for himself, and neighbors often did not know each other!)  The people of our
Tibetan/Chinese tribe loved each other with a love so deep and profound that it is incomprehensible to anyone who has not expe-
rienced it firsthand.  Each death was a deep loss — some more than others — but when you watch someone grow from infancy to
adulthood, and when you learn to depend upon that person’s skills for your own survival, death is a very mysterious and scary
thing.  But even more important was birth! Every birth of every child meant one more chance at escaping that ultimate terror
always facing all small cultures:  Extinction.

The death of their people.  Their whole view of reality wiped from the memory of the Human Race.  Their vision gone forever.
No one left to tell their story.  Lost and forgotten, as if they never existed.

So, I think it is safe to say that the birth of a child held more significance to our Tibetan/Chinese brethren than to the inhab-
itants of Carland.  (Ah, but there I am expressing an ‘opinion’, and this after already expressing my low opinion of opinions!  And
expressing a low opinion of opinions is, in and of itself, expressing an opinion!  i.e., simultaneously doing just what I am criticizing
by the very act of criticizing it!)

(I must admit to being a great fan of paradox!)
Anyway, in my ‘opinion’, the birth of a child had a much deeper significance to the Himalayan Tribesmen than to the inhab-

itants of Carland.
The very first thing done to a baby born of our mountain-dwelling natives was that the infant was placed into a creek full of

flowing ice water until it turned blue.
If it was healthy, it lived.  If it wasn’t, it died.
I mention all of this because it produces many thoughts in my mind about the nature of ‘good’ and ‘bad’.  Throwing babies

into ice water was a ‘good’ thing for them to do because if the baby was sickly or weak, it not only would have died anyway, but it
very likely would have taken a couple of the healthier members of the tribe along with it, due to the extra efforts required to keep
the sickly one alive.

Harsh realities often call for harsh measures.
In Carland, on the other hand, you would be severely punished if you threw a baby into ice water!  Especially if the baby died!

Because say what you like about Carland, it did have a few things going for it.  Not only were they not required to throw the ir
babies into ice water, they even had enough spare food and clothing and shelter to allow people who were incapable of doing
almost anything to remain alive!  Someone who couldn’t talk, think, or take a blackmun by themselves could be kept alive at no
risk to their fellow humans!  A man with no arms and legs would be worse than useless in the Himalayas, but in Carland he could
not only remain alive, he could actually contribute usefully to his culture!  And by the late 20th Century, people were making all
kinds of discoveries that boggled the mind.  The fact that people even had minds to boggle boggled many people’s minds!

Like your author, for instance.  And like Gertrude Kokosenski.  And like Leticia Moore.  Which brings us to another downside
of Carland:  In spite of the fact that they shared the planet with billions of other humans, Gertrude and Leticia did not fit in with
anyone anywhere.  Fate, or blind chance, or whatever it is decided to give them physical appearances that set them apart in a land of
conformists.  Since personal relationships in Carland were so skin deep, (literally!), then no one could or would see past the girl’s
physical appearances to the people underneath.

And so, with nowhere else to go, Gertrude and Leticia began living in their own minds.



Whatever hand fate decided to deal to these two girls, they would deal with it alone.  Fate or blind chance made absolutely
sure of this fact by killing Gertrude’s parents with a semi-truck when she was eleven years old, and by giving Leticia wealthy shallow
parents whose only interest in Leticia was how she could be used in their never-ending battle to emotionally and psychologically
destroy each other.

Fortunately for Leticia, she had the ability, seemingly from birth, of walling other people out of her reality.  I say her posses-
sion of this ability was fortunate, for had Leticia not had this ability, she surely would have committed suicide at a very early age.

Such was life in Carland.

Gertrude was not born with this ability.  She had to learn it.  It is said, (or if it isn’t, then it is now!) that a lesson learned the
hard way is a lesson that is learned well.  Fate or blind chance decided that Gertrude needed a crash-course in wall construction, for
with no walls, suicide lurked its insidious presence in her life also.

A Blank Piece of Paper
Leticia was five years old the first time that she had the dream.  She remembered having it, but she did not remember any of

the details.
The next day her father returned from his latest business trip.  This one had been four months long.
It was not nearly long enough, as far as Leticia was concerned.
Before he was even in the door, Mr. and Mrs. Moore were yelling and screaming at each other.  With barely a nod at his

daughter, Mr. Moore would then open up a can of beer, and plant himself in front of the TV so that he could watch football or
baseball or basketball or hockey or the news or a soap opera or anything to keep him from having to deal with any of the members
of his family.  A few days later, he would begin pacing the house nervously.  Then, usually after a moody, silent breakfast, Mr.
Moore would disappear until six or seven o’clock the next morning.  Leticia always knew when he got home because her mother
always woke her up by yelling at her father before he was even in the house.  She would always scream that he smelled like a cheap
Larimer Street coke whore, and that he was nothing but a mother-burgering limp-rehnquisted pile of dog-blackmun, and that he
was a reagan-wiping son of a saggy falwelled schlafley to boot!  (Unfortunately, Mrs. Moore, obviously unaware of the deep
psychological harm done to children by hearing bad words, did not think to spare her own child from the unedited version of the
tirade that I just repeated!)

Since Mr. Moore was always in a drug/alcohol induced state of total non-comprehension of anything that was really real by
this point, he totally ignored his wife’s blandishments, and instead concentrated his attention upon the prodigious task of making it
to his bed so that he could pass out.

He usually rose just in time for dinner.
After eating and listening to yet more of Mrs. Moore’s endless barrage of complaints, he would disappear again, this time

usually for a few days.  When he returned this time, it was only to grab his shaving kit and some clothes, and he would mutter
something about business and disappear again for several months.

Then, the whole pattern would be repeated.
Before she abandoned all attempts at talking to him altogether, Leticia had once asked her father what he did for a living. He

then scared her half to death by letting out a loud whoop because the Denver Broncos had just moved a football several yards
further than it had been before.

Of course, if you look at it the other way around, they moved the football backwards!
Leticia’s father did not realize it at the time, but he had just forever lost his daughter.  Not that he would have cared much.

Instead, he was elated about that football being moved forward.  Or backward.  (The Broncos got their reagans wiped by Dallas that
day, by the way.)

Mrs. Moore never noticed her daughter except when Leticia was annoying her, and Leticia annoyed her any time that Mrs.
Moore noticed her.  When Leticia got to be four years old, Mrs. Moore began noticing Leticia entirely too much, and decided to
send her off to a daycare center.

It was here that Leticia made a discovery that would greatly help to save her life.  Her pre-school teacher, a pretty, perky
nineteen year old coed named Julie Sedgwick, gave the class pencils and blank pieces of paper, and told them to draw something.
When asked by her students what they should draw, Ms. Sedgwick told them that they should draw whatever they felt like drawing.
(Ms. Sedgwick was a very unusual young lady, as you will soon learn…)

These instructions stumped the four and five year olds, who had been trained to blind obedience to authority all of their lives
rather than to any original or creative thinking on their own.

Leticia, who had lived alone with her imagination all of her life, had absolutely no trouble.  Immediately, her imagination filled
the blank piece of paper with the view from the horse corral out east of Aurora.  The mighty wall of the Rocky Mountains back-
dropped the Denver skyline.  (At five years old, you aren’t supposed to appreciate things like that, but Leticia was a very unusual
young lady, as you will soon learn…)



It was easy.  Her imagination saw the horse, the corral, and the skyscrapers back dropped by the mountains.  The most treas-
ured times in Leticia’s short life had been trips to feed the horse.  Leticia quickly learned that she could safely love animals.  They
never lied to you, yelled at you, deserted you, or pretended that you weren’t there.  She saw everything on the blank piece of paper,
and she simply filled it all in.  She felt frustrated by a lack of colors, and by the fact that her little girl fingers could not seem to
move the pencil fast enough.

Leticia became completely absorbed.
She did not notice as one by one her classmates turned in their unidentifiable scratches and scrawls to Ms. Sedgwick so that she

could beamingly praise their efforts, even though in most cases she was at a complete loss when it came to identifying exactly what
the picture was supposed to be of.

Charmaine Lawrence had drawn a house complete with windows, doors, and a car in the driveway.  It showed a great amount
of talent, and Julie was impressed, in spite of her dislike for Charmaine herself.

It was unusual for Julie Sedgwick to dislike children.  She had had to put up a few walls herself, and she had discovered that she
could safely love children.  Julie knew children, and in fact was studying to be a teacher.  In fact, she was destined to become such a
good teacher that virtually no one would hire her.  Also, she was in a better position than most to judge the quality of Miss
Lawrence’s art, for Julie Sedgwick was no mean artist herself.

She was also crazy.
With a smug smirk, Charmaine said, “It’s the best in class, right?”
It was without a doubt by a wide margin the best that Julie had yet seen, but for other reasons in addition to the usual ones,

Julie did not wish to further inflate this already un-seemingly bloated little head, especially at the expense of the other children,
most of whom had kowtowed to Charmaine from the first day in class.  With several times the enthusiasm that she felt, Julie
replied, “It is very nice, Charmaine.”

“Very nice!” screamed Charmaine in outrage.  “Compared to this blackmun?”  Charmaine held up Greg Grimes’ proud creation
of directionless scribbles.  “And what do you call this?” The completely crestfallen look with which Greg received Charmaine’s criti-
cism but added more fuel to the fire of rage burning inside Julie Sedgwick, though there were no outward signs to indicate it.  Qui-
etly, but in a tone leaving no doubt as to the reality of the threat, Julie informed Charmaine that if Julie ever heard Charmaine use
such language in her presence ever again, that Charmaine would find herself sitting in the corner for two hours.

Charmaine almost lipped back, but something in Julie’s eyes stopped her.  For a brief instant, Charmaine appeared fearful.
Then, she appeared hurt and angry.  Then, Charmaine narrowly regarded Julie Sedgwick, much like a boxer sizing up an opponent
before a match.

“Yes — Mam!” she said as sarcastically as she thought that she could get away with.  Then, without another word, she swag-
gered back over to her friends.

Julie sighed.  She did not at all relish the battle into which she was now joined.
She decided to start some alphabet exercises.  She took a look around the room to make sure that everyone was finished

drawing, and noticed with some interest that the Moore girl was still drawing away, and at a pretty brisk clip from the looks of
things.  Julie was torn.  She did not want to interrupt inspiration, but Charmaine already had all of her followers and groupies in the
back of the room laughing and casting furtive glances toward Julie, and Julie knew that she must diffuse this situation before it got
out of hand, and so she said softly, “Leticia?”

Leticia did not hear, so absorbed was she.
“Leticia!” Julie said a little more sharply.  Still the girl worked on oblivious.  Julie was about to raise her voice when something

stopped her.  {A feeling?}  Julie then noticed that Leticia’s pencil seemed to be moving with un-childlike speed and grace…
Julie had noticed Leticia the first day that Leticia had entered the school.  Even at five years old, Leticia’s beauty caused hearts

to skip beats.  That beauty even left the totally in control Ms. Sedgwick at a complete loss for almost a whole half-second!
Julie’s instant reaction upon seeing Leticia enter her classroom was, “My God, that poor child!”  Julie knew that she could help

Leticia deal with the living hell that was going to be her life.  Julie also knew that the best way to get close to this closed child and to
win her trust was to ignore her for a while, and to act like Leticia wasn’t anyone special.

As Leticia worked on her drawing, a couple of the other children whose openness and curiosity had not yet been destroyed by
paranoid parents, paranoid teachers, or paranoid governments, etc., came over to look at the object of this intense interest being
displayed by this quiet, kind of scary girl who had not said three words to anyone in the entire school in the entire time that she had
been there.  Julie’s feeling increased dramatically when she saw these children’s eyes widen in wonder, for children at this age, in
their uncorrupted morality, are almost completely honest, and false praise is a phenomena almost unknown to their race.  In their
already highly competitive little world, praise almost had to be drug out of them.

Leticia had absolutely no awareness of nineteen-year-old Julie Sedgwick’s approach, did not hear Julie’s audible gasp of surprise
as Leticia caused the nineteen year old Julie Sedgwick to lose control, this time for a little longer than half a second.

Blindly, with mad, (crazy?), energy, Leticia sent the pencil swirling across the paper tracing what she saw in her mind.  Finally,
something managed to interrupt — the flow?  The magic?

That something was a sound, and it was probably the only sound short of a bomb blast that was capable of accomplishing this
feat.  It was a universal sound; it was a sound whose very purpose of existence is to say, ‘pay attention to me!’  The sound that is
virtually the first sound babies make upon entering this world.  {Pay attention to me!}



Slowly, the sound entered her conscious awareness.  She didn’t want it there.  She valiantly, though subconsciously resisted
allowing the sound to interrupt her orgasm.  (Leticia had an eerie feeling that someone else was using her hands to do this.)

That irritating, yet compelling sound!
It continued on and on, and finally managed to enter Leticia’s conscious mind.  The instant that it did, Leticia’s awareness

riveted immediately upon its source.  She did not bother to note the other children, most of whom had the vacant eyed stares of
children seeing something totally beyond any situation that they had ever even heard of, much less actually witnessed.  No one had
the slightest notion of how to feel about it, or what, if anything, that they should try to do about it.  Many of them were down-
right scared, in fact!  Leticia also failed to note Charmaine Lawrence’s glitter eyed look of malice and wonder.  Even Charmaine was
at a loss for words!

No, Leticia’s interest went right now do not pass go do not collect $200 to Julie Sedgwick, whom Leticia had entertained
fantasies of being — friends? — with.  (Weren’t ‘friends’ supposed to be your own age?)  Leticia wanted to be friends with Julie
Sedgwick because Julie Sedgwick was one of the first people that Leticia had ever met who did not treat her like some kind of freak.

Julie Sedgwick was now sitting on the floor in the aisle next to Leticia’s desk in a most unladylike manner.  She was weeping
uncontrollably.

Crying in front of the children probably, but not positively, would have cost Julie her job.  It was definitely not ‘normal’. In
fact, many would consider it ‘crazy’.  No one had ever heard of anything like it!  Even had Julie not been fired for crying in front of
the children, her job performance would have been tightly monitored by some uptight middle-aged schlafley who knew maybe
three per-cent of what Julie knew about children.  So it was probably best that Julie was subsequently fired.  Even if administration
had decided that crying in front of the children did not warrant dismissal, Julie’s first intelligible words, gleefully reported to the
owner of the school himself by Charmaine Lawrence via Mrs. Lawrence via Mr. Lawrence, (who was a personal friend of the owner
of the school), totally obliterated any small chance Julie might ever have had at retaining her job.

Julie said to Leticia, “Who in the burgering hell are you?”

In her utter joy over Julie’s verbal indiscretion, Charmaine missed hearing Leticia’s soft reply to Julie’s question.  Leticia
replied:  “I’m just a little girl.”

Like the rest of the children, Leticia had never before seen an adult cry.  Unlike the rest of the children, Leticia thought she had
a good idea of why Julie was crying.

Leticia herself had barely been managing to restrain her tears since her discovery of a blank piece of paper.  Only the fact that
crying would have interrupted the flow of her pencil had restrained the flow of the tears.  Leticia recognized that Julie had somehow
shared this miracle with her, and with this realization, Leticia’s own tears burst forth.

And this little girl, who had never voluntarily physically touched anyone in her whole life, unabashedly threw her arms around
Julie, and they cried together on the floor for a good long while.

Later, Leticia realized that Julie no longer saw her as just another little girl, and this saddened her.
Then, for the first time, the realization started sinking in that maybe she wasn’t just another little girl, and this realization

deeply disquieted her.

Yet, simultaneously, it also exalted her.

This fateful drawing also became the final brick in the wall between Leticia and her mother.  Leticia, sure that this powerful
magic was the key to finally winning some – Love? – Attention? – Praise? – from her mother, rushed home from school that day,
and proudly displayed her masterpiece for her mother.

Mrs. Moore was applying makeup to her face, an activity that took up major portions of her daylight hours.
“Mom?”
“Yes, Leticia?”  Mrs. Moore answered in that same impatient tone that she always used when her daughter dared to intrude

upon Mrs. Moore’s life.



“I drew a picture.”  Now that Leticia was in that special reality and frame of mind that was occasioned exclusively by the pres-
ence of her mother, her drawing seemed as trivial and insignificant to herself as she knew it would be to her mother.

Mrs. Moore answered, “That’s nice dear.”
“Do you want to see it?”
Annoyed, Mrs. Moore answered, “Oh, all right.”
Her heart pounding in her throat, Leticia proudly produced her masterpiece.  Mrs. Moore quickly glanced at it, looked away,

and then did a quick double take.  She studied it a few more seconds, then returned to the never-ending chore of destroying her
face, and said, “That’s very nice dear.  I am going out tonight.  You will be staying with the Colbys.”  “Yes, Mother.”

Like Mr. Moore, Mrs. Moore had no idea that she had just forever lost her daughter.  Like Mr. Moore, she probably would not
have cared a whole lot even if she had.  She just kept piling layer upon layer of dog-blackmun on her face as she dreamed about Big
Jim King’s big stiff rehnquist sloshing in and out of her wet juicy schlafley.  Her whizzer-white tingled.

It turned out, though, that Big Jim was more into reaganal sex…

Gertrude Moves to Edge City
If she hadn’t actually witnessed it, it probably would not have been so bad.  (Of course, maybe then she would have never

learned to play the piano, as hard as that is to believe!)
(Remember George Schmaltz, though…)
Still, fate or blind chance or whatever decided that Gertrude should witness the act firsthand.
And then witness it repeatedly in her nightmares for the rest of her life.
Gertrude’s father was a stockbroker.  However, Gertrude’s father was also a kindhearted man whose mother had instilled in him

the senses of honesty, honour, respect, and of being a virtuous man.
So as a result, Gertrude’s father was destined to live his entire life as the victim of other more ruthless men whose mothers had

harboured a more realistic view of reality.
For the same reasons, he was also not a very good stockbroker.
And in the home, Mrs. Kokosenski ruled.  Mrs. Kokosenski ruled not with an iron fist, but with an iron tongue.  Mrs.

Kokosenski could pack in more words-per-second-per-minute-per-hour-per-day-per-month-per-year-per-decade-per-century-
per-millenium than anyone else upon the entire planet.  It was what she did best, and it was what she did most.  The speed of her
speech was further garbled by an outrageous Bronx accent, and virtually no one could understand a single one of the thousands of
words-per-minute that she constantly hurled at anyone unfortunate enough to encounter her.  Since most of what she said was
inane chatter anyway, it was probably just as well.  However, there was no way to escape her once you were in her noisy clutches
other than by rudely walking away from her even as she continued talking to you.

Sometimes, she didn’t even notice.
If she could find no one else, she contented herself with talking to herself.
The mail carrier had long ago learned to wait until she went somewhere before he would deliver her mail.  Waitresses working

in the restaurant where she often ate would literally scream and hide upon sight of her.  They had learned from previous experience
that she would not just go away, though, and instead she would drive all of the other customers away.  It was impossible to kick her
out because she never stopped talking long enough for you to tell her that she was kicked out.  And so, following several minutes
of desperate and intense bargaining and begging and threatening and cajoling and promising and yelling and crying, one of the
waitresses would finally be chosen for the sacrifice.  Bravely, or tearfully, the poor girl would approach Mrs. Kokosenski.  Her other
tables were split up amongst the other girls, for Mrs. Kokosenski was a full time job.  Generally, the unlucky girl received all of the
other girl’s tips during the entire ordeal for compensation, as part of the bargaining agreement.

When a new girl came to work was when it was best, though.  The experienced girls would almost burst with laughter as the
naïve and ignorant girl cheerfully approached Mrs. Kokosenski and asked her if she would like to see a menu.

Often these cheerful girls were hysterical crying wrecks within fifteen minutes.
Gertrude and Mr. Kokosenski just turned her off.  Father and daughter would regularly converse as Mrs. Kokosenski blathered

on unaware.
Mrs. Kokosenski loved Gertrude, though.  To her credit, and to her discredit, she though Gertrude was nothing more than a

slightly plump young lady, and as with so many parents, she was utterly incapable of even beginning to have even the smallest
comprehension of even the slightest aspect of any part of her daughter’s reality.  And as a result, Mrs. Kokosenski was one of the
only people in the entire world who did not treat Gertrude like a freak.  And if Leticia gained an advantage over Gertrude because
Leticia could instinctively build walls, this advantage was greatly offset by the fact that Gertrude knew early what it was to be loved.

But Mrs. Kokosenski also had no idea of the living hell that her daughter lived through every day of her life.
Every once in a while, though, Mrs. Kokosenski would accidentally say something significant.  She had unwittingly saved her

daughter’s life when after the first day at school, five months after having the dream, Gertrude had come home covered with rotten



tomatoes, and rotten eggs, crying about all of the other kids, and about how they all laughed at her and tormented and tortured
her.  Mrs. Kokosenski had replied, “There there now!  People can only annoy you if you allow them to annoy you!  Blah blah blah
etcetera and so on and so forth and on and on and on…”

But those few words, chosen from so many thousands, became Gertrude’s credo:  People can only annoy you if you allow
them to annoy you!

Gertrude was to repeat this to herself repeatedly for the next thirteen years.  It was to become one of the stoutest bricks in her
wall.

Six years later, Gertrude and her family were on their way to a cabin belonging to a friend of Mr. Kokosenski’s located in the
Adirondack Mountains near Blue Lake.  Gertrude’s mother held Gertrude in her arms as she blathered and talked and conversed and
verbalized and expressed and stated and vocalized and etcetera and so on and so forth and so on and on and on some more and on
yet some more even yet again.

Mr. Kokosenski was not a warm or friendly man, and if the truth were known, his daughter repulsed even him! Mrs.
Kokosenski was Gertrude’s sole source of love and kindness. The only person who would hug her without wondering if her warts
were contagious. (Mrs. Kokosenski never got them)

They stopped for gas on the outskirts of Albany.  Gertrude decided she wanted to lie down, so she got into the back seat to
resume the journey. Pulling out of the gas station, Mr. Kokosenski’s attention was distracted by a fourteen-year-old girl, and he
failed to look for oncoming traffic before he pulled out onto the highway.  As a result, he drove in front of a semi-truck that was
hauling 80,000 pounds of toilet paper to Montréal at a rate of seventy-five miles-per-hour.

The truck sheared off the front half of the car and turned it into an unrecognizable heap of twisted metal, mixing in the
various pieces of Mr. and Mrs. Kokosenski. The rear half of the car, along with Gertrude, spun around one and one-half times and
came to rest with a shocked and dazed but unscratched Gertrude wondering what had happened.  Hysterical, Gertrude had run the
twenty yards toward the other half of the car.  Partway there, she came across the largest surviving piece of her father.  It was the
lower third of his torso.  The legs and the other two-thirds of his torso were god knows where, but his rehnquist and his powells had
survived intact, and were still attached.  Gertrude had never seen a rehnquist or powells before, and she did not know what they
were.  She had also never seen just a piece of a body, so she did not associate it with anything.  She did not know nor care what it
might be.

Then she saw her mother’s hand.  The hand was not attached to anything else.  Gertrude had seen that hand with that ring on
it thousands of times, and knew just what it was.  Gertrude screamed.  She didn’t stop until they shot her full of seconol an hour
later.  She continued screaming as soon as she came to, and had to be kept on drugs for the next seven years.

Gertrude’s only known relatives were an aunt and uncle in California, and they didn’t want her, so Gertrude spent the rest of
her miserable childhood as a ward of the State of New York.

She lived in the Institution along with hundreds of miniature homicidal maniacs who showed several times the imagination
and sadism in their tortures of her than her classmates ever had.  Since Gertrude knew no one would ever even consider adopting
her, she settled in as best she could.  Since she never reacted to anything, her fellow state-wards soon grew tired of tormenting her,
and turned their attention to someone else who would cower and scream and pee their pants they were so scared, thus making it
fun.  And so, after a couple of months, the other kids pretty much left Gertrude alone.

Until…
Until Samuelson decided to burger her in response to a dare issued by his friends.  The dare had been issued after Samuelson

had boasted that he could get it up anytime anywhere for anything.
They had followed Gertrude and jumped her in the gymnasium bathroom, where no one ever went, which was why Gertrude

liked to go there.
She had acted just like she always acted:  Like they were not even there.  As far as they could tell, she could not even see or hear

them.  Samuelson began wondering if he could get it up.  Gertrude looked bored as he ripped off her clothes, and lifted layers of fat
trying to find her schlafley.  She looked bored that is, until she saw Samuelson’s rehnquist.

She remembered the thing on the highway, and she suddenly realized what it had been.  She began screaming.  Samuelson
nearly beat the blackmun out of her trying to get her to shut up.

She screamed and screamed for two hours until a doctor shot her full of Demerol.
The orphans and cast-offs of the Institution had finally found an Achilles’ heel.  All the boys had to do to send Gertrude into a

screaming fit was to flash her.  She finally had to be restricted from coed activities.  This worked until a girl smuggled in a large
magazine photo of a you-know-what.



Psychiatrists and social workers got nothing out of Gertrude.  She pretended that they weren’t even there.  Her crash course in
wall construction had been very effective.  Her wall now made Leticia’s look like a house of cards.  Gertrude became an island.
Gertrude became an island that was surrounded by a deep, cold, and stormy sea.

Until Candy Apple Red came along, anyway.

Candy Apple Red
Candy Apple Red, (Her legal name!), had endeared herself to Gertrude when, upon Candy’s very first day at the Institution,

she had trounced Samuelson into a bloody, quivering, whimpering, cringing parody of the strutting show-off that he had been not
one minute before.  (The threat of solitary confinement had successfully curbed Samuelson’s rehnquist attacks, and Gertrude was
back with the gang.)

As Samuelson’s humiliation was carried out in front of a full house, Gertrude smiled.
It was the first time in years.
She had fantasized doing much worse to Samuelson herself.  She wanted to gouge his eyes out and to beat his brains in and to

crush his powells with a sledge-hammer and to cut his rehnquist off and stuff it up his reaganhole and to peel his skin off strip by
strip and to pull his fingernails out.  For under that dull catatonic exterior there seethed a boiling cauldron of hate and fury. Every
taunt, every jeer, every time she was tripped, every time a spider was thrown into her face as she slept, it tore her to pieces inside; and
since she had no outlet for her rage, it just kept building up inside of her.

She was a time bomb waiting to go off.  Candy Apple Red lit the fuse.
After emerging from her two weeks of solitary, (Samuelson received three weeks in hospital), Candy Apple Red was a living

legend in the Institution.  Children and staff alike were in awe of her, and fell over each other in their efforts to be nice to her.  She
met their expectations by acting just like a living legend should act:  Aloof, superior, and disdainful.

One day soon after Candy shocked Gertrude nearly to death by approaching her, smiling, holding out her hand, and saying,
“Hi, I’m Candy Apple Red. Who are you?”

Almost, Gertrude had responded.  Gertrude had been closely watching Candy, and this was the first time that the new Queen
had deigned to be friendly to anyone.  Almost, Gertrude said, “Hi, I’m Gertrude. How are you?”

Ah, but the wall was thick.  The mortar was strong.
Gertrude ignored Candy — ignored the outstretched hand.  Like they weren’t even there.
After a while, Candy dropped her hand, and said, “Hey, I’m an outcast too Honey. If you want someone to talk to, I’ll be

around.”
Gertrude’s drug filmed, beady little eyes continued staring straight off into space as she continued ignoring Candy.  “Well, see

you around,“ said Candy as she left.
As Candy walked away, she smiled.  Gertrude would come.  In time.
Little did Candy know that at 2AM that night, Gertrude could be seen pulling out handfuls of hair, beating herself with her

fists, and screaming into her pillow:  ‘Why didn’t I take her hand?  Why didn’t I take her hand!’
Now it was too late.  The hand would not be offered again, and Gertrude would never approach Candy in a million years.

Candy Apple Red was very big, very beautiful, and very black.  She had learned self-defense from her brother, who was the
leader of the baddest street-gang in Bed-Stuy, and probably in the United States.  Candy had already been arrested several times for
prostitution and assault.  Her home had been declared unfit when it was discovered that her father was her pimp, and that he had
been raping her regularly since she was six years old.  She was now fourteen.  Her mother had long since died of a heroin overdose,
her brother had recently got his head blown off by a shot-gun wielding member of his own gang, and now her father was in prison
for a long time.

It seemed that a ‘normal’ life was not in the cards for Candy either.
A family named Billings out in Nassau County had adopted her, and she lived with them along with another foster sister and

two foster brothers, all of whom had been adopted, all of whom were black. (The Billings were very white.)  Candy lived there for
two years.  Here she discovered the miracle of books.  Her somewhat limited reading abilities quickly improved as Candy discovered
worlds and people whose existence she had never even imagined.  Like most ghetto children, Candy had never before been out of



her neighborhood.  The Billings’ home was fifteen miles from her old haunts, an astronomical, unheard of distance to Candy at the
time.  Might as well be the moon!  And she now lived with people who owned a car!  And a library!  She had a bedroom all to
herself!  She even had a stereo!  And this led to Candy’s second great discovery.

She had heard music before, of course, but she had never heard of Billie Holliday, or Muddy Waters; she had never listened to
the blues.  Mr. Billings’ album collection contained a large selection of old blues, mostly by black artists.  Candy had never heard the
blues, but she knew the feeling of the blues very well.  The music went directly to her soul.  And so, Candy spent her days ditching
school and reading books, and her evenings in blissful rapture sitting under a set of headphones.  Mr. Billings was more than eager
to encourage any activity in his wards other than sex and violence and drugs and stealing, and he quickly noted Candy’s interest.
One night he had taken her to an afterhours blues club in the Lower East Side of Manhattan.  Some might have considered it a
somewhat rough place to be bringing children, but Mr. Billings rightly figured that after the life she had led, the club would seem
mild to Candy.  Candy had spent four hours on the bench next to the piano player watching his every move.  The next day, Mr.
Billings had purchased a piano, a stiff punch even to his upper-middle-class budget.  Then, he hired a teacher to give Candy lessons.

Mr. Billings was excited.  The four years he had been adopting street kids had been a dismal failure, and had drained both he
and his wife spiritually, physically, emotionally, and financially.  Every single one of the children had lied to them, cheated them,
and stolen them blind.  Every single one of the children had eventually returned to the cold steel arms of the State of New York.
Candy was the first to show any interest in anything constructive.

Everything Mr. Billings had done, everything he had given up to conduct his great experiment; losing friends, receiving threats
from his neighbours, the tens of thousands of dollars lost through theft and vandalism; all of this would be more than repaid if he
could save but one child’s life.  He would gladly pay double the price he had so far paid!

All his hopes now rested upon Candy.  Candy began spending her days ditching school and reading books and her evenings
playing the piano.

Within three months, she was jamming at the club.
Three months after that, authorities removed Candy from the Billings home and returned her to the Institution because she

never went to school.

An outraged Mr. Billings finally quit adopting street kids.

There was a piano at the Institution. It was kept covered up in the back of the gym, and was rarely used.  Most did not even
know of its existence.  Candy quickly discovered it however, and spent whatever time she could there.

That was how Gertrude had stumbled upon her; she had been on her way to the bathroom to hide, but she heard Candy
instead.

Gertrude had also never heard of the blues - but she also was very familiar with the feeling.
Irresistibly, she was drawn to the sound.
She approached, and stood behind and slightly to the side of Candy, watching her every move.  Candy was aware of Gertrude’s

presence, but pretended not to have noticed.  Candy played around with a standard progression for about five minutes, and then
slowly, mournfully faded it out.  After a moment of silence, Candy softly, without looking at Gertrude, seeming to speak to the
piano, asked her, “Did you like that?”

Gertrude then uttered the first word she had spoken in five years.  She said: “Yes.”
A shocked Candy smiled at her piano, and asked it, “Have you ever played?”
Gertrude said, “No.”
So then, Candy asked the piano, “Would you like to try?”
Gertrude said, “Yes.”

And so, it came to pass that Gertrude Kokosenski sat down at a piano bench for the first time.

Normally, a teacher will share the bench with their student.  However, Gertrude’s bulk required nearly the entire bench to
contain it, so Candy stood beside her.  Candy had just started deciding where the lesson should begin when Gertrude began it on
her own.  One by one, Gertrude slowly began figuring out and playing the chords in the progression that Candy had been using.
Then, she began putting them together, playing them one after the other.  Shortly after that, she started keeping a beat - a very
slow one at first, but she soon worked it up to tempo.  After an hour and a half, Gertrude was doing a flawless imitation of the
mood, melody, and beat of the improvised song that Candy had been playing.



Candy stood in mute dumbstruck wonder.  Candy had spoken less than a dozen words, and the ones that she did speak were
mostly to correct some flaws in Gertrude’s technique; flaws that Gertrude had copied from Candy.  Flaws that Candy herself had not
been aware of until they were already ingrained in her playing style, and which, in spite of concentrated effort, were now flaws that
Candy could not rid herself of.

She pointed the flaws out to Gertrude.
Gertrude quit making the mistakes.
Candy had never taught anyone to play piano before, but she well remembered her own countless hours of practice and frus-

tration. And everyone at the club had been genuinely shocked and amazed at the speed of her progress!
Gertrude had taken an hour and a half to attain a level of skill that had taken Candy over a month to achieve!
At first, Candy suspected Gertrude of lying about her previous experience, but Gertrude made mistakes that no one who had

ever been trained would make.
By this time, Gertrude had started improvising a melody of her own using Candy’s chords.
Then, suddenly, without warning, Gertrude switched keys!  She faltered, and, once again, she had to slowly play the chords one

by one.  Then, she worked her way back up to tempo again, but now she was figuring out the chords and scales on her own!  The
whole concept of keys and scales had taken long hours of study for Candy to even begin to understand, and there were still
mysteries in that realm that baffled her!  Gertrude seemed to understand without being taught.   It was as if it were an instinct!

In order to save Gertrude a little time, Candy then taught her a minor and a seventh scale.  Gertrude was delighted with them,
especially with the minor, and she quickly improvised a haunting melody in it that sent shivers up Candy’s spine.

That night, Candy and Gertrude were given three days of solitary confinement for missing both the dinner and evening roll
calls.

The instant they were let out of the solitary cells, they made a beeline for the gymnasium.  One of the staff followed them,
curious.  Since the gymnasium was off-limits when not in use, the staff person tried to kick them out, but Candy informed her that
if she said one more word, then Candy would perform brain surgery on her through her reaganhole.  (Where on Earth did a
sixteen-year-old girl ever pick up such language?)  The staff person, who had been one of the five adults required to pull Candy off
Samuelson that day, visibly paled.  She slowly backed away a few steps, then turned and fled.

Gertrude played on oblivious.  The staff person returned five minutes later with six male staff persons, plus the Director
himself.

The Director was white, forty-five, healthy, confident, distinguished, and he was dressed in an expensive suit:  The Enemy.
He approached Candy and said, “What’s this about you threatening my officers?  What are you doing in a restricted area?”
Carefully, slowly, (After a glare at the staff person which made her tremble), Candy said, “I’m teaching her to play the piano.

We aint hurtin’ nuthin.”
“That’s beside the point!  You have broken the rules, and I can’t allow that!”
“Mister, this girl is a prodigy! “ said Candy, showing off one of her newly acquired words.  “We aint hurtin nuthin!  Why don’t

you give us special permission?”
The Director replied, “Yes, I give you special permission, then everyone will want special permission!  I said no!”
“What’s the harm if there is no harm?” asked Candy reasonably enough.  “Listen to her!  She’s a prodigy, I tell ya!”
It turned out that the Director was a classical flautist himself.  However, he was of the ‘opinion’ that all music other than clas-

sical music was blackmun.  Blues was even worse than most.  Blues was dog blackmun!  So, after listening to Gertrude for a
moment, (she had been playing on the entire time), this was the opinion that the Director expressed.  He said, “That’s dog
blackmun!”

Unlike Gertrude, Candy was not at all good at holding in or suppressing emotions.

Also, unlike Gertrude, Candy had a quick, easy, and efficient method of unloading rage:  Before anyone even realized what was
happening, Candy used her right foot to drive one of the Director’s powells up into his reaganhole, and she used the heel of her
right hand to dislocate the Director’s jaw.

Fortunately for the Director, he immediately became unconscious.

Then, as everyone was just starting to realize that something was happening, Candy smashed the staff person’s nose into pieces.
She also broke her arm for her.

Unfortunately for the staff person, she remained conscious.  She had never even imagined that such pain was possible, or that
she could bleed so much!

One of the other men then tried to grab Candy from behind.  Candy whirled around and slapped his ear with a slightly cupped
hand.  The air pressure that Candy’s action created in his ear popped his eardrum.  He fell, adding his screams of utter agony to
those of the staff person’s.



The four remaining men, all of them big, young, and strong, hesitated.  Candy glared at them, daring one of them to make a
move.  They were obviously scared blackmunless.  Danny White suggested that they all rush her at once.

In the confusion, they had not noticed that the piano had stopped.  Just as they were preparing to rush Candy, an animal-like
growl to their rear caused all four of them to jerk around.  The last thing Danny White remembered before regaining consciousness
two days later with a cracked skull was seeing 500 pounds of hideous, pimple covered, wart infested fury bearing down upon him
like a roaring freight train.

He just had time to scream before Gertrude smashed him into the wood floor of the gym, her bulk completely covering him.

This was all entirely too much for the three remaining survivors.  They all bolted and ran faster than any of them had ever run
before in their entire lives.

Gertrude was about to give chase when she heard Candy roaring laughter. Gertrude halted pursuit and joined her.
They were still laughing a half-hour later as the police took them away.

The Joys of Sex
Meanwhile, Leticia had not been idle.  She had been introduced to the joys of sex at age six when she was raped by one of her

mother’s boyfriends.  Since the man’s threats had always kept the children’s mouths shut in the past, he assumed they would suffice
now.

As I believe I have pointed out however, Leticia was not your typical child.

In addition, Julie, who had begun her own sexual career as an adolescent rape victim, had extensively coached Leticia in how to
react to just such a situation.  First, Leticia told her mother what had happened.  When Mrs. Moore reacted just as Leticia had told
Julie that she would; not believe and/or not care, Leticia called Julie, who was now teaching at a Capitol Hill high school.

Julie pressed charges.  After hearing the unbelievably beautiful little girl’s calm unemotional and graphic description of her
defloration, an outraged jury had taken only ten minutes of deliberation to convict the man, and an equally outraged judge gave
him an unusually harsh twenty-year sentence.

The only person who did not believe Leticia was her mother, who swore eternal wrath upon that schlafley Julie Sedgwick.  Mrs.
Moore forbade Leticia to ever have anything to do with Julie ever again.  However, since Mrs. Moore never paid much attention to
whether Leticia was even alive or not, much less when and where she went, the rule was not enforced, and Leticia broke it almost
daily.

Julie taught Leticia a few simple self-defense moves, rightly thinking that Leticia was going to become a regular target for
sexual assaults.

Julie took Leticia to the Denver Art Museum, and was surprised when Leticia was unimpressed.  “I will be able to do all that,”
she had said; she wasn’t boasting, but simply stating a by-the-by rather unimportant fact.  Julie stared at the seven-year-old child.

And believed her.
Leticia had gone almost directly to oils.  Julie had shown her a few techniques, but Like Gertrude, Leticia seemed to know what

to do instinctively.  She sold her first painting at age seven for $500.  Most children would have been thrilled tremendously.  Leticia,
however, sadly told Julie that she felt like she had sold a holy part of herself and that she wanted Julie to keep the money.  (Julie
started a trust fund for Leticia instead.)  By the time that she was nine, Julie had to rent a mini-warehouse to store all of Leticia’s
paintings.

Leticia went through phases. First, she painted landscapes. While her paintings contained a certain amount of childish crudity,
still, the sense of color, the shading, the realism was almost inhuman considering the age and experience of the creator.  In fact,
Julie had realized on that final day of her employment at the pre-school, that possibly one of the greatest artists in all history had
been dumped into her lap.  Leticia’s subsequent work did nothing to allay this realization; it achieved quite the opposite effect, in
fact.  Leticia painted landscapes, buildings, and animals, but never people.  Shortly after her rape, (which Julie suspected had affected
Leticia far more than she let on), Leticia suddenly, abruptly, and radically altered her style:  She started painting monsters.  Hideous,
spine tingling, compelling, unbelievably detailed creatures from the darkest depths of someone’s most horrible nightmare.

Julie noticed that many of the images were quite phallic, and this disturbed her.  In fact, there were many things about Leticia
that disturbed Julie.  Disturbed her deeply.  Made her fear for Leticia’s life, in fact.  Julie was very aware of the fact that she was Leti-
cia’s only friend, for instance.  Julie was in regular consultation with Leticia’s teachers, and she learned that Leticia never spoke to
anyone except in answer to a direct question, and often not even then!  Most of the other children were afraid of her.  In fact, some
of them were downright terrified of her!  One young boy, upon finding himself suddenly standing next to her in a lunch line, had



actually peed his pants!  Every time Julie suggested to Leticia that she find some friends her own age, Leticia merely looked at her as
if Julie had said something exceedingly stupid.

Julie also knew, because it had been Leticia’s own unyielding rule since that first $500 sale, that Julie was now the only human
on the planet even allowed to view Leticia’s paintings.

As far as scholastic achievements, Leticia was as much of an enigma to school officials as she was to everyone else.  If a course
happened to interest her, she aced it.  If it didn’t, she would not even make a token effort.

And not many things interested her.  Home Economics?  P.E.?  Surely, you jest!  As far as art, Leticia once contemptuously
commented that she should be teaching the teacher.  History and mathematics seemed to draw her interest, however, especially
geometry.  Her report card was generally a long list of incompletes with an occasional “A” sprinkled in.

Her studies in geometry were probably responsible for the next sudden shift in her style:  Her paintings suddenly became
geometric mazes of intricately woven lines portraying insanity and impossible paradox.  She actually made Picasso and Escher look
like realists!

Leticia finally simply quit going to school.  Julie taught her anything she asked about.

Julie was buying a house in Aurora, and maintained a basement studio for Leticia there.  At age nine, Julie drug Leticia from
this studio in order to take her on a camping trip.  Though sullen and uncooperative at first, Leticia perked up when they hit the
mountains.  (In spite of the fact she had lived her life in their shadow, Leticia had never been into the mountains!)  She was openly
smiling and gazing in wonder by Idaho Springs, and was near ecstasy when they reached Georgetown.  Julie got off the Interstate at
Georgetown, and took a dirt road to the top of Guanela Pass.  Here they parked Julie’s jeep and hiked up a drainage to the top of a
nearby mountain.

The vista left them both speechless.  This was beyond even Leticia’s inhuman imagination!  They were above timberline, so
there were no trees to block the view in any direction, and what a view!  The mighty mountains sent their awesome, snow-clad
peaks tearing into the sky in every direction!  Their ranks danced in multi-hued glory as thunder storms moved here and there
among the ranks, causing some of the mountains to be cast under deep shadows as dark, ominous clouds blasted them with wind
driven rain and lightening, even as the mountain right next to it literally shone from the sunlight glinting of its snowfields!  Though
they stood in bright sunshine on a June day, at 12,000 feet, the temperature was quite brisk, and the wind never ceases in that land
of thin air and ice.

As the sun began setting, the clouds, the sky, and the mountains combined into a light show that defied attempts to describe
using mere words.  Colors and shades Leticia had never even imagined!  As the sunset began fading, Julie was shaken out of her
reverent reverie by the sound of Leticia quietly crying.  Julie silently watched.  If Leticia wanted to explain, she would, and if she
didn’t, she wouldn’t.  This time she did.  After a couple of minutes, Leticia said, “Its — beautiful!”  Julie smiled, and asked, “How
can you even see it through all those tears?”  Leticia said, “I can’t look at it!  It hurts!”

Julie sensed that Leticia’s wall was at an unprecedented low point, and Julie decided to try to take advantage of the rare
opportunity to try to understand this strange child-who-was-no-child; “Why does it hurt, Leticia?”

“Cause it dies!  Everything dies!”

Julie remembered that Leticia’s beloved dog had recently been run over by a hit-and-run driver.  (A hazard unique to
Carland.)  Julie answered, “But that is what makes it beautiful.  If it was just always there and never went away, it would be a taken
for granted nothing!”

Leticia pondered this a moment, then said, “Death is what makes life important?”  Julie remained silent.  Then, Leticia added,
“Pain is what makes beauty important?”

Leticia considered that for a moment.  Then, she bowed her head in prayer, and said, “Dear God, please grant that I may always
have beauty with which to guard my little mind!”



Leticia Moves to Edge City
At age fourteen, Leticia’s mother suddenly came home with a man Leticia had never seen before, and introduced him as Leti-

cia’s new father.  (Her real father had long ago disappeared.)

Leticia took one look at the man and groaned.  She saw in his eyes the same thing she had seen in the eyes of the many men in
her past who had raped or tried to rape her.

The first time they had been alone together in the house, the man had entered Leticia’s room without knocking, and had said,
“It’s about time you learned what’s what, and what your place in this world is, you uppity little schlafley!”

Then he slapped her across the mouth.
Outraged, Leticia tried to kick him in the powells.  The man was an experienced barroom brawler, however.  He caught her

foot in his hand, twisted it painfully, and sent Leticia to the floor.
She was up in an instant, hissing and spitting like a cat, trying to gouge his eyes out.  He gave her a right cross which knocked

out two of her back teeth.  Then, he viciously beat her.  Then, he tied her up naked on her bed with her arms and legs spread-eagled.
Then, he repeatedly raped her for the rest of the afternoon, and into the evening.

Without a word to her mother, Leticia then moved into Julie’s house full time.
Against her better judgment, Julie bowed to Leticia’s fervent request not to call the police.  Leticia could not deal with it again.

Much better to forget.

Or try to anyway.

Money, the Powermonsters, and a Brief History of Humanity
Meanwhile, Gertrude and Candy were sent to a detention centre that was not at all unlike the Institution. They were both

released on their eighteenth birthdays, which happened to be only a few days apart.  They were told that they were suddenly adults,
and that they were now totally on their own to make their way in the big, bad world however they could.

They had no money, no home, no family, no friends, no job, no connections, and no education.
Downtown Edge City.
They did have each other, though, and they had Gertrude’s music.  Candy became Gertrude’s agent, and they began gigging

around New York.  They did this so they could make ‘money ‘.
Now this ‘money’ was funny stuff. In and of itself, money was nothing but worthless pieces of paper.  The only reason this

paper was worth anything was that everyone pretended that it was worth something!   The homemaker and the grocer would
pretend that her pieces of paper were worth some of his groceries.  Then, the grocer and the auto-parts man would pretend that
these same pieces of paper were worth some auto-parts.  Then the auto-parts man and the bookie would pretend that the pieces of
paper were worth a chance at a lot more pieces of paper.  Then the bookie and the hit man would pretend that the pieces of paper
were worth the auto-parts man’s life because the auto-parts man did not pay his gambling debts.

And so on.
This system had its advantages and conveniences, but it also had some serious problems, such as those annoying times when

everyone suddenly quit pretending that the paper was worth anything.

The main problem, however, was that most people thought that the pieces of paper were worth more than anything else in the
World!  Like when a manufacturer discovered his product was, say, deforming babies; instead of breaking down in tears of horror,
and immediately destroying his product, he would instead lie, try to hide evidence, and continue to manufacture the product until
forced to stop, evidently feeling that his acquisition of more pieces of paper was worth deforming a few babies.

This reaction to such news was almost invariable.  People daily committed crimes so heinous as to stagger the imagination and
test the belief of rational thinking humans.  And they did all of this just to get more paper!

Also, some people had more money than a thousand people could use in a thousand lifetimes while other’s watched their
babies starve to death for a lack of it!

People wanted the paper for a variety of reasons.  It could be traded for food and clothing and shelter, of course, and maybe a
man would want to buy an expensive car, thinking lots of girls would then want to have sex with him.  There was this one very
special group of people however; that 1% of the population that owned over 95% of what there was to own; to whom money was
‘power’.  ‘Power’, in this reference, refers to how many people do what you tell them to do.  This ‘power’ hierarchy extended from



the supervisor who told his workers what to do, to this very special group, whom I will here dub the ‘Powermonsters’, who wanted
everyone else in the whole World to do what they told them to do.  They gained power by gaining money.  They gained money by
gaining control of the money, and manipulating it to their advantage.  First, they would print up scads and scads of money, and
they would hand out low interest loans like pancakes at a church breakfast.  They would then invest all their own billions, the stock
market would soar, and the economy would boom.  Then suddenly, without warning, the Powermonsters would call in all
outstanding loans, dump all of their own personal stock, and then dry up the money supply.  Boom.  Instant depression.  The stock
market plummets like a shot goose.  Suddenly there are no pieces of paper to be had anywhere, and everyone has suddenly stopped
pretending that the few pieces that are still available are worth wiping your reagan with.  When absolute rock bottom has been
attained, and everyone’s dreams have died, and all the hardest hit have finished their messy business of jumping off skyscrapers and
eating .45’s and such, then the Powermonsters buy everything back at about 10% of what they just got done selling it for.  They
would fire up the old papermaking machine, offer everyone cheap loans, and start it all over again!

Then, (in order to blow up the balloon for proper popping once again), the Powermonsters start a war.  First, they gain
control of all of the governments.  They do this by loaning money to them.  Since a government generally had no collateral, the
Powermonsters would handle it like any other unsecured business loan:  The recipient would allow the loaner a major say in how
this money was invested in order to assure that the government didn’t lose it, and thus be unable to keep up interest payments.  In
other words, the Powermonsters now told the government what it could and could not do with its money.  The Powermonsters
would then tell the government to buy lots of guns and things in order to protect themselves from the ‘enemy’.  And as it turned
out, all of these guns and things could be conveniently purchased from these very same Powermonsters!  Though their screwdrivers
didn’t really seem worth $600, what the hay, eh?  Gots’ us a Golden goose on our hands!  First, we loan them the money and
collect exorbitant, inflated interest rates!  Then, we make a profit when they give us all of the money right back buying guns and
things!  Meanwhile, these very same Powermonsters, (Such boys!), are playing exactly the same song and dance with the ‘enemy’!
The Powermonsters loan them money, and order them to buy lots of guns and things to protect themselves from their enemy!
The government of Gertrude and Leticia’s country paid hundreds of billions of dollars every year in interest alone.  It was literally
sucking their country dry.

If a government stepped out of line, all the Powermonsters did was to withdraw financing from the offending country, and
increase financing to the ‘enemy’.  And so, governments generally toed the line, and did whatever the Powermonsters told them to
do.

Which was to borrow lots of money, and buy lots of guns and things.
This pattern, on varying levels, had been repeated repeatedly throughout recorded history.  The Sumerians, the Egyptians, the

Greeks, and the Romans were among the first to try powermonstering on a large scale.  However, it remained to the Christians to
begin practicing the art to anywhere near its full potential, and on an international scale.

The Iron Fist of Christianity first became a force to consider at about 500AD.  The Christians adhered to a dark and gloomy
death-worshipping philosophy, and one of their ‘opinions’ was that everyone who didn’t share their opinions should be dead.

At this time, there was a library/university in Alexandria Egypt.  For over 1,000 years, large numbers of intelligent and
resourceful Egyptians had been running around all over the World collecting knowledge to store in this library so that scholars and
scientists could subsequently study this information in order to increase their understanding of the Universe.  Books, scrolls, diaries,
and cultural works were collected, bought, traded for, or stolen all the way from China to England.  By the time the Christians
rolled around, many of the scholars of the Alexandria Library were working on physics and advanced calculus.  The Christians were
just then gaining “power” and were anxious to flex their muscle.  They told the Librarians that they had better start believing what
the Christians believed, or they were really gonna get it!

It turned out, though, that the Alexandrian Librarians were of that breed destined to become a constant thorn in the paws of
the Powermonsters: The Outlaws.

Outlaws believe that they and they alone should tell themselves what to believe, and what ‘opinions’, if any, that they may
wish to harbour.  Most of the Outlaw Librarians believed in ‘facts’, or things that they could prove to their own satisfaction.  One
could theorize or speculate all one wished, but these theories and speculations must be proven before they could be hailed as ‘facts’.

The Christians, on the other hand, insisted that everyone blindly and unquestioningly accept as ‘fact’ a whole bunch of contra-
dictory, unproved, improvable, and highly unlikely fairy-tales just because the Christians said it was so.  Although these fairy-tales
had a great deal of emotional appeal, the Outlaw Librarians rejected them because emotional appeal does not necessarily make it so.
They left emotional appeals and histrionics to the priests and politicians, figuring that their own rôle was to try to understand the
Universe as it really was, and to assume nothing.  Unlike the Christians, the Scientists constantly attacked all of their own facts and
assumptions, always trying, and often succeeding, to prove themselves wrong.

When the Librarians persisted in their stubbornness, the Christians stoned most of them to death, jailed the rest, and burned
the Library to the ground.

Thus in a single stroke the Christians wiped out the greatest single concentration of knowledge that explosive, fledgling
humanity had thus far been able to collect.



A millennium of painstaking backbreaking physical mental emotional intellectual labors of love ruthlessly murdered.  A
millennium of the profound teary eyed wonder of discovery!  Of learning!  Of looking out at the stars, wondering what was going
on, and starting to figure it all out!  Given just a little more time, quite possibly some Egyptian Einstein would have come along
with E=mc2!  Conceivably, had the Librarians been allowed to continue their efforts unmolested, people would have been walking
on the moon 1,000 years ago!  Of course they probably would have come up with atomic weaponry then also, and maybe they
would have blown everything up, and maybe burning that burgering library was the greatest favour that humanity ever had done
for it!  ‘Opinions’ of what is good and what is bad often depend upon the point of view.   Whatever ‘opinion’ you or I may harbour
upon the subject, fate or blind chance decreed that the Christians must burn the Library.  The Iron Fist was meanwhile descending
upon the entire Western World, and humanity suffered under its relentless grip for the next 1,000 years.  All human progress
stopped.  The Christians decreed that the World was flat, the rest of the Universe revolved around it, and that it was divinely created
out of nothing in seven days by a god whose existence they couldn’t prove, but whose word they had exclusive rights to.  Anybody
who said any different was burned at the stake.  This ‘word’ the Christians then put to ingenious and highly profitable use. They
financed and placed into motion the Crusades, which, though disastrous in outcome was still financially rewarding to the Church.
When the Christians drained Europe of all available manhood in this endeavour, they next mounted the ‘Children’s Crusade’.  The
profits on this escapade were especially good since, rather than shipping them all the way to the Mid-East to be butchered by angry
Arabs, they were instead sold into slavery right across the Strait of Gibraltar in Morocco.

Most of the children died from sexual abuse and neglect before their eighteenth birthdays.

Inquisitions were yet another popular and rewarding event that the Christians often sponsored.
Fortunately for humanity, the Christians soon grew fat and lazy, and the Outlaws eventually started making a reemergence.

Finally, humanity burst out of its shell in a colourful explosion known as the ‘Renaissance’.

Although they would remain a deadly and sinister force, the Reign of the Christians was over.
Later historians labeled this reign as ‘The Dark Ages’.

As if eager to make up for lost time, humanity burst out of the Dark Ages like an arrow out of a bow.  Art, science, and
discovery were all rediscovered by a humanity already busily crawling around all over the known world exploring all of the nooks
and crannies that had been denied to them for so long.

Columbus’ voyage was just one of many events that proved that the Christians were full of blackmun.
Actually, an even better analogy than an arrow from a bow would have been a starship headed for space.  Rather than losing

velocity, humanity’s explosion instead grew exponentially.  People quickly discovered that the real Universe was an infinitely larger,
deeper, more mysterious, and beautiful place than the Christian’s had ever dreamed in their wildest fantasies!

Anyway, this led to that.  The Renaissance led to the Industrial Revolution.   The Industrial Revolution led to vastly greater
numbers of people to control, and to a vastly greater amount of wealth available with which to control them.  This created the soil
ready to sprout the seeds of a new generation of Powermonsters whose bloody exploits were destined to make the Christians look
like a bunch of lace-frilled sissies, and who would reign supreme until Gertrude and Leticia’s time:  The International Financiers.

These men had no belief except power.  They had no interest in science, except insofar as it could be used to increase their
power.  They had no interest in religion, except insofar as it could be used to increase their power.  They had no interest in whether
or not their fellow humans lived or died, except insofar as they could be used to increase their power.

Gertrude and Leticia’s country had had a hopeful beginning.  A gang of Outlaws had overthrown the Powermonsters.  America
was, quite literally, a land of Outlaws.  People from all over the World who believed they should control their own lives swarmed
the new country by the millions.  Since there were no labor unions or anything back in Europe at that time, the Powermonsters
could arrange it so that everyone was their economic slave.  Hundreds of people would literally get upon their knees and beg for a
single available job.  If he was lucky enough to land a job, his wages, if they were stretched to the ultimate, just might be enough to
keep his family from starving to death.  Meanwhile, his labour made the Powermonsters rich.

This environment produced many Outlaws, in spite of concerted and bloody efforts to eradicate them, and a good many of
these Outlaws sold their souls to gain passage to the new country.

Getting all the Outlaws meant that America got all of the very best and the very worst of humanity.
The American Outlaws tried.  They were very aware of Powermonster manipulation of European affairs, (Tom Jefferson stated

publicly that he believed them to be more dangerous than standing armies!), and the American Outlaws knew that they wanted the
Powermonsters to keep their deadly games over in Europe.  And so, Tom and his cohorts created the instrument that provided such
an effective roadblock against the Powermonster’s desires to control everyone and everything:  The American Constitution.

The Constitution was written in the spirit I think best summed up by our proliferate Mr. Jefferson:  “If the government is not
in chains, then the People soon will be!”

They created a government totally different than the accepted style of the time. Where ‘power’ was so diffracted and limited
that the Powermonsters would have a great deal of difficulty finding any levers to pull.

Ah, but alas!  Evidently, even Tom failed to accurately assess the inhuman resourcefulness of the Powermonsters!



The takeover of the American government began almost at once. Of course, there was wealth and people to control in Amer-
ica, and many local Americans gladly began trying to control them.  A few years later, some Americans decided that it would be
profitable to deal with the European Powermonsters.  Thus, they became pawns in the Powermonster’s deadly game of chess, where
all players except the king are expendable.  The Powermonsters had their foot in the door of America.  Though it has yet to be
ultimately proven, it appears as if that was all they needed.

The Constitution proved, and still proves to be a formidable barrier, however.  Under its mandates, people were free to do just
about anything they pleased with minimal government interference — an intolerable situation as far as controlling people with
governments is concerned.  Also, all of the people had a right to carry guns — also a big no no.  People are much easier to control
it they can’t shoot at you.

By far the biggest obstacle, however, was the block the Constitution placed between the Powermonsters and America’s money.
The Constitution placed the power to control money strictly, in plain, no-nonsense language in the hands of Congress.  Also, it was
required that paper money printed by the American government have a reserve of gold or other precious metals to back its value.

The money is the jugular of any nation, and the jugular is the target of any canny predator. The Constitution placed a seem-
ingly impenetrable barrier between the Powermonsters and America’s money.

Not impenetrable enough, though, as you will soon learn.
The method of national monetary policy much preferred by the Powermonsters was the method almost universally employed

in Europe: Where a “State Bank” controlled everything.  State Banks are much easier to take over than a Congress.  The requirement
for a backing of gold was also a Powermonster obstacle, since the paper money had a strong set value rather than being worth
whatever the Powermonsters said it was worth.

Yes, the Powermonsters faced a serious challenge in America, but the Powermonsters were persistent and resourceful.  And
they were powerful.  As time passed, and lessons were forgotten, the junior American Powermonsters began sniffing at the carrots
that the European Powermonsters dangled in front of them.  Thus began the effort to buy America, and destroy the Constitution.
Pawns probed weak spots, which were then attacked by bishops and knights and rooks.  Within a decade of ratification of the
Constitution, laws were passed to limit the personal freedom of individuals, and moves made to centralize power in the executive
branch of the government.  The first Powermonster loans were accepted.

But Tom and many other brilliant people spent many years agonizing over ways to thwart the Powermonsters, and the battle
was not easy.  Yet, it progressed nonetheless.  Even so, politicians were bought, influence was utilized, and over the years, the spirit
and intent of the Constitution was undermined.

With the election of Woodrow Wilson in 1912, the Powermonsters received their first major breakthrough.  The only reason
Wilson was able to defeat Taft was that Taft’s fellow Republican, (but unlike Taft, a Powermonster tool) Theodore Roosevelt threw
his hat into the ring on a third party ticket.  Though Wilson did not receive nearly a majority of the vote, Roosevelt drew enough
votes away from Taft to insure Wilson the election.

The Powermonsters must have breathed a collective sigh of relief.  They were busy preparing their biggest caper to date, and
they wanted America involved as deeply as possible.  World War I was on the drawing board and almost ready for implementation.
America had always stayed strictly away from the never ending European wars and the People of America showed absolutely no
inclination to reverse this policy. Wilson’s job was to convince them.  Since the vast majority of the American People were dead set
against sending so much as a file clerk to Europe, it did not promise to be an easy job.  Wilson had other fish to fry also.  On
December 23, 1918, in one of the most outrageous hoaxes ever perpetrated, the Powermonsters finally struck their fatal blow.

The Powermonsters had been regularly sponsoring bills to create a state bank almost from the first day, but were unsuccessful.
The Powermonsters told the American People that since everyone knew the Congress was in the pockets of the Powermonsters,
then something as vitally important as the money should be placed in private hands.  (One of the Powermonsters’ favourite tricks is
to publicly condemn measures they are actually for, and publicly support measures they are actually against, since many Americans
know that whatever is good for the Powermonsters is probably not so good for them.)  With the election of Woodrow Wilson,
though, things quickly changed.  A new campaign for a state bank was launched, but its sponsors felt that the term ‘state bank’
should be avoided at all costs.  On December 23, 1918, using the slogan ‘take the money out of the hands of the rich’, Congress
gave America’s money to the Powermonsters.  December 23, 1918 was the date Congress passed the “Federal Reserve Bill”.  (Merry
Christmas, America!)

The Federal Reserve is controlled totally by private interests.  The Federal Reserve now dictates money policy to Congress and
to the President.  The Federal Reserve has complete, total power over America’s money.  They answer to no one.  The Federal
Reserve has never been audited by anyone!

Since America was also taken off the gold standard at about this same time, the money was worth whatever the Federal Reserve
said it was worth, and there was as much money available as the Federal Reserve had decided would be available.

The Constitution was thwarted by the same method that the Powermonsters had used so successfully so many times before:
They constantly ignore it, and often they get away with it.

By the time reelection time came around for Wilson, the war in Europe was going full blaze.  Wilson won reelection on the
slogan ‘He kept us out of the war!’  However, even as Wilson stumped the country giving his solemn word that American soldiers
would never be sent into a foreign war, he was preparing to do just the opposite.



After years of fighting, the war in Europe was at a complete stalemate.  It would have soon ended in a negotiated settlement.
Before Wilson was even inaugurated for his second term, though, the Powermonster’s newspapers did a sudden and complete
turnaround.  “The Germans,” they said, “after conquering Europe will surely next set their greedy sights upon our own amber waves
of grain, won’t they?  Wouldn’t it be much wiser to nip this thing in the bud, and go crush them over there? Before they sully our
own shores?”

Actually though, the evil Germans weren’t going anywhere at that point, but as I said, America’s entry changed all of that.  It
threw the war back into high gear, and it raged on several years longer than necessary.

Then, the Powermonsters saw to it that the conditions of Germany’s surrender were so oppressive and so injurious to the
proud German spirit, that it virtually set the stage for World War II.

After collapsing the stock market and creating the Great Depression, of course.

World Wars I & II were fought to make the World safe for Powermonsters.

With the introduction of the Income Tax, the Powermonsters now had created the mechanisms both to create the debt and to
collect the interest on the debt. And even to avoid paying the debt themselves by making themselves exempt from income tax!

The CIA and the FBI were also created during this era.  And in addition to all that, by using American money, the
Powermonsters had created Russia!  (Russia was quite literally made in the USA), and in Russia the government controlled almost
everything!

The Powermonsters had big plans for Russia. Even as Stalin helped the Americans to once again crush the evil Germans at the
end of World War II, Russia was already being groomed as America’s next great ‘enemy’ against whom they had to borrow large
amounts of money to defend themselves.

And most Americans just ate their pie and closed their eyes.

Viet Nam almost turned into a fiasco for the Powermonsters when significant numbers of Americans began protesting
Powermonster policy and using the methods of Mahatma Gandhi to do so.  Against these methods, the Powermonsters are almost
helpless.  After having the police and National Guard beat and tear-gas and shoot and kill them enough times, however, many of
the protestors began shooting back, thus destroying their popular support, and playing right into the Powermonsters hands, as the
Powermonsters could now say, “Look! They’re burning the campuses! We need more money and more guns and more laws to deal
with this threat!”  And besides, by speaking violence, they were speaking the Powermonsters’ own language; they were fighting
them on their own turf.

The Powermonsters were taking over the American government, the American government was taking over America, and it
was sad.

Living by the Sword
Gertrude and Candy were blissfully ignorant of the Powermonsters and their schemes.  Since everyone pretended that the

Powermonster’s money was valuable, the girls traded Gertrude’s music for it, and then in turn traded it for food, shelter, clothing,
and so forth.

They were completely unaware that they were contributing to mass exploitation and murder by doing so.

Gertrude and Candy became so inseparable that many people mistakenly took them to be lovers.  Actually, Candy had warned
Gertrude right at the beginning of their relationship that she could not stand to be physically touched by anyone of either sex —
and then had driven the point home when Gertrude had forgotten the warning and had touched Candy on the shoulder to get her
attention.  Before she even realized what she was doing, Candy had broken Gertrude’s wrist.  Gertrude had been unable to play for
over a month and the girls had had to resort to food stamps to get by, thus inadvertently were advancing the schemes of the
Powermonsters even more!  (It was almost impossible not to at that time!)  Gertrude never touched Candy again.  Candy’s violent
ways got her in much trouble with the police, and her phobia about being touched got her in even more trouble after the fact; after
a while the police learned that Candy would come along peacefully and quietly as long as no one touched her, and so they forwent
the customary frisking.  Many of the clubs where they played were of a somewhat sordid nature, Candy was a very desirable woman,
and many men tried to touch her, (Though none of them ever tried it twice!)  Fortunately, it did not take long for Candy to
develop a reputation, and gradually Candy’s reagan became the target of less and less pinches.

No, Gertrude and Candy were not lovers, but they were as close to it as possible without actually being it.  They were both
each other’s best, and only friends.  They rarely spoke to each other, for their relationship went deeper than any need or capability
of words to express.



“No one can see who we are!”  Gertrude had once remarked to Candy.
“No one can see who anyone is!” replied Candy.  “All they can see is some part of themselves that they project onto others.

Some rich white rabbit thinks I ought to have his values and think like him even though I come from virtually another planet! And
all of these reaganholes who weren’t raped all of their lives think that I’m so deprived and mentally disturbed because I won’t let
them stick their ugly burgering rehnquists inside of me!  From what I’ve seen, I aint missin’ nothin’ but a bunch of headburgers and
heartaches!”

And so, they continued for the next five years.
At first most of their gigs were in New York, but Candy had since branched out to Atlantic City and Philadelphia, and she was

just getting ready to invade Boston when she met Vato Loco.

Vato Loco
Vato Loco was the leader of a street gang called the Vatos Locos.  (Crazy guys.)  Vato Loco had come from a typical ghetto

family; an alcoholic father who beat his mother once a week whether she needed it or not, and nearly a dozen brothers and sisters.
He had no future, no horizon, and no hope.  All that he did have was lots of pride.  He had four large scars resulting from knife
wounds, two of them across his face.  He also had two bullet wounds, one received from a rival gang during a rumble, and one
courtesy of the New York Police Department.  Loco had killed the police officer that shot him and had then gotten away, but the
police found out that it was he.  They had then arrested him, but they had been unable to prove the deed to a Grand Jury’s satisfac-
tion, and had been forced to allow Vato to walk free.

This had been the beginning of a war between the police and the Vatos Locos, and the Vatos Locos were losing.  (Policemen
quite understandably harbour a special hatred for people who kill policemen.)

Seven Vatos had gone down in the last three months, and two of them had been killed ‘resisting arrest’, even though Vato
knew Puto didn’t own the .38 the police claimed he fired at them.  Shortly after Puto’s killing, the police had blatantly warned Vato
that the same fate awaited him as soon as they got their hands on him, which was going to be as soon as they could arrange it .
They openly followed him everywhere he went, and just generally harassed him and fellow Vatos at every available opportunity,
which was every time they showed their faces in public.

For the first time in his life, Vato was becoming scared.  He would gleefully take on any policeman one on one, but they had a
machine behind them that was so big that it was squishing the Vatos Locos like so many bugs!  The heat was on Vato internally in
the gang as well.  Each day of having policemen follow them and harass them everywhere they went increased tensions further.
Their heroin supply had been cut off because of the heat.  Garcia had finally come within a hairsbreadth of challenging him for
leadership.  Vato was living on borrowed time and he knew it,  (even though he didn’t know that Garcia was busily negotiating with
the police to give Vato to them if they would just quit harassing the rest of the Vatos.)

Vato decided to do a hit in a desperate last move measure to regain face.  They planned how they would escape police surveil-
lance, who would go, how they would escape, and which liquor store they would hit.  Garcia promptly relayed all of this infor-
mation to the police, and the liquor store was surrounded by twenty police officers with all kinds of guns and things anxiously
awaiting their opportunity to blow Vato Loco into little tiny pieces.  (They would try to explain later how one of the robbers had
been shot twenty times while the other three escaped altogether.)

Two days before the hit, the police had suddenly quit harassing the Vatos.  Then, on the big night, they escaped their club-
house undetected — as far as they could tell.  Then, Vato threw Garcia into a panic when Vato insisted upon having a couple of
shots at El Perdido’s first.  Garcia protested, but Vato insisted that he was too tight, and needed to loosen up.  Garcia knew Vato
could probably sense Garcia’s own nervousness, and he did not wish to make Vato suspicious, for Vato was an animal among
animals, and Garcia was quite afraid of him.  Garcia’s nervousness decreased not one bit when Vato said, “Hell, you look like you
seen a ghost, boy! You’re the one who needs to loosen up!  You look downright spooked in fact!”

So, they entered El Perdido’s and ordered a shot and a beer each.
Two minutes later, two more Cubans entered the bar, and sat at a table not far from the youths.  They were undercover police

officers that had been following them.
The ugliest white girl any of them had ever seen or imagined was playing piano.  White faces in El Perdido’s were a rarity —

but so was the way that this girl could play the piano.  The blues were a common language among the patrons of El Perdido’s, and
none of them had ever heard anyone speak it quite like this grotesque white girl.  Gertrude raged, laughed, cried, talked, loved, and
hated through her piano, and she took her audience with her.  Even the police officers were distracted from their surveillance.

Then, Vato saw the most beautiful black woman he had ever seen sitting near the piano.  Though she was not dressed like one,
Vato assumed that she was a prostitute, since those were the only kind of women who ever came into El Perdido’s.

And he wanted her.  “You ever eat taco meat seester?”  Candy turned to Vato, and immediately sized him up as a deadly punk.
“Yeah, I chew it up into little pieces and then spit it out,” she replied.  “Hit the road, spic!  I aint no player.”  She returned her atten-
tion to Gertrude.



Vato didn’t leave though.  Candy had committed the unforgivable sin of insulting Vato’s pride.  And a woman at that!
Women were to be burgered and beaten, and they had no business lipping off to any man, much less Vato!  “Oh, you’re the beeg
bad beech, eh?”

Candy then tried gentle reason; “Look, she said smiling, “I’m just this girl’s manager, and I aint for sale, okay?”
Reason and a patronizing smile weren’t going to get her anywhere with Vato, however.  He replied, “I theenk you need a

couple of teeth knocked een to teach you some manners you burgering nigger schlafley.”
Candy sighed.  “Please just leave me alone,” she tiredly said.
Instead, Vato struck at her, intending no doubt to knock a couple of teeth in, and teach her some manners.  Instead, to his

complete utter astonishment, he found himself flat on his back in the floor with no idea of how he had gotten there!  He looked at
Candy in complete bewilderment.  Then, he looked toward his companions, and noticed that they were laughing at him!  Vato saw
red.

NO ONE LAUGHED AT VATO LOCO! NO ONE!
Candy merely added insult to injury by saying, “Please, I don’t want to hurt you.”
In a blind rage, he charged her — only to be hurled painfully headfirst against the piano.
“Please!” begged Candy.  She was possibly worried about a jail sentence, but she also had a good idea of what Vato’s life was

probably like, and she sympathized.  She really didn’t want to hurt him.

In Vato’s reality, however, sympathy was an insult to his pride.

With a snarl, Vato picked himself up off the floor, and pulled out a six-inch switchblade.  Sympathy or no, this had now gone
entirely too far for Candy.  “Put that away before I shove it up your reagan,”

As she said this, unnoticed, the two detectives drew their pistols.
Vato lunged at her with the knife.
Candy broke his wrist, and the knife went skittering across the floor.  It took every ounce of courage that Vato possessed to

keep from crying out in an unmanly manner.
The detectives discreetly re-holstered their weapons.
By this time, Garcia and the other two Vatos were surrounding Vato, and begging him to desist.  Like an animal, Vato growled

and spit and hissed and tried to attack Candy until Garcia thought of yelling, “The cops!”
Vato’s fear of the police was stronger than his rage.  He hurled himself out the back door. Candy relaxed.
Less than a minute later, however, she heard shouting and a commotion, and she looked up just in time to see Vato leveling a

.45 at her face.

In Vato’s world, it was considered cowardly to stand at a distance and shoot someone.  It was much more manly and personal
to stab someone with a knife.

Candy had driven Vato over the edge however.  His only thought was to kill her in any way that he could.
Candy’s reaction disappointed Vato.  Rather than screaming and begging, Candy instead closed her eyes and smiled! It was like

she was glad that it was over.

Her eyes were still closed and she was still smiling an instant later as Vato’s slug ripped through her chin, her throat, and her
spinal cord, killing her instantly.

Since all that I know about Candy are the parts of myself that I project onto her, then this is just a guess, but I believe that
Candy Apple Red would have felt little consoled had she known that the two detectives blew a large part of Vato’s brains all over the
bar an instant later.

Gertrude sure wasn’t consoled, anyway

Leticia Loses Her Virginity
Meanwhile, Leticia was running into problems.  Julie had made Leticia aware of the Powermonsters and Leticia had trouble

dealing with this knowledge.  She realized that money was just a tool to use and control people, and that material possessions were
weapons in the hands of her enemies.  The problem was that the only way to escape the grip of the Powermonsters was to go into
the wilderness and live off the land, and Leticia had absolutely no idea how to go about this.  Fortunately, Leticia happened to be
alive in an era when large numbers of other people were also becoming disenchanted with the Powermonsters.  (The Viet-Nam era
that I spoke of earlier.)  ‘Back to nature’ communes were springing up all over the few tracks of wilderness that the Powermonsters
had not yet paved, polluted, dug up, or cut down.



Leticia had become a virtual hermit, however.  She spent virtually all of her time in Julie’s basement.  She never saw anyone but
Julie.  She never received phone calls, never dated, and even avoided Julie’s friends.  The thought of joining a group of strangers was
abhorrent to her.

However, she was now nineteen years old, and realized that she couldn’t live off Julie forever, and Julie also was tired of
contributing to the Powermonster’s corrupt and evil system.

So, they decided to explore some alternatives.

They finally decided to check on a place in Tennessee called simply ‘The Farm’, where 1,000 people were living on a successful
and self-supporting farm.  Leticia was very wary, and even Julie entertained some doubts.  The Farm seemed a bit too religiously
oriented for Julie’s tastes, and she feared from a few of the facts that they had been able to gather that the citizens of The Farm
suffered from ‘group think’; whatever the head man, (a man named Stephen), thought and believed was what everyone thought
and believed.

Still, there were many definite pluses, such as the education they would gain, the experience they would share, and as far as
religious fairy-tales, at least Stephen spoke of Buddha and Jesus in the same breath, so he was probably relatively open minded on
the subject.  (Open minded:  The opposite of ‘opinionated’.)  Also, many of the ‘group think’ thoughts that The Farm harboured
happened to be things that Leticia and Julie thought on their own anyway.  And, they could always leave if they didn’t like it.

So, on the first day of Julie’s summer vacation, she sold her car, and bought two Honda 750 motorcycles, riding leathers, and
camping gear.  Then, they pointed the motorcycles east and took off.

At first, Leticia was afraid of the motorcycle, but as she rode and gained experience and confidence, she began experiencing the
exhilaration already intimately familiar to motorcycle enthusiasts the world over.  The wind in her face!  The open highway! The
awesome majesty of the Great Plains!  (Dubbed “The Pancake Lands” by Leticia.)  Leticia realized that riding in a car was like watch-
ing a television screen, whereas on a motorcycle, you were right out there in the middle of everything — you were a part of it.
Increasingly, Leticia began appreciating Julie’s choice of transportation.

They were two young and beautiful chicks out free on the open highway!  When they reached the Kansas border, Leticia’s first
time out of Colorado, Leticia let out a war whoop, and gunned the powerful, high performance four-cylinder, sixteen valve, double
overhead cam engine to full throttle.  Then, laughing like a little girl, she hurled herself into the heart of the prairies.

With a whoop and laugh of her own, Julie took off to catch her.
Their smiles slowly faded as they crossed Tennessee, however, and they approached The Farm.
The Farm had a gate.  If whoever was on the gate decided you were cool, you could come in.
A woman came out to meet them.  She was in her mid- twenties, and pretty, but wore clothes that seemed to purposely hide

her figure.  (Stephen believed women should not flaunt their sexuality.)  The woman was obviously taken aback by the two black
leather clad women on the big snarling motorcycles, and her nervousness only increased when Leticia removed her helmet, and the
girl saw her face.  Leticia quickly categorized her as a ‘resenter’; one to whom Leticia’s beauty somehow represented a threat.

The woman quickly regained her poise, and smiled a smile that, to Leticia’s surprise, seemed real and unaffected.  Then she said,
“Welcome to The Farm!  What can we do for you?”  Julie answered, “We are students who have come to learn, and teachers who
have come to teach.”

This answer was evidently mystical and new-agey enough for this crowd, and the girl seemed impressed; her expression seemed
to say ‘well maybe you’re all right after all!’  “Well, class is always in session here!  My name is Trudy.”

Julie introduced Leticia and herself.  Leticia remained silent, her gaze wandering lazily here and there. Her presence obviously
disturbed Trudy, but her presence obviously disturbed nearly everyone, so she hardly noticed it anymore.  Trudy informed them
that they could come in under the status of ‘guests’.  The length of time one stayed under this status was open for negotiation, but
the time must eventually come for a choice; if you wished to stay, and The Farm wished you to stay, you then became a full family
member.  You gave everything you owned to The Farm, and then shared more or less equally the bounties of The Farm.  (Children



and pregnant ladies were given priority over everyone else.)  Kind of like a slightly socialist psuedo-anarchy.  The People of the
Farm believed people should ‘love’, (The force that brings people together), each other and cooperate for the common good rather
than ‘hate’, (Frustrated love - the main force that separates people), and try to destroy each other.  They were out to save the
World, and were convinced they had the Answer.

Though she had some misgivings, Julie was impressed.
She realized it was probably necessary for the survival of The Farm, but still, the Gate still seemed somewhat elitist to her ideal-

istic tastes.  Julie wanted to be sold, though, and so she was being sold.
Leticia remained silent.
Trudy was about to show them to the guest camping area when she asked, “Oh, I’m sorry, but are those coats and pants made

of leather?”  Julie inspected her leathers as if she had never seen them before, then informed Trudy that yes they were indeed top-
of-the-line genuine cowhide, and that the ‘pants’ were called ‘chaps’.

Trudy apologetically told them, “I’m afraid I will have to ask you to leave them here.”
“Why?”  Leticia’s first spoken word was like an attack and Trudy jumped.  Quickly regaining her composure, Trudy informed

Leticia that the people of The Farm did not believe in killing animals.  “Well tell ya what sweetie,” said Leticia in her best beautiful
bitch voice, “when they come up with something that insulates my hide from the road better than leather, then I’ll be the first to
buy it. But until then I’ll wear my leather.”

“Those animals are raised and slaughtered inhumanely,” countered Trudy.
“Okay, then raise and slaughter them humanely!  You ever stopped to think that this cow might not ever have experienced life

at all if I had not bought these leathers?  Isn’t ‘sanctity of life’ one of your big raps here?”
Trudy remained firm, and though Julie agreed with Leticia, her respect for this pretty woman dressed in bags grew because of

that firmness of belief.  Trudy said, “We have decided that we do not wish to expose ourselves or our children to pieces of dead
animals, and that has become our policy.”

“Policy schmolocy!”  Interrupted Leticia.  “Start making ‘policies’ you start tying people down!  We came here to share energy
and ideas.  If you are not going to accept us as we are because we hold different beliefs and values than you do, then that means that
this place is stagnant and dying, and I don’t want to waste my time!”

And with that, Leticia stormed back to her motorcycle and roared away.  After a shrug to Trudy, Julie followed.
She had a difficult time catching up.  Leticia seemed bent upon suicide.  Finally, Leticia turned off onto a dirt road that

followed a creek.  She rode for a few hundred yards up this road, parked her bike, ran to the bank of the creek, buried her face in her
hands, and began crying.

Julie silently watched.  After a while, Leticia burst out and said, “All of those beautiful people doing such a beautiful thing, and
their thing is dying!  Everything is dying!  The World is dying!  Those people at The Farm; they deny their sexuality!  Sexuality is
what insures the survival of the species!  To deny sexuality is to deny life!  To worship death!  Oh, God!  WHY DOES EVERYTHING
HAVE TO DIE!?!”

And she cried more. Julie maintained her silent vigil — with thoughts of her own.  Leticia’s views on sexuality surprised Julie,
who knew Leticia’s only sexual experiences involved being viciously raped.

Suddenly, as Leticia was finally starting to get hold of herself, Julie realized that it was time!  Her heart skipped a beat.  She had
thought that it was time a couple of times before, but this time she knew it for sure!  Julie hugged Leticia.  Leticia gratefully melted
into Julie’s arms, grabbing her and holding her like someone drowning.

Then, ever so gently, lovingly, and carefully, Julie began caressing one of Leticia’s falwells.  Leticia stiffened in surprise for a
moment — then allowed her to continue.  She also had anticipated this moment.

Julie’s lips found Leticia’s and they kissed — gently at first, then with increasing passion as tongues began flashing.  Slowly,
sensuously, they undressed for each other.  Just as Julie began loving Leticia’s whizzer white, she said, “I’ve been wanting to do this
for years!”  Leticia replied, “So have I.”

And so, for the first time in her life, Leticia made love with another human being.  (That is, if you didn’t count the girl in the
gas station day before yesterday!)

The girls spent the next month touring on their motorcycles.  On the California coast, Julie informed Leticia that it was time
for her to get back to work, and it was time to head back for Denver.  Leticia hesitated, however.  Now that she had seen some of
the World outside of Julie’s basement, she wanted to see more.  The thought of returning to the empty and directionless life that
she had led in Denver repulsed her.



And so, tearfully, Leticia and Julie parted company for a while.  Though they would remain friends for the rest of Leticia’s life,
they said good-by forever to what they had that day.  They were headed out on separate paths toward separate destinations now.
They would both have deep and moving experiences that had nothing to do with each other, this would separate them, and never
again would they feel like a single entity.

Julie was fixing to move out of Edge City.  Leticia was getting ready to go over the Edge, and into the Abyss…

Gertrude Loses Her Virginity
With the violent and bloody death of Candy Apple Red, Gertrude’s insanity deepened in its quiet, unnoticeable way.  Once

again, she was truly Alone.  At first it was simply impossible to accept the fact of Candy’s death, even though Gertrude herself had
picked Candy up and rushed her to the hospital knowing the whole time that Candy was dead and that there was nothing that
anyone could do about it.  Still she drove 100 miles per hour on the expressway just because doing that was better than going over
the Edge.

In their Manhattan apartment, Gertrude would find herself talking to Candy before she realized Candy wasn’t there anymore.
Every time something reminded her of Candy, it was like a knife through her heart, and everything reminded her of Candy!  Every-
where Gertrude went, the ghost of Candy Apple Red was there laughing and jiving with her raucous street-gutter humour.

There was the street-corner flower vendor from whom Candy had bought some roses for Gertrude.
There was the boutique upon whose doorstep Candy regularly deposited piles of dog blackmun because they had once not

allowed Candy to use their bathroom.
There was that guy whose jaw Candy had recently broken.
Gertrude suffered in silence.  To everyone else on the planet, she was nothing more than a hideously ugly fat girl, and most of

them seemed to assume that someone so ugly could not possibly harbour any normal human passions or feelings, much less
experience intense suffering.  The taunts and cruel jokes continued unabated.

Had Gertrude suddenly disappeared from the face of the Earth, hardly anyone would have noticed.  And no one would have
cared.

And in fact, as far as New York was concerned, Gertrude did disappear from the face of the Earth.  With Candy Apple Red
hanging out on every street corner in the city, Gertrude realized it was time to get out of Dodge and make a new start.  So, she
bought a car and pointed it toward California.

Tears often dampened Gertrude’s enjoyment of the scenery.  New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Missouri passed almost without her notice.  By the time she reached Kansas the pain had subsided somewhat, and she began to
appreciate the majesty of the great flat land she was driving through.

People in America’s mid-section treated Gertrude just like New Yorkers had treated her — like she was some kind of
grotesque freak.  They stared at her in disgust, and studiously avoided any chance at any physical touching, like she was some sort of
slug or something.

In a Wichita cafe, she suddenly screamed at some starers, “What the burger are you looking at?! You are the burgering freaks!”
When she reached Dodge City, she decided to visit the World Famous and Highly Advertised “Boot Hill”, only to discover that

it was nothing more than a tourist trap so fake and contrived Gertrude felt that her money had been stolen, and that her intelli-
gence had been insulted.

She was filling her gas tank so that she could literally get out of Dodge when two motorcycles pulled in next to her.  Gertrude’s
interest was drawn when she noticed that two women rode them.  This seemed unusual.  One of the women pulled her helmet off,
and Gertrude saw a pretty, slightly chunky blonde girl.  It was the second woman who caused Gertrude to drop the gas nozzle to the
pavement, however.  She was more beautiful than the most beautiful woman Gertrude had ever seen or imagined.  Dropping the gas
nozzle saved Gertrude from doing to this girl what Gertrude herself hated being done to her; openly staring.

The blonde girl was laughing at Gertrude’s predicament and helped her to chase down the still squirting gas nozzle, both of
them getting soaked with gasoline in the process.  The blonde girl took it in stride, joking about high-octane leathers, and
wondering how many miles to the gallon they would get.  Her laughter was infectious, and Gertrude joined her, laughing for the
first time since Candy’s death.  The blonde girl said, “Well hey, my name is Julie Sedgwick, what’s yours?”

Gertrude mumbled her own name.  “Gertrude what!?” Julie asked in wonder.
“Kokosenski.”
“Ko-ko-sin-ski?”
“Yes.”
Julie laughed and slapped her leg. “Wow, what a great name! I love it!”
Gertrude had always been somewhat embarrassed by both her names, but especially by that atrocious, tongue-twisting, stupid

sounding last name!  Was Julie making fun of her?
“That’s a Polish name, isn’t it?”  Like everything else about herself, Gertrude had learned to be ashamed of her Polishness.  She

prepared herself for the latest Pollack joke.  Instead, however, Julie launched into a ten-minute recitation of the glorious accom-
plishments of the Polish People!  Gertrude learned that Poland had ceased to exist three different times, but had come back under



impossible odds every time!  Poland had been invaded by everyone who ever did any invading in Europe from Genghis Khan on!
For thousands of years Poland could count on being pillaged and plundered and raped and burned at least once a generation!  And
every time they came back!  The Tatars!  Charlemagne!  Napoleon!  Hitler!  Stalin!  One after the other they tried to crush hapless
Poland, but every time they came back!

Julie continued; “As recently as 1920 Russia tried to invade Poland, and the Poles whipped their reagans but good!  For some
reason no one ever talks about that!  People can laugh at Pollacks all they want, myself, I take my hat — er, at least my helmet off
to them!”

Gertrude was in a daze.  This whole experience was unprecedented!  A pretty girl was talking to her just like she was a normal
human!  Gertrude had no idea what to say, but she didn’t want to just stand there like a retarded jerk, so she said, “I’ve never heard
anyone say anything good about Pollacks before.”

Julie snorted in disgust, then replied, “That’s because most people are ignorant jerks.”
Gertrude started.  That had been one of Candy Apple Red’s favourite sayings.
Gertrude purposely avoided acknowledging Julie’s friend’s disturbing presence, but she could no longer do this when Julie

finally got around to introducing her; “Gertrude, this is Leticia Moore.  Leticia, this is Gertrude Ko-ko-sin-ski!”  Julie sang the
syllables of Gertrude’s last name, and danced a jig as she did so.  When Gertrude looked again at Leticia, she was again assaulted by
powerful feelings.  Gertrude, for some strange reason, felt like she knew the girl already — that they had met before.  Just as she
thought this, Leticia asked, “Haven’t we met before?”

“I’ve never been out of New York before.”
“I’ve never been out of Colorado before, so I guess not,” replied Leticia.  “Well, I’m very glad to meet you!”  Leticia held out

her hand.  Gertrude stared, first at the perfectly formed hand, then at the breathtaking face.  She continued staring long after they
had shaken hands.  Leticia’s beauty only intensified upon scrutiny.  Gertrude seemed bemused.  It did not seem to bother the black
leather goddess, and indeed, it wasn’t bothering Leticia in the least, even though normally it bothered her a lot!  Gertrude, without
really thinking about it, made a request that she later realized would have been very outrageous under ‘normal’ circumstances.  She
asked, “Do you mind if I touch your face?”

Fortunately, these were not ‘normal’ circumstances, for under ‘normal’ circumstances, a ‘normal’ woman would have imme-
diately assumed that Gertrude was some sick weirdo, and they would have quickly, and possibly rudely, have made the hastiest
departure possible.

Instead, Leticia said, “Why you certainly may,“ and then held her face motionless as Gertrude wonderingly caressed it.
Gertrude touched Leticia’s face like it was an infinitely fragile, priceless work of irreplaceable art.  Then, Gertrude caressed Leticia’s
hair in much the same manner.  Without Gertrude asking, Leticia removed her leathers.  She was wearing a leotard that perfectly
outlined her perfect figure.  Gertrude caressed Leticia’s shoulders and arms; there was no bra intervening between Gertrude’s quest-
ing hands and Leticia’s perfectly formed and proportioned falwells…

Finally, the craziness of what she was doing started creeping into Gertrude’s consciousness and she became embarrassed.  Julie
had been highly uneasy this entire time, (Jealousy?), and finally she said, “I think it’s time to go now, Tish.”

Gertrude, now totally confused and embarrassed, jumped on the out, and said, “Yes, I need to get going too”, even though
that was not at all what she really wanted to say.  What she really wanted to say was, “Hey, I don’t have a lot of money, but I sure
would like to treat you two to lunch, and then maybe if you aren’t in any big hurry we can go out in the middle of all this f latness
tonight and build a little fire and roast some marshmallows and tell stories and jokes and laugh and maybe we can even get some
wine, (these two looked like they probably had a little herb too), and then we could roll out our sleeping bags under this huge and
incredibly clear western sky with zillions of stars looking so close you feel like you could touch them and I want to share all this
with you because I AM TOTALY ALONE IN THIS WHOLE WORLD AND MY BEST FRIEND JUST GOT HER FACE SHOT OFF
RIGHT IN FRONT OF MY EYES AND I AM SO SICK OF BEING SO ALONE!  I’M NEARLY SICK TO DEATH OF IT!  I’M SICK OF
BEING TREATED LIKE SOME KIND OF CIRCUS FREAK!  I’M SICK OF STRANGERS JAWS COMING UNHINGED EVERY TIME
THEY SEE ME!  Would you PLEASE come spend an evening with me so I don’t have to be so ALONE tonight!?”

But Gertrude didn’t say that.
Instead, she watched as the girls remounted their motorcycles, and waved as they rode away.

At their next stop, Julie asked Leticia, “Was that girl retarded or something?”
Leticia smiled, and replied, “No, actually she was probably some kind of frustrated genius; she lives totally in her own head.”
Julie smiled; “And you related, eh?”
Leticia smiled; “That’s just what I did!”

Jesse James and Jesus
Gertrude watched them ride away.  She was already anticipating another night of screaming and beating on herself and pulling

out her hair.
A voice startled her; “Where you goin’, Honey?”



Gertrude turned, and facing her was a man who seemed incredibly ancient, yet at the same time seemed to maintain an aire of
health and vigour.  He was obviously a local farmer.  Gertrude realized that he had been standing there for quite some time, and
though she had been dimly aware of his presence, she had been too distracted to notice him.

His look was one that was almost completely alien to Gertrude’s reality:  Kindness.
“California,“ Gertrude replied.
The man made a snort of disgust.  “What’s in California?” he asked.
“Find out when I get there.”  “Any kin?”  “No.“  “Any job.”  “No.“  “Any money?”  “Not much.“  “You want a job?”
This stopped Gertrude a moment.  “What kind of job?”
“Farm work.  Long hours.  Backbreaking work.  Miserable conditions.  Mexican wages.”
“You do it.”
“I wouldn’t do anything else in the World.”
“Why me?”  This stopped the farmer for a moment.  Then, slowly, he said, “Honey, I’m 82 years old, I’ve been all over the

World, Heaven, Hell, and all points between.  I thought I’d done everything in the World there was to do, and seen everything
there was to see, but I aint’ never seen nuthin’ like what I just saw, and I’m not real exactly clear on just exactly what I just saw, but I
think it might have been the most beautiful thing I ever seen.”

Gertrude smiled.  “What you saw was me losing my virginity.”
“Darn!” said the old man.  “I wish mine would have been like that!  So, you want a job?”  “I’ll take it!”  “You’re hired!”
And so, Gertrude came under the employ of Jesse James, of Dodge City, Kansas.

Gertrude ate it right up.  The work provided a great vent for her frustrations, and she threw her formidable mass into it with
vigour.  She lost some weight, and her normally oily and sallow complexion gained some colour.  Some of her pimples even dried
up!

The two years she worked for Jesse, (She never did get out of Dodge!), were by far the happiest Gertrude had ever experienced.
Jesse had a heart as big as the sky under which he lived, and he was the biggest bull-blackmuner in the state.  Gertrude’s perpetual
silence was a perfect counterpoint.  Every evening after dinner they would get mellow buzzed on whiskey, and Jesse would tell
Gertrude hundreds of stories.

“What do you think about?” he asked her one evening.  “Nothing much.”  Jesse’s eyes twinkled; “Not to call you a liar or
nothin’, but I don’t believe you.  And I don’t think it’s too healthy to hold everything in the way you do.”

“I play piano,” said Gertrude, not sure if this had anything to do with anything, but she wanted Jesse to know this fact.  After a
contemplative pause, Jesse replied with something which Gertrude was sure didn’t have anything to do with anything.  He asked:
“Have you ever been to church?”

Puzzled, Gertrude truthfully replied, “Not since I was a little girl.”  Candy Apple Red had scorned religion, calling it a bunch of
fairy-tales used to justify ripping off minorities.  Gertrude’s only memories of church were of being bored, and getting in trouble
for falling asleep.

“They have a piano at the church,” Jesse explained.  The light in Gertrude’s eyes told Jesse that was all the explanation neces-
sary.

The next morning they set out for town in Jesse’s ‘pickemup’, and he parked it in front of a small white Methodist church in a
residential area of Dodge.

Gertrude read a sign that said, ‘William A. Lovejoy, Pastor’.  Children were playing and adults were standing around here and
there talking and smiling a lot.  The people literally reeked with contentment and joy!  Gertrude, as I believe I have pointed out, was
no Grand Master when it came to the social graces — and people as totally alien to her reality as these well-dressed and happy
people were quite intimidating.  Gertrude pictured all of those smiles instantly melting upon sight of her all the children gathering
around to jeer and taunt.

Since Gertrude looked like a deer that was petrified in the glare of headlights on a car that is rushing to kill it, Jesse had no
trouble detecting her anxiety.  He said, “Honey, I’ve known most of these people for most of their lives.  They’re all human, and
they all got their faults, but these are some of the best folks in the whole World, and there is absolutely nothing to be afraid of.”

Gertrude studied Jesse closely.  She decided she could trust him.
They left the truck and approached the happy people and the smiles didn’t disappear!  Some of the children pointed and

laughed, but that was all!  Jesse introduced her all around, and everyone smiled at her, shook her hand, asked her where she was
from, and asked her how she had come across the notorious Jesse James.  Gertrude’s mortal terror quickly melted into her normal
state of anxious discomfort. She met Reverend Lovejoy, and was somewhat puzzled when Jesse said to him, “Trudy here claims to



be a pie-ano player, and I told her she could tickle a few of our Methodist ivories after services.  Plus, I think our young Trudy could
stand to meet Jesus.”

Lovejoy smiled, and said, “Well, you’ve come to the right place, Trudy.  Jesus assures me he will be here today to meet you.”
Gertrude was confused.  Meet Jesus?  Wasn’t he long dead?  Didn’t they nail him to a cross?  He was here? In Dodge City Kansas?
She was confused, but she did not dwell upon the matter.  Gradually, everyone took their seats.

Reverend Lovejoy began his sermon.
Then, Gertrude met Jesus.

Lovejoy had designed his sermon with Mrs. Hicks in mind. Her husband had been dead for three months now, and Lovejoy
saw the signs of deep loneliness.  Mrs. Hicks was deeply moved and took great comfort from the sermon, but Reverend Lovejoy
quickly realized that his sermon had been designed not for Mrs. Hicks, but for Gertrude Kokosenski.   Lovejoy was overjoyed when
he saw Gertrude shedding what he called the ‘Tears of Salvation’.  It was to generate these tears that Lovejoy saw as the main purpose
of his life.  God had sent Gertrude to him to be saved.  Lovejoy fought to control his own tears.

Call it fate, or call it blind chance.  Reverend Lovejoy had not yet even met Gertrude whilst composing his sermon, so he could
not possibly have known that Gertrude had been more alone for each of her twenty-two years than any of them had ever been in
any of their combined 3,217 years!

Every word the Reverend spoke was like another piece to the gigantic jig-saw puzzle Gertrude had been seeking so desperately
to solve all of her life magically falling into place; turning a meaningless jumble of cardboard pieces into a complete picture; a
picture of such deep and profound beauty that Gertrude sat stunned!

Let Jesus into your life, AND YOU WILL NEVER BE ALONE!  IT IS SO EASY TO DO!  JUST OPEN YOUR HEART TO HIM
AND ASK HIM IN AND HE WILL ANSWER!  YOU WILL NEVER AGAIN BE ALONE!

Gertrude did, Jesus did, and she wasn’t.

After services, Gertrude sat down at the piano.  A teenage girl asked, “What are you going to play?” Gertrude did not play
songs — her music was almost all spontaneous and original.  However, in reply to the girl’s question, Gertrude answered, “I’m
going to play Jesus.”

She began by playing with a melody from one of the hymns that they had sung.  However, she quickly took off from there to
her usual soaring heights.  Since no one at the church had ever heard Gertrude play before, they could not know that her style was
suddenly radically altered.  Her hands still blurred across the keyboard at near the speed of light, creating impossible melodies within
melodies, syncopating, back beating, creating a symphony of sound all by herself.  The difference was that the new melodies were
joyous! No longer the haunting, tortured sounds of despair, life was for celebration!

Sunday afternoon concerts became a regular event at the Dodge City Methodist Church.  They were well attended.

Gertrude Meets Adam Mickiewicz
Jesse’s death was much easier for Gertrude to deal with than Candy Apple Red’s had been.  Jesse had lived a full life.  Besides,

now Gertrude had Jesus.  Numerous townspeople offered Gertrude lodging and employment, but she decided it was time to move
on.  It was time to blow this town.

She had never learned to drive because her bulk didn’t really fit behind a steering wheel of any halfway normal car.  This left
public transportation.

That meant dealing with the public.
Dealing with the public was probably one of Gertrude’s least enjoyable activities.  She would literally rather have teeth pulled.
Yet, it had to be done.
Gertrude walked into the bus station.  The usual gasps of astonishment and horror greeted her arrival — except from one

young man whom she happened to find herself next to in line.
Gertrude did a double take.  Her eyes had not deceived her.  A young man was smiling at her.  And not just any young man,

but an incredibly handsome young man!  He appeared to be looking directly at her, though It was rather hard to discern as he was
wearing dark sunglasses — which seemed rather strange inside a building — and yet though he was looking at her he was still



smiling a rather empty but attractive-none-the-less smile.  His eyes were not widening in revulsion.  He was not leaping away from
her in horror.  Gertrude, in fact, seemed to have virtually no effect on the young man whatsoever.

This was unprecedented.  This was mind-blowing.  This was sui generis.
Gertrude stared in amazement.  The young man continued smiling as if finding himself suddenly confronting the most repul-

sive-looking human being walking the face of the planet were a completely ordinary event.
Suddenly — shock upon shock — the young man actually spoke to her!  And he did so politely, and with that utterly charm-

ing smile of his!
He said:  “Hello.  What is your name?”
Gertrude had forgotten her name.  She stared at the young man in utter fascination.  However, Gertrude sensed in that highly

developed sense of self-preservation that she possessed due to the life she had been forced to lead that there was something going
on here that she was missing…

Still — just as she had when she had heard Candy Apple Red playing the blues on the piano — Gertrude felt so strongly that
this was a person that she needed to know that she forced herself against every fibre of her being to speak to him.

She said, “My name is — Gertrude Kokosenski.”
Immediately she regretted including her family name.  It was so obviously Polish-Jewish and it was so obviously lame.
To her further amazement, though, her name seemed to delight the young man!  He said, “Why, you are a Polish Jew!  So am

I!  My name is Adam Mickiewicz!  I have Kokosenski’s in my family! My cousin Jan Kokosenski was a consultant to a presidential
candidate, and this in spite of the fact that he was a flaming in-your-face militant homosexual who tried to sexually seduce nearly
everyone he met — and since he was both a charismatic personality and one of the most beautiful human beings ever to walk the
face of the Earth, he was successful in an amazing number of instances.”

Gertrude tried to absorb what the young man — Adam Mickiewicz — was saying through all of the emotional confabulations
that she was experiencing.  That she had something so intimately familiar with Adam Mickiewicz had come through, though:  He
was a Polish Jew.  If he had Kokosenski’s in his family, then he might even be related to her, though it was hard it was to believe that
such an incredibly handsome young man could be related in any way with Gertrude Kokosenski.

Gertrude was still frozen with fear and terror — and hope.
Adam Mickiewicz continued speaking into her silence.  “I can sense that you need to talk to someone, and I can sense that

you would like to talk to me.  Most people who talk to me consider me a very good person to talk to.  If you would like to talk to
me, then I would be very interested in hearing what you have to say.”

Suddenly, Gertrude sensed in that highly developed sense of self-preservation that she possessed due to the life she had been
forced to lead that for whatever miraculous reason, God or her Karma or whatever had sent her a human being who seemed to be
like Candy Apple Red, Jesse James and the impossibly beautiful girl in the gas station, i.e. someone who was interested in Gertrude
Kokosenski as something other than a human freak to be feared/ loathed/pitied/scorned.

Gertrude had to be straight on this though.  In amazement, she asked, “Can’t you see how ugly I am?”
To her amazement, Adam Mickiewicz said, “No.  I can’t.  Is that the problem here?  Do you consider yourself to be very ugly?”
At this point, Gertrude would have thought that further amazement would have been impossible.  She quickly learned better.

Adam Mickiewicz seemed to be truly ignorant of the fact that Gertrude was so ugly.  In astonishment, she asked, “What, can’t you
see?”

“No.  I can’t — at least not with my eyes.  I am quite blind.  I have Leber's Amaurosis, which is congenital.  I have been blind
from birth.”

Suddenly, Gertrude understood.  Adam Mickiewicz literally could not see her.  And because he could not see her, he was
probably one of the only people in the world who could see her.

Suddenly, Gertrude was free. Her physical appearance literally meant nothing to Adam Mickiewicz .
Upon this realization, Gertrude knew she needed to speak to Adam Mickiewicz in her native tongue.  She said, “We need to

find a piano…”

Gertrude spent three days with Adam Mickiewicz.  Adam was amazed by her ability on the piano, of course, and they actually
had sex!  It was amazing!  Gertrude had never imagined!  It was — beautiful! It filled her heart and spirit in a way that she had never
even imagined, much less experienced.  It was, in fact, the happiest three days of her life.  It was even better than with the girl in the
gas station.  Adam loved her spirit.  Her appearance was completely irrelevant.



Gertrude was finally ready to move on.  She thought she felt California calling out to her.  Actually, it wasn’t California at all.
She would never make it to what Jesse had called the ‘land of fruits, nuts, and vegetables’.  Fate or blind chance decreed that
Gertrude had a date in Nevada.

The bus stopped in Wells, Nevada for lunch.  Gertrude saw an old Indian sitting in a lotus position at the edge of the parking
lot.  For some reason, Gertrude decided to speak with him.  She wanted company.

“Are you waiting for the bus?”
“No, I live near here.”
“Why are you sitting in the parking lot?”
“I was waiting for you.”
Gertrude looked into his dancing eyes, and realized she knew who he was.
She had seen him several times in a certain dream…

Leticia’s Hand Grenade
The girl in the gas station at Dodge had made Leticia realize that she possessed an awesome power in her beauty.  She realized

that she could use this power for constructive purposes, and that since she had the power, then she was evidently meant to learn to
use it.  Exactly what she wished to accomplish, or how to use her power were unknown to her, but she set out to find out.

In this, she was rather like a small child who has discovered a live hand grenade, and starts playing with it trying to discover
what it is, and what it will do.  Casualties were almost inevitable.

After bumming around California for a month, Leticia ended up on the northern coast in a town called Arcata, living with and
working for a unique foursome.  Oz-Moses, Fawn, Bilbo, and Luthien were farmers.  Oz-Moses and Fawn were married, as were
Bilbo and Luthien.  However, after they all four began living together, both men had realized that they loved both women, and
both women had realized that they loved both men, and so every Sunday night, Oz and Bilbo would switch bedrooms.  Until next
Sunday night.  They even had a tongue-in-cheek ritual that they performed each time, promising to love honor and cherish until
‘Sunday do us part’.  The whole arrangement had been more than a success for over three years now, and showed no signs of
tension, stagnation, or deterioration.  Plus, business was booming, and the money was rolling in.  The four had been known locally
as ‘The Wizards of Oz’, but that title had since been reduced to simply ‘The Wizards’.  This was because of their uncanny abi lity to
grow large amounts of some of the best marijuana in the World.

And as I said, business was booming.

Leticia watered and nurtured and fertilized and weeded the crop through July and August, helped with the harvest in Septem-
ber, and trimmed buds through October.  Then Oz and Bilbo headed for The City to off-load, a project that usually took them two
or three months.  They could not leave The City during this time, and since both Fawn and Luthien hated San Francisco, (any city!),
then they rarely saw each other during this period.  Leticia discovered that Fawn and Luthien shared each other’s beds during these
absences of their beloved men folk.  (Life is too short to spend it being lonely!)  Leticia was sorely tempted when they invited her
to join them, but she declined.  These people had closer to a perfect marriage than any Leticia had ever seen, and the last thing she
wanted to do was to throw any monkey wrenches into its smoothly operating machinery.  Fawn and Luthien saw the wisdom of
this reasoning, and did not push.

Leticia began volunteering to help in a health food co-op in Eureka during this period, and fate or blind chance also decided to
have Jeffery come in to buy some natural meatless dog food for his collie while she was there.  Leticia was stocking spinach noodles
on a shelf when she felt his presence.  He was standing at the end of the aisle, seemingly in shock.  The dog food had fallen to the
floor without his notice.  The look on his face reminded Leticia of the girl in the gas station.

As soon as Jeffery realized that Leticia was looking back at him, he blushed a shade of red Leticia would not have thought
possible, and ran out the front door, the sack of dog food lying forlornly forgotten in the aisle.

Leticia smiled.  She had found her subject.



Seducing Jeffery turned out to be much more difficult than Leticia had anticipated however, and in fact, she had already given
up on the effort before a rather extraordinary sequence of events finally hurled them together.

Before these events though, Jeffery seemed literally scared to death of her!  Yet, at the same time he could not stay away from
her!  Often she felt his presence as he lurked in some crevasse or cranny watching her.  Dreaming of her.  Agonizing over her.
Torturing himself over her.

Leticia knew that he occasionally followed her around.  She had learned never to acknowledge to him that she was aware of his
presence, however, for upon discovery that he had been made, he would scurry away like a frightened rabbit.  On her bi-weekly
bouts of Saturday night partying with Fawn and Luthien, she often was aware of his omnipresent presence, and finally what had
been a challenge had turned into an annoyance.

Twice she had approached him and tried to speak with him, trying to encourage him with a warm smile and friendly words.
Her efforts were met with severe emotional upheaval; he would stammer, turn red, blink rapidly, say he had to go, and then he
would quickly do so.

Then came the Party.
Leticia had had a long hard day at the co-op, and she did not want to go.  Fawn and Luthien had come as close as they ever

before had to insisting upon something, however in their efforts to persuade her.  The Party was an annual event, but the people
who always gave it had just been arrested for growing marijuana.  Pot was decriminalized in California by this point, so there would
be minimal jail time involved.  Though the fine would probably be several thousand dollars, this was relatively small bananas in this
business.  By far the biggest blow suffered was the fact that the marijuana that the police seized would now not be sold, and would
not now produce the estimated $150,000 that the people had been counting on.

Everyone had assumed that the Party would be cancelled this year, but in an extraordinary show of class and courage, it had
been announced that the Show would go on!  The Humboldt County folk decided to prove that they were not fair weather friends,
and intended to throw a bash that would be recorded in historical annals.

The Partygoers turned out to be mostly educated liberals and granola hippies, which was more than fine with Leticia.  The talk
was interesting, the live granola hippy music was excellent, and the spirit was one of real good friends gathering to bravely laugh at
disaster.  While she was the object of large amounts of male appreciation, and some female resentment, not one man ‘hey baby’d’
her, and not one woman asked her what she coloured her hair with, only to stare in obvious disbelief when informed that Letic ia
had never coloured her hair in her life.  Also, this was a rare clique of people who appreciated a woman with brains, and they were
delighted to discover that Leticia was endowed with a generous helping of this asset in addition to her unearthly beauty.

Leticia felt warm and comfortable, highly unusual for her at a public function, and was therefore surprised when a man with a
lunatic glow in his eyes approached her and said,  “Industrial meanies drink gobledygook cum for their hellish evil sacraments, but
Captain America will prevail!”

With a hysterical laugh that seemed to border on insanity, the man then took off, evidently pretending that he was flying
away.

Leticia considered this encounter bizarre and highly strange, and was therefore puzzled when observers of the man’s astonish-
ing behaviour merely seemed to be mildly amused.  A girl said, “It’s starting to feel electric around here!” and then started to giggle
knowingly.

At that point, Leticia felt Jeffery staring at her.
It angered her.
She considered confronting him in a showdown, (Get it up or get it down the road!), but her anger melted, and turned to

weariness.  It had been a long day.  She was tired.  She decided that she wanted to go home.  Fate or blind chance wasn’t going to
allow her to do this right away though.  Leticia still had a very long night ahead of her.

For whatever reasons, Jeffery was just one of those men who are afraid of women.  Leticia believed that actually all men were
afraid of women, especially beautiful ones, but this fear manifested itself in many various guises.  With Jeffery, it was just naked and
up front.  Jeffery was no great head-turner in the looks department; he was small and frail and looked just as shy as he was, but at
the same time, he was far from homely.  Most women described him as “kind of cute”.  Several of the local lassies would have
responded favourably had Jeffery made any advances, and others besides Leticia, attracted by the well known fact of Jeffery’s virgin-
ity, (Arcata/Eureka are small towns, after all!), had made overt advances toward him.  They had received exactly the same response
as Leticia had.



Leticia was what some people would call ‘psychic’, though she herself felt that she simply had an instinctive knack for correctly
assessing minutiae.  She knew Jeffery wanted a woman more than anything else did in the whole world.  That he wanted Leticia
more than anything else in the world.

Well damn it, I want him too!  How to bridge the gap?  How to break through Jeffery’s walls?
Leticia realized that she was very thirsty, and decided to get something to drink before she left.  Inquiry revealed that punch

was being served on the patio.
She felt Jeffery follow her there.  The girl serving punch asked if Leticia wanted high-test or regular.  Assuming that high-test

meant that it was spiked with alcohol, Leticia decided that she was now so wired on tiredness that she could stand a relaxant before
she left, so she ordered ‘high-test’.

“You want a full one?” asked the woman.  “I’m twenty-one“, answered Leticia, somewhat miffed at the girl’s implied assump-
tion that Leticia couldn’t handle her affairs.

As Leticia walked away, the girl said, “Bye bye!” with what sounded to Leticia like mysterious significance.  Upon sipping the
drink, Leticia discovered that she could not even taste whatever the super-stuff was that was supposed to be in it.  She quickly
drained the cup, and felt absolutely nothing!  Concluding that Humboldt County folk must be lightweight drinkers, she considered
returning to the patio and then contemptuously ordering another ‘full one’ of ‘high-test’ but instead found herself in a discussion
about Welfare.  They were for it, she was against it.  They said the government couldn’t allow children to starve, she said the
government didn’t give a blackmun about poor people, and that welfare was just a scam so the government could spend more
money and have more power over people’s lives, and that the People should take care of poor people.  She was once again getting
ready to go when a man wearing an outrageous parody of a police uniform approached her.  Part of the costume was a riot helmet,
on the front of which had been stenciled the words ‘Mind Police’.

He said, “Excuse me but I’m Sherlock Tracy of the Universal Mind Police, and I pass judgments and sentences upon people who
pass judgments upon other people.  Since I myself am guilty of passing judgments in passing judgments upon you however, I must
also sentence myself to whatever I sentence you to!  I just heard you passing judgments upon government people, and therefore I
sentence us to do two doses and then spend three hours with a four-year-old child!  GUILTY!”  Then, with a silly giggle the man
dashed off into the kitchen.

Leticia noticed a young girl crying hysterically on the floor and two men trying to console her.  Just as Leticia began wonder-
ing if some kind of infectious insanity was invading the Party, she started feeling strange herself!  It was almost as if reality was
shifting into some higher gear or something.  She felt her heart fluttering, like it was speeding up to keep the new pace.  Perceptions
seemed to be becoming clearer; sight, smell, touch, taste, feel; all were becoming acutely sensitive.  Her mind had begun taking in
so many messages at once that it was becoming confusing — what the burger was going on around here?

She noticed that the song playing on the stereo, one that she was very familiar with, seemed distorted somehow.
Then, when people’s faces began melting before her very eyes and the walls started jumping around, Leticia became deeply

concerned.  Crazy, impossible things started happening all around her.  She was losing her mind.  She could no longer tell what was
real and what wasn’t.

She tried closing her eyes, which helped some, but not really, because the impossible visual show continued on the back of her
eyelids.

And, she couldn’t close her ears; what she was hearing was quite as impossible as what she was seeing.
Then, she heard something reassuringly familiar amidst the chaos of audio insanity; she heard her name spoken: “Miss Moore?”
Not knowing whether to believe the voice was real, Leticia ignored it.  But it came again; “Miss Moore, are you all right?”
Leticia opened her eyes.  Though his face was distorting and coming in and out of focus, Leticia was able to recognize Jeffery.

After reclosing her eyes, Leticia amazed herself by sounding natural; “Hello, Jeffery.”
Jeffery was surprised and moved that she knew his name.  He said, “Miss Moore, do you know what was in the punch that you

drank?”
Leticia heard the words, but had trouble making any sense of them.  “Punch?” she muttered weakly.
“Yes.  I saw you do a full dose, and I didn’t think that you knew what you were doing.”
Leticia heard the words, and recognized them as English, but she seemed to have forgotten how to understand English!  She

moaned, “I think I’m losing my mind, Jeffery!”
Whereupon Jeffery grabbed her by the shoulders, and forcefully said, “Leticia, the punch was spiked with LSD!  You are on

LSD!”
Jeffery’s message successfully competed with the ten thousand hallucinatory messages also trying to enter her brain.  She was

on LSD!  Relief flooded her.  It was a drug doing this to her!  Relief was short lived however; knowing why reality had suddenly gone
nuts did not stop reality from going nuts!  “Jeffery, take me out of here!”

Jeffery hustled her out to his van.  Every time anything moved, Leticia saw six or seven copies of whatever was moving follow-
ing the original.  If someone raised their arm to puff a cigarette, Leticia saw six or seven more arms following the original arm!
When a car drove by, she saw six or seven identical cars following!  It was quite impossible to tell which were real, and which weren’t.

Leticia curled up into a ball on the mattress in Jeffery’s van.  She cried and moaned trying to regain control.  Suddenly, just as
she realized that she was completely incapable of controlling anything, utter terror stuck icy blades into her heart; The Edge!  It was
coming!  She could feel it!



Again, the attraction/fear.  But the Edge was not simply waiting for her to decide whether she wished to jump, it was attacking
her!  It was coming at her like a roaring freight train!  And it was no dream this time!  She was awake!  It was coming to engulf her!

Leticia screamed a scream so horrible and bloodcurdling that Jeffery nearly fainted.
She cried, “No!  I’m not ready!  Dear Mother of God, NOT YET!”
“Leticia, it’s the drugs!”  Jeffery cried.
“It’s reality intensified”, she cried back.  “I’m going over the Edge, and I’m NOT READY!  Oh, DEAR GOD HELP

MEEEEEEEEEEE!”
Then, suddenly, Jeffery turned into Ancient Man!  He said, “My, you are a difficult child, aren’t you?  But that is good, for

difficult children make the best children!”
Leticia leaped into his arms.  “Hold me”, she cried.  “Don’t let me go!  I’m not ready yet!”
Ancient Man laughed his Ancient Laugh, and said, “You really don’t listen, do you?  You are not going anywhere until it is

time!”
Leticia felt the Edge reluctantly retreat.
Ancient Man continued; “You have missions, lives to touch.  Specifically with seven people.”   “Seven people?”   ”Yes.  You

must help us destroy one, save one, comfort one, teach one, and kill two.”
Leticia considered this itinerary with great misgivings.  Destroy, save, comfort, teach, and twice kill?  Then she counted, and

realized that was only six.
“And the seventh?”
“First comes the sixth, which is me.  I will push you over the Edge.  Then comes the seventh, whom you will save, and who will

save you.”
Suddenly, recognizable reality returned.  Leticia was in a van in Jeffery’s arms.  Reality still seemed slightly skewered, and her

senses were still hyper-alert, but everything was controllable now.  Her senses now focused upon Jeffery’s deep passionate need for
her.  To Jeffery’s utter astonishment, the most important and urgent fantasy of his life — the one that had been driving him bat-
blackmun ever since he laid eyes upon this impossible fairy-tale princess/goddess — suddenly came true!

Leticia unzipped Jeffery’s pants, pulled out his already stiff and throbbing rehnquist, and devoured it into her mouth!  He was
too shocked to react until the overwhelming, orgiastic, incredible wave of inexpressible ecstasy emanating from his rehnquist drove
all rational thought from his mind.  Jeffery had known it would feel good, but he had had no idea!  And this was Leticia Moore!
Leticia Moore was sucking on his rehnquist!  The ecstasy was so intense that it was almost agony!  It felt so good that it hurt!

Before seeing Leticia, Jeffery had masturbated an average of four or five times a week.
Since spotting Leticia, he had been doing it as many times per day!
Before, he would occasionally fantasize magazine models, or girls on television, but mostly different girls he really knew.

There had always been variety in his fantasies.  Since Leticia, however, the only variety was which aspect of Leticia he fantasized as he
did the lonely act.  He would kiss her thighs as he slowly worked his way up to the Sacred Inaccessible Schlafley.  The next time, he
held her face in his hands as he slowly, gently entered her.  The next time, he massaged her whizzer white with one hand and a
falwell with the other.  The next time, he clawed her reagan viciously as he drove in and out of her in mad insane passion.

He did all those things for real that night in his van, and many more besides.  He ejaculated five times inside Leticia in the
space of one hour, and each time had been better than the last!  The Reality of making love with Leticia Moore put the fantasy —
the fantasy that had nearly drove him insane — to complete shame!  The Reality of Leticia lying underneath him moaning and
groaning as he thrust in and out of her left his wildest flights of imagination in a pale shadow.

They talked as the sun came up.  Jeffery finally fell asleep.
Leticia remembered Ancient Man’s list: Destroy, save, comfort, teach, and twice kill.
She wondered which Jeffery was.
She had a couple of guesses, but they were both wrong.
Within two weeks, Leticia realized she had made a mistake.  In bed, Jeffery was a deep, true, confident, passionate, masculine,

totally satisfying lover.  Even though Jeffery was Leticia’s first male experience, (her first male experience where she was a willing
participant, anyway), Leticia sensed this.  He took Leticia to physical and emotional planes higher than she had thought possible.
Each of his multitudinous orgasms usually produced two or three of her own.  But she did not love him with nearly the intensity
that he loved/adored/worshipped her.

Plus, Leticia was shocked to suddenly realize that outside of bed, she did not even like him very much!  For it turned out that
out of bed, Jeffery was an insecure, jealous crybaby!

She knew the sooner she ended it, the better it would be.  A quick, clean cut that did not bleed too much.  Much better than a
drawn-out torture.  Jeffery was going to freak big time, but he would get over it.

And so, the child decided to pull the little pin out of the hand grenade, and see what happened then.
Jeffery, this is not going to work, and I think it would be much better to end it before it goes any further.”
Then, the child watched in shocked amazement as the thing exploded in her face.



Within a minute, Leticia found herself literally fleeing Jeffery’s presence. ‘Evil Satanic Schlafley from Hell’ was one of but many
opinions Jeffery expressed in regards to Leticia’s character.

Leticia decided that it was time to hit the road.  A reunited family of Wizards helped her pack her gear onto her bike.
Then, as she negotiated the Wizard’s somewhat treacherous two-mile dirt driveway, she saw absolutely the last person in the

World that she wanted to see blocking her exit with his van.  Jeffery was obviously in utter agony.  “You’re really going to go!?  Just
like that!?”  He was trembling and shaking, his eyes were red-rimmed and desperate; Leticia saw Death in those eyes.

Leticia felt Jeffery’s agony, and felt deeply sorry for him, and wished it wasn’t so, but she realized that she herself was the prob-
lem, (or so she thought), and she figured that the best way to get rid of Jeffery’s problem was to persuade seven-hundred and fifty
cubic centimetres of high performance motorcycle to roll Jeffery’s problem toward the nearest horizon as quickly as possible.

And so, she was icy cold to him, “Would you please get out of my way?”
“I don’t believe that you can just leave!”
“I’m sorry you’re taking this so hard, Jeffery.  Someday you will look back and realize that it was for the best.”
“You’re crazy!” he screamed.  “Do you think that there is anyone else on this planet who could ever follow you!?  Do you

think any woman I will ever meet again will ever compare?!  One last time, Leticia:  Are you really going to leave me!?”
This time he asked the question with a deadly intensity that scared her.  (My God!  Is he going to kill me?!)
Still, she replied; “Yes, Jeffery.  I’m really going to leave you.”
Her feeling of unease turned to full blown terror when Jeffery then produced a .357 magnum and pointed it at her face
Leticia once again felt the Edge rushing forward to engulf her.
Shaking and crying, Jeffery said, “Well I’ll tell you what you burgering schlafley!  Before you ever do to anyone else what

you’ve done to me, I want you to think real hard about it!”
And with that, Jeffery placed the pistol in his own mouth, and blew his brains allover a large portion of the Wizards’ landscape.

Understandably, Leticia screamed.

Nick
Three days later, Leticia totaled her motorcycle trying to cross Donner Pass during a snowstorm.  She was unhurt, however, and

she continued her way hitchhiking.  She obtained a ride with a craps dealer heading for Reno who tried unsuccessfully to seduce her.
Then she got a ride with a used car salesman heading for Fallon who tried unsuccessfully to seduce her.  Then she got a ride with a
drug dealer, (who amazingly enough had some of the very same buds Leticia had trimmed a few months earlier), who was headed
for Salt Lake City.  He also tried to seduce her, and was also unsuccessful.  However, he pulled off on a dirt road into the desert,
produced a knife, and informed Leticia that she had no choice in the matter.

Leticia disagreed.  She brained him with his own incense burner, shoved him out of the driver’s door, and stole his van.

She ditched the van in Winnemucca, and again flagged down the first car heading east.
She groaned when she saw another single man pullover, but this time it was okay.  This time, it was Nick.
Nick was fifty-five years old.  He had grown up on a ranch near Wendover, on the Utah border.  He had joined the Army to

fight in Korea, and ended up becoming a Ranger, the elite of the Special Services.  Then, after twenty years in the Army, Nick
retired, returned to Wendover, bought a casino, and settled down.  He would say, “Hell, I know Wendover is the reaganhole of the
World, but I grew up here, and I’m comfortable here.  Besides, I like it!”  Nick looked Leticia over carefully when she entered his
pickup, noting her situation, and her appearance.  (Leticia had not bathed or changed clothes since Jeffery’s colourful departure.
She was filthy, her clothes were torn from her motorcycle accident, and some of the drug-dealer’s blood had gotten on her.)  Nick
drove silently for a few miles.  Finally, he asked, “Where are you going?”

Leticia replied, “I don’t know yet.”
This produced another conversational gap a few miles long.  Then Nick asked, “Have you got any money?”
“No.”
The conversation lagged for only a half-mile this time.  “How old are you?”
“An ancient seeming twenty-one.”



Quarter-mile.
“Little Lady, I don’t know what you’re doing, or why you’re doing it, but I think I admire the hell out of it.”
Nick had obviously been to Edge City himself a few times.
He continued; “I can see right away you need to learn a few things if you are going to follow the path I sense you are on.  Do

you have any mace?”  Leticia indicated that she didn’t.
“You should get some soon.  You also should learn a few simple martial moves that I know.  You also should take a bath,

brush your hair, and work a job for a little while to save some cash.  If you like, I can provide you with all of these things.”
Leticia gave him what she hoped was a studied look.  Nick added, “And no strings.  In any way.”  And Leticia believed him.

And so, she went to work as a waitress in the Cowboy Casino, Restaurant, and Lounge in Wendover, Nevada.
After showing Leticia to a small apartment above the Cowboy, Nick suddenly grasped Leticia by the back or her neck!  “Now,”

he said, “try to move.”
Leticia tried, but discovered that she was incapable of moving a single muscle in her body; Nick’s hold had effectively paralyzed

her.  Nick released his hold and said, “If you are going to live on the Road, you must learn to defend yourself, especially being the
looker you are.  I happen to be a martial arts expert, and I can probably show you a few things.”

And that he did.  He taught her to maim, to kill, and to incapacitate.  He taught her to read people’s eyes.  He provided the
apartment to her rent-free.  He provided her with a job.

Not once did he make any demands.  Leticia bought a backpack and some clothes with her earnings.  Getting ready.  A ship
sitting in a harbour is safe but that is not what ships are made for.

One morning, Nick stopped by with a full pot of coffee.  Leticia was somewhat distressed to note that he seemed to already
know the decision she had reached last night.

Nick confirmed her suspicion when he said, “You’re leaving today.”
It was not a question.  Somehow, he knew.  (Was he psychic, or just good at correctly assessing minutiae?)  “It is time,” she

replied.
“I will miss you,“ said Nick.
“I will miss you!” said Leticia, embracing him.  “It is impossible to express my gratitude for what you have done for me!”  She

continued holding him until she sensed he was becoming uncomfortable in the embrace.  She withdrew, and asked, “Why is it that
you are afraid to share my bed?”

Nick paused, and answered, “I didn’t want you to think that was why I was helping you.”
“I am now offering. You did not ask.”
Nick smiled.  He said, “Honey, the only women who’ve ever wanted to have me before have been Asian whores.  Having sex

with you would tarnish my memory of you, whatever that says about the health of my psyche.  Old Nick has learned to get along
just fine all by himself.  The offer itself is more than compliment enough.  Thank you.”

Two hours later Leticia was on her way to Salt Lake City in Joe Hollis’s semi-truck.
He tried unsuccessfully to seduce her.
For the next two years, Leticia wandered the highways of the World.  She became what Christians would call a ‘whore’.  In her

mind, however, she saw herself as trying to save the World with Love.  She had sex with sleazy winos in alleys.  With drug addicts.
With anyone who looked like they hadn’t been loved in a while.  A man died of hunger in her arms in a Calcutta bus station. For a
time she was involved with a bisexual madman named Jan Kokosenski, a distant relative of Gertrude’s, and became active in the
highly unorthodox Presidential campaign with which Jan was working.

She was preparing for her trip over the Edge.  She had comforted one and killed one.  That left one to destroy, one to save, one
to teach and one more to kill.

Plus, Ancient Man.

Doorman
Leticia decided to drop by Denver, and see Julie.  She was broke once again, so as she sat at a truck stop waiting for Julie to get

home, she scanned the want ads of the Rocky Mountain News.  She came across one ad that seemed interesting; ‘Street Corner
Flower Sellers Needed!’  Leticia called the number.

“Flowers,” said a friendly sounding male voice.
“I am calling about your ad,” Leticia informed the voice.
“Okay,” he answered, “we have different people who run different parts of town, so where do you live?”
Leticia paused a moment to think about that one.  Even though she was sure it was against her best interests, she decided to be

honest; “I live Anywhere and Nowhere, State of Mind.  No address, no zip code, no business, no phone, no occupation.”
Then, she waited for the man to hang up on her.



Instead, after a brief pause, he said, “Sounds like you live in my part of town.  My name is Doorman, and I think I just fell in
love with you.”

Was it his voice?
Was it the fact that he fell in love with you before he ever saw your unearthly beauty?  That he fell in love with your spirit

before he was even aware of the agonizing, shocking, rehnquist-swelling countenance of the body that housed that spirit?
Who knows the chemistry behind people’s attraction, or lack of attraction for each other?  “Where are you?”  he asked.
“A truck stop at 44th and Ward.”
“I’ll be there in ten minutes.  Oh! What’s your name?”
“My name is Leticia.”
“That figures,” he said.  Then he hung up.
And Doorman truly had fallen in love with Leticia on the phone.  And Leticia knew this, just as she knew she had fallen in love

with him.
He was there in five minutes.  He was driving a very beat up looking station wagon.  She recognized him immediately, and

waved to him as he drove through the parking lot.
When he saw her, Doorman forgot to stop his car, and forgot to watch where he was going, and ran his car through a large

plate-glass window in the front of the restaurant.  When he realized what he had done, (Several thousand dollars worth of damage
to the restaurant, and a dent in his car which was not even noticeable among all the other dents), he immediately reversed out of
the new hole he had just created in the front of the restaurant, jammed the gearshift into drive, and peeling rubber and slinging
gravel, he flew across the parking lot to where Leticia stood waiting.  He screeched to a stop next to her, flung open the passenger
door, and cried, “Get in!”

Now come on, Leticia, think about this!  This character is obviously some kind of Desperado!  He of the junkyard station
wagon!  He who falls in love with total strangers over the telephone!  He with the shoulder length hair, the untrimmed beard, the
blazing eyes!  He who has just committed a felonious act with dozens of witnesses!  He who tells you now to get in his car!

Yes, Leticia, you really should think about this!  Any ‘normal’ person would certainly think about it!  Anyone who thought of
themselves as a ‘Good American’ would certainly think very seriously about it before jumping in that car!

Without so much as a pause, Leticia jumped into Doorman’s car.
Before she was even all the way in, the unlikely car was peeling rubber again.  The car’s junkyard appearance was merely a front.

Under that battered, guano stained hood was a four-barrel supercharged 429 in tip-top shape.
“Put her in Warp Drive, Mr. Zulu!”  Doorman cried in glee.  Leticia was hurled against the back of her seat by the inertia of the

acceleration.  Doorman peeled out onto 44th, then ran a red light as he shot south on Youngfield, sliding and screeching all the way.
“No speed limits in Edge City!” he shouted.  He turned left on 26th, right on Kipling, then headed west on the 6th Avenue

Freeway.  As soon as they hit the freeway, Doorman slowed down to a safe and sane 80 miles- per-hour.  Then he said, “I’ve been
looking for you for years!  Where have you been?!”

“Living moments as they arrived,” answered Leticia, somewhat at a loss.
“Yeah?  Well I’ve been living lots of small moments getting ready for a few big moments, and I think I’ve spent my whole life

getting ready for this very moment happening at this very moment!”
“What are you implying?” asked Leticia, as she tried to work out whether what Doorman had just said made any sense or not.
“Only that I believe that everything in the Universe is connected to everything else in the Universe, and that is why we have

met.”
Doorman was certainly no Jeffery!  Leticia decided to test him:  “I would not call the circumstances of our meeting an auspi-

cious omen.”
Doorman passed her test:  “Hah!  It was one of the most auspicious I have ever seen!  It was exciting!  It was thrilling!  It got the

old adrenaline flowing!  It blew several dull complacent people out of their dull complacent saddles, and it was good for them!  The
human spirit thrives on excitement and adventure!  Upon flirting with the unknown!  Upon danger and challenge!  To test the
limits!  To boldly go where no one has gone before!”

(Doorman was also an unpublished science-fiction writer.)  He continued, “I think our omens are the best!  Everything
depends upon how you look at it.”

Leticia was to learn that that last was one of Doorman’s favourite phrases:  Everything depends upon how you look at it.
Words Edge City dwellers can live by.



But come on, Leticia, can’t you read the signs?  Can’t you see that this man is obviously unhappy and mentally deranged?
Why aren’t the sirens wailing?  Why aren’t you double-timing it to the nearest horizon with your destiny in your own hands?  Your
freedom intact? Because, damn it, he is exciting!

“How long have you lived in Edge City?”  Doorman asked.
Leticia had never heard her homeland named before, but she immediately knew the place to which Doorman referred; “I guess

since I was five or six.”
“Five or six?  What, did one of your parents die?”
“Father split, no forwarding address.  Mother was a high-class whore who didn’t give a blackmun whether I lived or died.”
This was the first time Leticia had ever spoken of her parents to anyone besides Julie.
Doorman winced, and said, “Pain is necessary for people like us.  Pain is a kick in the reagan to wake us up, and make us appre-

ciate things more.  Emotional pain is the soul of Art.  An Artist takes pain and emptiness and turns it into a thing of beauty, which
helps to ease both his own pain, and that of others.  Crisis forces us to get our blackmun together, and to change priorities as to just
what really is important, and what isn’t so important.  Happiness and security lead to complacency and stagnation.  Senses become
dulled if they are never used, and to someone to whom everything comes easy, there is no use for drive and ambition and ingenu-
ity and strength of character.  Living on the Edge, on the other hand, hones the senses to razor sharp; Living on the Edge builds
character.  Either that or else it kills you!  The complacent man fears the unknown.  Dwellers of the Edge fear nothing, and embrace
the unknown.

“The happy and secure man resists change.  Dwellers of the Edge seek change, for they know survival often depends upon the
ability to adapt to an ever-changing environment.  The ‘normal’ man seeks patterns and repetition.  Dwellers of the Edge loathe
patterns and repetition, for they realize that life is too short and precious to waste it doing the same thing repeatedly.  Few of us are
happy, but most of us are free.”

“Are you saying that freedom is more important than happiness?”
“It is if you want to survive.”
Leticia, come on!  Sure, he’s exciting and different, but listen to him!  Edge City marriages virtually always fail!  Look before

you leap, Leticia!  The signs are screaming at you!  Danger!  Stop!  Bridge out ahead!
But what a way to go, eh Leticia?
As soon as they arrived at Doorman’s home, (which consisted of a converted school bus!), they began tearing each other’s

clothes off.
And then — and then…Was it the fact that Doorman seemed to know every female pleasure centre intimately, and that his

hands seemed to flow with electricity as he stroked, fondled, coddled, kissed, caressed, teased, and licked them?  Was it the fact that
he combined the passion of Jeffery with the experience of a worldly man?  Was it the fact that you felt a deep spir-
itual/emotional/intellectual bond with him as well as a strong sexual attraction?  Was it the fact that he had a rehnquist so large
that it almost seemed like a third leg?

Or was it simply a combination of all these facts?

When it was over, Leticia was exhausted, sweaty, gissum soaked, and in love.
“That,” she gasped, “was unbelievable!”
Doorman smiled.  “Thank you.  You liked it?”
Leticia laughed, and said, “That is the biggest understatement I have ever heard!”  “It was so good because we are in love. Sex

without love is little better than masturbation. In fact, it’s actually worse, because at least no one gets hurt when you masturbate!
Sex without love is like beating your head against a wall.  The sex itself is all right, but when the physical part is over, there is always a
big hole in your spirit, and, to me anyway, it all seems pointless and useless.  Also, I feel that having a baby is about the most holy
thing a person can do, and since sex is how you make babies, then that makes it kind of like a holy sacrament or something.  And
when you make love with someone, it’s like you’re saying, ‘I deem you worthy of perpetuation’, and I think that is the highest
compliment that you can pay someone, and that it shouldn’t be given lightly.”

Doorman then got out of bed, picked up a guitar, and sang Leticia an original song summing up everything he had just said.

Flower Power
Leticia awoke the next morning to the smell of eggs frying.  She opened her eyes, and saw Doorman fixing breakfast.  Leticia

studied Doorman’s bus.  There was a counter with a double stainless-steel sink, a table, a wood stove, two couches, the bed, and ten
thousand odds and ends, knick-knacks, guitars, typewriters, as well as this, that, and the other thing.

Leticia felt very comfortable and at home.
“Ready for breakfast?”  “Very.”
When they finished breakfast, Doorman said, “Why don’t you come over and meet some friends of mine?”  Doorman’s friends

lived in the bus next door.  Doorman knocked on the door, and a male voice inside said, “It’s open!”  They entered the bus, and



Leticia was almost bowled over by the cloud of marijuana smoke that greeted her.  Doorman introduced the three occupants;
“Leticia, this is Greg, Taryn, and Greg’s brother Darrel.  Greg asked, “Smoke a joint?”  Doorman replied, “Love to!”

Leticia’s attention was immediately riveted upon Taryn, who gave her the most heart-warming smile Leticia had ever seen in
her entire life.

“Where are you from?” asked Taryn.
“I’ve been on the Road for the last four years.”
This met with obvious approval from Taryn, who said, “Wow, great!  I love the Road!  Every experience is new and different,

and you never know what’s going to happen next!”
That smile!  Truly inspiring!
Leticia noted that Greg made a point of not looking at her, while Darrel had that familiar look of love struck awe.
“Are you selling flowers today?” asked Taryn.  “I was thinking of giving it a try,” answered Leticia.  “I think you will like it.

Every experience is new and different, and you never know what’s going to happen next!”
Leticia glanced at Doorman, who was looking at Taryn; Leticia realized that he was in love with her.  After living with the

Wizards, Leticia fully realized that it was completely possible to love more than one person at the same time, and she was already in
love with Taryn herself.  She foresaw no problem sharing Doorman with Taryn but she looked at Greg once again, knew he was
Taryn’s lover, and that he wasn’t into sharing.

That was too bad.  “Have you ever been overseas?” asked Taryn.
“I spent some time in the Far East, and I spent a winter bumming around the Mediterranean.”
This also drew approval from Taryn.  “Kind of makes you appreciate our affluence, eh?”
“Yes, some people have a very hard time of it.”
“Those people make their own times,” said Greg sharply.
“How do you figure?” asked Taryn.
“They just sit around starving to death, and make no effort to help themselves.”
Taryn retorted, “They have no opportunity to help themselves!  It’s real easy for you to sit here in the midst of all this plenty

and talk!”
“I watched people starving to death every day in India, thousands of them,” added Leticia.
“Still,” insisted Greg, “there is always something you can do!  Their choices may be more limited, and they must expend more

effort, but there is always an alternative.”
“It’s a law of survival,” Doorman interjected.  “The strong survive and the weak die.  That’s the whole thing of evolution. If you

allow the weak to live, they will drag down the entire species.  I’ve told you about the Tibetans and their ‘infant ice water’ treat-
ments, haven’t I?”

“Yes, and I think that’s gross!”
“What’s gross?” insisted Doorman.  “Is it gross because we have no need to resort to such drastic measures?  If I can help those

people in India without stretching myself too thin, then great!  But you must keep your rules flexible, for they must be able to
bend to meet ever-changing demands.  If you wish to survive when a ship is sinking, then get the hell off of it!”

“There is always an alternative,” added Greg.  “There’s always something you can do.”  “And the strong find those alternatives
and live, while the weak don’t find them and die,” concluded Doorman.  “Boy, your attitudes suck!” said Taryn.

“That’s reality, Taryn!” insisted Greg.  “That’s the way it’s always been!  I’m not at all down on helping people!  I’ll do all I can,
as long as I don’t destroy myself doing it!  Would you be willing to die to help those people?”

Taryn replied, “If I really thought it would help humanity, I wouldn’t hesitate a minute!”
This stopped the conversation for a moment.  Finally, Doorman said, “Wow, that’s real noble and beautiful, Taryn, but I don’t

agree that it is reasonable.  I can think of some people I would die for — my daughter for one — but I would be very selective
about whom.  A stranger in India would not be among them.”

“How about dying to advance an ideal?” asked Leticia.  “Martin Luther King’s death did more to advance his cause than
anything he could have done by remaining alive.”

“That also is noble and beautiful, but again I question the reasonableness, in this case because ideals are so ephemeral and
nebulous.  A man can die for a cause that is just and clear in his own mind, not seeming to realize that his ideal will soon be twisted
and distorted by the dull and unimaginative.  The Christian trip is a shining example of this:  Christ was a very heavy dude with many
noble and beautiful ideals.  Ideals for which he gladly died.  And look what happened!  If there really is a Satan, then his instrument
on this planet is the Catholic Church!  The dull and unimaginative are incapable of forming their own ideals and values, so they take
someone else’s and place their own dull unimaginative interpretation upon them, and twist them beyond recognition.”

“Getting back to what we were talking about before,” said Taryn, “when you were going through your suicide trip, should we
have just let you die?”

The look that Leticia then gave Doorman told Taryn that perhaps she had been indiscreet.  Doorman’s answer seemed to
mollify her though:  “But you didn’t, because you felt that my survival was worth the effort you put out, and helping me didn’t
destroy you.  I felt myself that there was something worth saving, for instead of just finishing the job, I came to you and asked for
help. I have now adapted to a new reality, and I have survived.  The rules change all the time, so people must change all the time.
The old rules weren’t working anymore, so I adopted some new ones.  I survived because I deserved to survive.”



Leticia said, “Is it really survival of the fittest, or survival of the luckiest?”
Doorman smiled, and said, “Please elaborate...”
Leticia did so gladly; “Someone who is perfectly capable of surviving in one culture may be just as totally incapable of surviving

in another.  Wouldn’t you say it was luck that caused that man to be born here instead of there?  What if there was a nuclear holo-
caust?  Wouldn’t survival then be mostly a matter of luck?”

“To an extent,” said Doorman.  “The survivor who is somewhere that he can’t survive will go somewhere else where he can.  If a
nuclear holocaust is imminent, the survivor will recognize a threat to his survival, and would react; since all the nuclear powers are
in the Northern Hemisphere, the survivor would make his way to the Southern Hemisphere, where survival odds would be much
better.”

“What if a nuclear war resulted in the annihilation of all life on the planet, as some have proposed?  Where are the alternatives
then?”

Leticia had him.  She pressed her advantage:  “There are certain requirements necessary for human survival.  If those necessities
are simply not there, then survival is impossible for anyone!”

“I think it’s time to go to work,” said Darrel.  So, everyone piled into the warehouse, (Both busses were already parked there),
where several other people were busily wrapping flowers and cracking jokes.  Leticia was introduced, and was taught how to petal
and wrap roses.

Then, they stuffed Doorman’s station wagon so full that roses were literally sticking out the windows, and leaving goodly
amounts of rubber on the streets of Denver, they were off!  When they reached Leticia’s corner, Doorman gave her a few tips on
how to sell flowers on a street corner, (He was to later ruefully remember.)

What do I do when I run out?” asked Leticia. Doorman laughed.  “You have over $200 worth of flowers here.  If you sell half
of these all evening, I’ll be happy!  And I’ll be back in about two hours to check on you anyway, so never fear!”

And with that, he left to meet some of his other flower sellers.
Leticia sold all of her flowers in the first forty-five minutes, causing traffic jams and a minor accident in the process.

When Doorman returned, he was flabbergasted.  He said, “Jumping Jehosephat!  It’s unusual for anyone to sell $100 worth of
flowers in an entire evening!  Here you’ve sold $200 worth, and rush hour hasn’t even started yet!”  Doorman had a few more
flowers in his car which Leticia quickly sold as he waited.  Since he had no more flowers, they returned to the warehouse. The next
day, Leticia sold $400 worth of flowers in the first two hours — in fact, Doorman quickly discovered that Leticia was capable of
selling just about every flower he could bring her.  He soon gave all of his other sellers and his other corners to the other drivers,
and worked Leticia exclusively.  He now made twice as much money by just working her as he did before working eight to ten
people.

Since both he and Leticia were working on a commission, they were becoming quite wealthy.
Leticia loved selling flowers, and not just because she was getting rich doing it.  It was just a neat, crazy way to make money,

and like Taryn had said, every experience was different, and she never knew what was going to happen next.  Besides, it was rather
hard to find anything morally objectionable about selling flowers.

And in the meanwhile, her relationship with Doorman grew.  He said to her, “The best way to keep a relationship alive is to
stay open to all possibilities.  Jealousy of love is neurotic insecurity. If a relationship is what it truly should be, then nothing can
touch it!”

Leticia asked, “You would not mind if I had sex with other people?”
Doorman slowly replied, “That would depend on the circumstance, and who it was.  If you really wanted to check someone

out, though, in most cases I’m pretty sure I would rather have you get it out of your system instead of hold it in, and develop
resentment against me because I am hindering you, or stifling your growth.  Hah!  I hear people talk about ‘free love’ as if love can
be anything but free!  Man can buy power, but he can’t buy love!  Man can subdue bodies, but he can’t subdue love!  Man can
conquer nations, but he can’t conquer love!  Man can chain and destroy the spirit, but he can’t chain and destroy love! Man can
control lives, but no one can control love!  The richest king, surrounded by his palace and his gold is a pauper if he has no love!  The
most miserable hovel is rich if it but contains it!”

In spite of these words, though, the reality turned out to be that Doorman had a very hard time dealing with love when it
came into his life.  Leticia noticed one day that Doorman seemed distant and withdrawn.  Thinking to lift his spirits, Leticia said, “I
love you, Doorman!”

To her surprise, her statement seemed to anger him!  “What’s wrong?”  she asked.
“What’s wrong?” he snapped.  “I love you too, that’s what’s wrong!  I’m going for a walk.  See ya.”

He did not return for three days.

Ned
Upon Doorman’s return, things were not good.  He was now morose and sulky all the time, and he often rudely ignored Leti-

cia.



Where they had been having sex four times a day, they were lucky now if it was four times a week and Doorman often turned
in lackluster performances even then.  He began snapping at her for small irrelevant things, and just generally turned into a
complete drag.  Leticia valiantly and selflessly tried to deal with his moodiness, and tried several times to do things to cheer him up,
to destroy his fear, to prove her love for him, for she did love him.  Loved him deeply.  Several times her efforts had even been
successful.  When she baked him a birthday cake, he was overjoyed, and the light returned to his eyes, but all of her victories were
temporary and short lived.

Leticia began to see the writing on the wall, and finally, after one particularly bad day, she exploded:  “If you want me to go,
why don’t you just come out and say so?”

Doorman burst into tears.  After a couple of minutes, he said, “Wow, I’m sorry.”
“Don’t apologize for crying.  Tears are lubrication for the soul, and your soul seems to need some.”
“I’m not apologizing for crying, I’m apologizing for being such a reaganhole lately.  Leticia, please don’t leave me yet!  Give

me just a little longer to try to work this out.”
Leticia agreed, and for a while, it was just like old times.  Doorman’s effort soon became strained, however, and the same

deplorable pattern began emerging again.  Finally, one day, Doorman said, “I think we need a break from each other - I’m going to
go to California and see my daughter.  Maybe that will help.”

And two days later, he was gone.
While he was gone, Leticia met Ned.

Leticia sold flowers for Greg during Doorman’s absence.  While working on the corner, Leticia kept her money in a pocket of
her shawl.  Evidently, this habit had not gone unnoticed by a certain party, for one day Leticia was bowled over from behind, and
before she knew what was happening, a young man grabbed her money and began running away.  Leticia was about to pursue him,
but just as she regained her feet, she saw a white Porsche swerve into the thief’s path.  A man leaped out of the Porsche, and tripped
the thief.  The thief, a sixteen-year-old boy, regained his feet and pulled a knife on Leticia’s benefactor.  The man managed to kick
the knife out of the boy’s hand, and then sent him sprawling to the sidewalk with a right cross.

The thief had had enough.  This time he stayed down.  Typically, a police car arrived as soon as the action was all over.  The
policeman took statements, arrested the youthful criminal, and left.

In the meanwhile, Leticia had been studying her rescuer with more and more interest.  He was probably the best looking man
she had ever seen.  In spite of herself, she found herself staring.  He didn’t mind, as long as she didn’t mind if he also stared at her.
His wavy blonde hair framed a richly tanned face, which would have made a Greek God weep with envy.  His tank-top shirt high-
lighted his muscular perfect build.

He smiled, revealing a set of perfectly formed Day-Glo teeth, and said, “What’s a girl like you doing in a nice place like this?”
(What did he say!?)  Leticia couldn’t talk, couldn’t even think!  She stammered a reply about making a living, failing to note

the man’s joke.
“Someone with your looks could do much better than this!”, he said.  “I happen to own a modeling agency, and I think you

would be perfect for a new campaign we are getting ready to launch!  Interested?”

Leticia again stammered an incoherent reply, which the man evidently interpreted as an affirmative.  (He didn’t seem accus-
tomed to too many people saying no to him for anything.)

“Good, “ he said.  “My name is Ned Malchrist.  Can I pick you up about ten in the morning?”
Leticia thought for a moment, and then replied, “Yes.”

When Doorman returned from California, he seemed in much better spirits.  When Leticia told him of her new job, his smile
faded, though he felt better when Leticia had informed him that Ned would arrange her hours so that she could still do flowers.

About a week later, Leticia said, “Ned has asked us both out to dinner.”
“Did you accept?”  “I told him I would check it out with you first.”  “I see no harm.  Sure.”



Then came the part Leticia dreaded; “You must wear a suit and tie.”
As she figured, Doorman was disgusted.  “I don’t even own a suit and tie!  Besides, a tie is not only the most useless article of

clothing ever invented, it is also the most uncomfortable.”
“You can afford to buy a suit and tie with all the money I have been making for you.”
“I don’t want to buy a suit and tie!  The only reason people wear suits and ties are to make themselves seem better than other

people.”
Leticia used her schlaflial persuasions, however, and Doorman finally consented.

Three nights later, Ned took Leticia and Doorman to the Brown Palace Restaurant, one of the most exclusive in Denver.
Doorman was wholly intimidated from the moment he saw Ned and his car.  (A useless $30,000 ego trip!  You can’t even go
grocery shopping in the damn thing!)  The rest of the evening he was sullen and angry, speaking only to make sarcastic comments
about what starving babies would think of all this decadent opulence.  Ned pretended not to notice Doorman’s rudeness, and was
thoroughly charming and witty throughout the evening, which only intensified Doorman’s sarcasm.

When they returned to Doorman’s bus that night, they had a severe fight.  Doorman ended up apologizing, but Leticia
wondered how long it could go on.

Winter had come to Colorado.  Freezing temperatures and icy winds had effectively shut down the flower business.
Leticia and Doorman had been spending a quiet evening in the bus until Leticia said; “Ned has asked me out to dinner again.”
“So has half the rest of the World,” observed Doorman.
Leticia, very carefully; “I like Ned.  I am going to accept.”
“He didn’t invite me, eh?”
“Can you blame him?”
Doorman hid his fear well; “That is our agreement.  You can go if you wish.”
“But you don’t want me to.“
“I would rather you didn’t, but my negative feelings are caused mostly by the fact that I don’t like Ned.”
“Why don’t you like Ned?”
“Cause he’s as shallow as a wading pool!  He holds his money and his looks out in front of himself and just rides on those

instead of trying to become anything inside!  Great when you want someone to drop $150 for a dinner, but I wouldn’t want to be
stuck on a desert island with him.”

Silence.
Then Leticia said, “Well I happen to think he is very nice, and I am going to accept his invitation.”

When she returned home from her date, Leticia found Doorman waiting up for her.
“Did you have a nice time?”
“Yes, as a matter of fact, I did.”
“Did he spend lavish amounts of money on you, and dazzle you with his wit and charm and good looks and cocaine?”
Leticia’s composure was studied; “You have a very twisted vision of Ned.”
“That’s a matter of opinion,” said Doorman.  “Did he try to get you into bed?”
“He asked.  I refused.  This time.”
“Obviously the man has no respect for me then,” said Doorman, evidently deciding not to inquire what ‘this time’ meant.
“The way you behaved when he took us out, I don’t blame him for having no respect for you.  I lost quite a bit of the respect I

had for you that night!  Ned has asked me to spend next weekend with him skiing in Aspen.”
This was too much for Doorman.  “What are you trying to do, test me or something?  Are you trying to see how much

blackmun I can take?”
Leticia snapped, “What happened to all these high and mighty ideals you talk so much about?  ‘Jealousy of love is neurotic

insecurity?’  ‘Remain open to all possibilities’? What, were those all just empty words to impress me?  Are you really that phony and
shallow?”

Doorman countered, “If it was Greg or Darrel, or anyone whom I had the least bit of liking or respect for I would hardly mind
at all, but you going out with that conceited fool defiles you, which in turn defiles me!”

“You’re angry because you don’t like Ned?  Doesn’t it matter that I do like him?”



“Yes, I’m angry because I don’t like Ned!  I don’t like him at all!  And I know he is snickering at me behind my back over this.”
“Why should that bother you?”
“A male ego thing that you probably wouldn’t understand.”
“A male ego thing, eh?  Why don’t you grow up!  I’ll tell you why you don’t like Ned!  You don’t like him because he is a

happy and positive human being!  He enjoys life and doesn’t feel guilty about it!  He doesn’t mope around feeling sorry for himself
all the time!  You, on the other hand, you romanticize pain, glorify suffering, and condone unhappiness!  You live in a cold little
prison cell of your own creation, and then say that that is an honourable place to be!  You crawl on your stomach in slime, and
then say that that slime is beautiful!  You say you are too free to love, when actually you aren’t free enough to love!  You are a very
talented and gifted human being Doorman, but you have taken your gifts and talents and you have twisted them with a sick view of
reality.”

Leticia, who was probably trying to justify leaving Doorman to herself as well as to him, showed no mercy.  “Why don’t you
stand up like a man and defend yourself?” she asked contemptuously.

Doorman, in a tone of total defeat, replied, “Because everything you just said is true.”
Leticia, suddenly realizing how cruel she was being, (Remember Jeffery, Leticia?), silently waited for Doorman to continue.
He did so:  “See this scar on my wrist?”  He held out his wrist for Leticia to observe the scar.  Then said, “This is what happiness

brought me!  I once fell in love with a woman like I never had before or since.  Every fantasy and dream I ever had was realized.  I
had found Paradise!  I was happy, content, secure, and positive.  I gave that relationship everything I had, and I loved that woman
more than I love myself.  Then, without warning, she blew me off in a cruel manner.  Do you know why people commit suicide?
They commit suicide when they can see Paradise, but then they can’t burgering get in!”

Doorman allowed this to sink in a moment, then continued: “All my writing and music that you love so much is a direct
result of my unhappiness. When I was in Paradise, I was fulfilled, and I quit doing any of my creative things.  What I do; it is more
what I must do than what I want to do.”

Leticia shook her head, and said, “I feel sorry for you Doorman, but I can’t save you, and I refuse to try, and I refuse to allow
you to bring me down.  I am leaving now.”

“I don’t blame you,” said Doorman.  Leticia gathered her few belongings.  Before she left, she said, “I love you, Doorman.
You’ve opened a lot of doors for me anyway, and I will always remember and cherish our time together, and I wish you the best in
everything.”

“Thank you,“ said Doorman.

Leticia turned to go but again hesitated.  Then, she said, “you know, I have often wondered why creative people are never as
beautiful or as real as their creations, and now I think I know; this burgered up World needs people like you so it creates people like
you.

“It is really a sad statement about the World that it must try to destroy its most beautiful and sensitive people.  I hope your life
turns out to be what you want it to be.  I love you.  Good-bye.”  And with that, Leticia left.

Leticia Gets Married!
Leticia immediately called Ned, who invited her to stay with him in his mini-mansion in Greenwood Village.  Leticia accepted.
Their first sexual encounter was a total disappointment to Leticia, for after Doorman, Ned was a cold fish in bed.  He was a

Catholic, so he thought sex was dirty and sinful, and Leticia discovered he liked to do it ‘fast and in the dark’.  Everything else made
up for it, however.  They went skiing in Aspen, then a month later when on an around the World tour for two months.  During this
tour, Ned asked Leticia to marry him, and she accepted.  She wouldn’t have admitted it to herself, but she saw Ned as a one-way
ticket out of Edge City.

She was selling out.
For their honeymoon, they went skiing in the Andes.
Had Leticia been more experienced in the psychological characteristics of Catholic men, especially in their attitudes toward

women, she quite possibly would have never even gone out with Ned, much less married him!
She was to quickly learn though.  Upon return from the Andes, the honeymoon was over.  Leticia’s first realization that Ned

wanted more for his money than she was willing to provide came when Leticia decided she wanted to take a few courses at Denver
University, and to her astonishment, Ned said he would not allow it!

“You won’t allow it!? Allow it!  Do you think you own me or something?”
“You are now my wife, and I’m not going to let you be alone with so many men.”

Leticia thought this one of the most outrageous things she had ever heard, but she decided it was best just to let it slide for
now.  This lasted until Ned’s birthday party…



It was a lavish extravagant affair attended by every beautiful people jet setter in the Rocky Mountain region.  Leticia engaged in
a lengthy conversation with John Denver, and was impressed with his warmth and sincerity, though she thought his music was
candy-reagan.  (Leticia was a rocker.)  She failed to notice Ned’s look of pure unadulterated fury directed toward her as she laughed
at an observation made by Mr. Denver.

Leticia Gets Un-Married
Ned waited until after the party.  He threw a temper tantrum of such fury over her innocent conversation with John Denver

that Leticia suddenly realized that Ned was insane.  Several facts that she had been successfully hiding from in her attempt to pros-
titute herself suddenly burst out of their hidey-holes, and jumped right into her face:  Ned could have just about any woman he
wanted, and so he was convinced that all women were unfaithful whores!  (How many other men’s wives had felt Ned’s rehnquist
between their legs?)  And the thought of Ned the Great’s wife even enjoying anyone’s company besides his own was forbidden.
Leticia was now Property of Ned, as far as Ned was concerned.  Leticia accused Ned of being paranoid.  He backhanded her across
the mouth.  Leticia went insane then.

Leticia had never got around to telling Ned about Nick, or all of the neat little tricks that Nick had taught her.  Ned now
learned the hard way.

First, Leticia kicked him in the powells.
He was impotent from that day forward.
Then, Ned’s nose lost a contest with Leticia’s knee to see which was harder.  The nose was smashed to pieces.  The knee was

slightly bruised.
Then, Ned’s head lost in a contest with his pool table to see which one was harder.  (Poor Ned! Just wasn’t his day, I guess!)

From this, Ned received a brain hemorrhage, which caused brain damage and nearly killed him.
The pool table escaped unscathed.
Then, with Ned unconscious and bleeding profusely, Leticia’s fury turned to horror.  She ran out the front door.  She did not

stop running until she reached Hampden Avenue.
Nick.
Leticia wanted to see Nick.  She thought a minute, and realized that she could hitchhike west on Hampden Avenue into the

mountains until she got to Fairplay.  Then she could proceed north on State Highway 9 until she reached Interstate 70.
She stuck out her thumb and a black van immediately pulled over.

Leticia then made an almost fatal mistake.  She was so shook up and busy trying to dry her tears that she failed to check out
the driver before she entered his van…

Elijah Zendt
Leticia’s heart skipped a beat when she noted the fact that her door did not have a handle on the inside.  Then it skipped a

couple of more beats when she noted the fact that the driver of the van was pointing a snub-nose .38 at her face.  The driver of the
van was named Elijah Zendt.  He was insane.  Violently so.  He was as crazy as a bedbug. He was loony as a goon.  He had bats in
the belfry.  He had toys in the attic.  He was not playing with a full deck of cards.  He had a screw loose.  He had lost his marbles.
He masturbated with a Playboy in his hand and a Bible on his nightstand.  His parents were strict fundamentalist Christians, and with
a cane, they had beat into his hide the facts that anything that made him feel good or made him happy was a sin.  Especially sex.
And so, Elijah hated life, and everything that was involved with it. Especially women.  He was so weird that he could not find any
girlfriends, and the fact that he could not find any girlfriends made him even weirder, which made it even harder to find any girl-
friends, which made him even weirder yet!  And to make matters even worse, just before picking Leticia up he had injected a half-
gram of cocaine into his veins.  The cocaine intensified his insanity by ten-fold.  Elijah had raped and murdered seven young girls in
the last two years.  His last victim had been a beautiful fourteen-year-old cheerleader whom colleges all over the country had
already been offering scholarships because of her genius.

“You Babylonian bitch!” Elijah screamed at Leticia.  “You burgering harlot!  Going around enticing men, and then leaving
them crushed and bleeding in your wake!”  Elijah was breathing rapidly, foaming at the mouth, and sweating profusely.

Leticia wondered what he would think if he knew that his accusations were quite literally true right at the moment.
Elijah’s tirade continued; “I see your kind all the time with your shorts and skimpy bathing suits and halter tops, saying, ‘Look

but don’t touch, Sucker!’  You evil satanic schlafley! I assure you that you will never again destroy another man’s mind!  Prepare to
take your place in the Fires of Hell, Bitch!”



Leticia began weeping, thinking of the poetic justice of her impending death.  She said, “Oh, I’m so sorry!  I am sorry for all the
people I have hurt!  I am sorry for all the hurt others have put you through!  God!  Life is so confusing at times!”

Like most people who are insane, Elijah was very telepathic.  He felt the sincerity of Leticia’s apology, and it confused him for a
moment.  Then he said, “You plead guilty, and are ready to submit to the Lord’s justice?”

Leticia thought for a moment, and decided that her crimes, heinous as they were, still did not merit rape and torture and
murder, which she was quite sure was what Elijah had in mind for his lord’s justice.

So, she answered, “No, I have a few more things to do first.”
“But judgment belongs to the Lord, and I am His executioner!”
Leticia had had quite enough by this time.
Elijah stopped for a red light.  With a motion so swift as to be invisible, she chopped him across the throat.
Though Leticia did not know it, the blow collapsed Elijah’s windpipe, and proved to be fatal.  Leticia reached over Elijah,

opened his door, shoved him out into the street, and then stole his van.  (Dejá Vú, eh Leticia?)
Leticia drove to the nearest place of refuge:  Red Rocks Park.  She left the van in a parking lot, and started climbing the red

rocks, which gave the park its name.  She found a small alcove, sat down in it, and began crying.  She sobbed hysterically for over
half an hour until a young man came by.  He saw her, and said, “Hey Baby, it can’t be all that bad!  Come along with me and I’ll
show you a good time!”

“GET THE BURGER AWAY FROM ME!”
The young man gave her a dirty look, and said, “Don’t sweat it Bitch!  I was only trying to help!”
“YEAH HELP YOURSELF YOU MEAN!  GET THE BURGER AWAY FROM ME OR I’LL CUT YOUR BURGERING

REHNQUIST OFF AND STUFF IT DOWN YOUR BURGERING THROAT, YOU BURGERING REAGANHOLE!”

The man quickly departed, fear and shock in his eyes.

Leticia resumed her sobbing with renewed vigour.  Then, speaking to herself, she said, “God I wish I was ugly! I wish I were the
ugliest woman in the World! My life would have been so much simpler!  I wish I was ugly!”

With this thought, Leticia removed from her purse the kit that she used to prepare cocaine for sniffing. From this kit, she
removed the razor blade.  She held the blade to her cheek and prepared to lay that fantasy face of a thousand dreams wide open.
She figured that as long as she did not allow any doctors to stitch the cut up, then it would leave a long ugly scar for the rest of her
life.

For several minutes, she held the blade to her face, trying to screw up the courage.  To rid herself of her curse.
But in the end, she couldn’t do it.
Instead, she screamed and beat on rocks with her fists.

Bud Rose
“Men!” screamed Leticia out to the indifferent Colorado sky.  “I hate men!”
Yet even in the midst of her breakdown, rationality still made it’s battered, beaten, and ragged appearance:  ‘Men are the result

of the psychic meat-grinder which American culture forces them through.’

Then once again her train of thought pulled into the station of Nick.  Nevada.  Just the other side of Utah.

She caught a ride to I-70 with an off-duty police officer who seemed like a very nice man Leticia noticed, in spite of her
emotional state of being, and he offered to put her up for the night.

But Leticia had one goal.  One thought.  One driving compulsion:  Nevada.  Nick.  Shelter from the storm.  A safe harbour for
a battered and beaten ship.  A place to hide and lick her wounds for a while.

Leticia kindly refused the police officer’s offer.  As she was stepping out of his car, the policeman had asked, “What is your
name, Honey?”

“I’m Leticia Malchrist,” said Leticia.
The policeman replied, “Mine’s Bud Rose.  If there’s ever anything I can do for you, you just let me know.  Detective’s Bureau,

Denver Police.”
“Thank you very much!” said Leticia.  As Rose drove away, Leticia said to herself, “Bud Rose!  What a nice name for such a nice

man!”



Leticia Seeks Freedom
She caught a ride to Grand Junction with a Catholic priest who tried unsuccessfully to seduce her.  She then caught a ride with

a trucker who was on his way to San Francisco, and was going right through Wendover on the way.  Amazingly, the trucker did not
try to seduce her, even though he had over 500 miles to do it in.  He said he loved his wife, but Leticia had seen wedding rings on
most of her would-be ravishers.  Still, the man broke every stereotype Leticia had of a trucker.  He was soft spoken, he obviously did
love his wife, he didn’t swear, he didn’t have a Southern accent, he drove 55 miles-per-hour, he didn’t smoke, and he didn’t drink
coffee.  His name was Dan.  Leticia decided that having stereotypes broken was a good thing to happen.  When they reached Wend-
over, Dan decided to drop into the Cowboy himself and meet this famous ‘Nick’ whom Leticia so obviously idolized, and to buy
them both some dinner.  Leticia fairly dragged Dan through the maze of flashing lights and clanging bells toward Nick’s office, so
anxious was she to see her benefactor.  As usual when making a public appearance, Leticia’s presence caused a wave of reaction:  A
man dropped his bag of quarters, and when a waitress bent over to pick it up for him, another man who was watching Leticia instead
of where he was going tripped over the waitress and spilled the coffee the waitress had been carrying which caused another woman
to slip in the coffee, which caused the man who was with the woman to hit the man who had tripped over the waitress, which caused
security to intervene — and so on.

The smile of bursting joy Leticia wore as she barged into Nick’s office quickly faded when she noticed that Nick’s chair did not
contain Nick.  In fact, Nick’s chair was not Nick’s chair, and Nick’s office was not Nick’s office.  A somewhat elderly man with a
suspicious look in his eyes, and a shocked and unfriendly look on his face named Rudy Bonaventura sat in Nick’s place.  “What is
the meaning of this!?” Bonaventura cried in shocked outrage.

“Where is Nick?” stammered Leticia.
“Nick!?  Who in the burger is Nick?”  (Dan winced at the rudeness of Mr. Bonaventura using a word like ‘burger’ in front of a

lady.)
“He used to own this casino,” said Leticia, gaining some confidence.
“Oh, yeah Nicholas Petrovski, or some Pollack name like that, eh?”
“Yes!” cried Leticia, hope growing in her heart.

“He died a couple of years ago.  Heart attack or something.  I bought this place from his estate.”
It took a few moments for the words to sink in.
Evidently, Leticia’s face mirrored her shock and disappointment.  Mr. Bonaventura, registering Leticia’s look, dug deep for the

severely limited amounts of compassion that he possessed, and kindly asked, “Were you a relative?”
“No.  A friend.  A very good friend.”  Leticia burst into tears.  (Soul seems to need a lot of lubrication these days, eh Leticia?)

She took Dan up on his offer to sit in his truck for a while.  She cried for about fifteen minutes.
Dan asked her what she wanted to do.  By this point, she was so numb she couldn’t feel much of anything anymore.  The

disappointment over Nick was buried under the avalanche of the last few days.  She sat in Dan’s truck, her mind twisting in vicious
circles.  Nick.  Zendt.  Ned.  Doorman.  Jeffery.  It seemed as if she left a trail of tears everywhere that she went.

She replayed her life in her mind.  The insane jealousy in Ned’s eyes.  The utter defeat in Doorman’s eyes.  The complete deso-
lation in Jeffery’s eyes.  How she could not even enter a restaurant without causing a major disruption.  For several minutes longer,
Leticia sat staring at nothing.  Staring at everything.  Her memories beat at her like a sledgehammer.

She rode west with Dan for a while.  Then, she suddenly insisted upon getting out in the middle of nowhere.  After convincing
Dan that she was all right and knew what she was doing, he gave her his address in Ohio, and wished her luck.

Like someone drunk, Leticia walked aimlessly into the vast, trackless Nevada desert.  She walked for several hours, failing to
note anything in her surroundings.

What Leticia did next is rather hard to describe.  It would be accurate to say she screamed, but that would be like saying Jimmy
Page is a guitar player.

I am going to earn my bread and butter as a writer now in seeing if I am capable of performing the linguistic gymnastics
necessary to describe what Leticia did next.

Rather than saying that Jimmy Page is a guitar player, it would be more appropriate to say, JIMMY PAGE IS A GUITAR
PLAYER!!!

Conversely, rather than saying Leticia screamed, it would be more appropriate to say, LETICIA SCREAMED!!! It was a horrible,
agonized, extended wail of complete devastation. A terrified jackrabbit scurried for cover.  Birds paused in mid-flight, as though in
shock.  A coyote whimpered in fear, and tried to hide from the terrible sound.

And the scream continued!  It gained in intensity!  It was an unbroken crescendo of complete despair.  And still it burst forth!
Agonies pouring from her throat like an erupting volcano!  Her desolation seemed to have no ends, to know no bounds, to be
incapable of release!



Eventually, Leticia ran out of air, and her scream turned to tears.  She sobbed, swore, beat on herself with her fists, and pulled
out her hair.

Suddenly, Leticia felt the presence of an old friend, an old enemy:  The Edge.
It was calling her.  It was nearby.  This time, Leticia was unafraid.
Leticia once again walked into the endless Nevada desert.  This time, she had a destination: The Abyss.
First, she had to become free.  She had to rid her spirit of the demons dwelling there.
She did not drink, and parched her throat until she was no longer thirsty.
She did not eat, and the pain clawed at her stomach until she was no longer hungry.
She lay naked under the desert sun, and fried her skin until she was no longer hot.
She lay naked under the stars and froze until she was no longer cold.
She decided that true freedom meant having nothing, since having nothing meant you had nothing to lose.  If you had noth-

ing to lose, then you had everything to gain.  Soon, she had nothing left to lose but her life.  Death, she then decided, was true
freedom.  Nothing left to lose.

Those words floated through her mind as she drifted off into unconsciousness.  Toward the Edge.  By all rights, she should have
died there, alone in the middle of that empty desert.

Leticia had a guardian angel, though.

Leticia Finds Freedom
She awoke in a small one-room shack.  An incredibly ancient Indian was cooking some sort of mush over an open fire just

outside the front door of the shack.  He filled two bowls, and wordlessly offered one to Leticia, as if the timing of the mush had
been perfectly planned to coincide with the awakening of Leticia.

Leticia gratefully wolfed the Malt-O-Meal down in short order.  Then, she studied the Indian.  She knew she had seen him
before, probably in the Cowboy, which was less than 100 miles away — a piddling distance in this vast land.

When she finished her meal, she fell back asleep.
She awoke again sometime later.  The Indian was just taking some stir-fried vegetables off the fire, again as if purposely plan-

ning their completion to coincide with Leticia’s awakening.
When she was finished eating, the Indian wordlessly motioned Leticia to follow him.  Leticia wondered if he was mute.  They

walked through the desert for a couple of hours.  The Indian occasionally pointed things out to Leticia.  Things that seemed small
and insignificant.  There was a plant here.  There was a small rodent there.  There was a spider over there.  The Indian cut some sort
of succulent plant with a knife, and rubbed its inner juice upon Leticia’s cracked and bleeding lips, bringing instant relief from the
pain.  Then, they silently shared one of the most spectacular sunsets Leticia had ever seen.  This big beautiful Nevada desert!  These
vast open vistas screaming silence at you!  For hundreds of miles, the gaze could wander unbroken by building, road, or dirty air!
So awesome!  So majestic!  And this sunset!  Wild splashes of blues, reds, greens, and purples!  Tearing across the sky like some Holy
Orgasm of light and beauty!

Just as she had decided that this sunset alone had been worth staying alive long enough to see, the Indian finally spoke his first
words.  He said:  “How can you wish to die when you live in a World filled with so much beauty?”

Leticia looked into the Indian’s eyes, and suddenly realized that he knew.  He knew everything.  “I wished to be free,” she
answered.

He replied, “Those who worship life are free.  Those who worship death are chained. Freedom exists within your mind.”

Just as Leticia was about to ask him who in the burger he was, she suddenly knew who he was.

He was Ancient Man.

Ancient Man
Over the next year, Ancient Man taught Leticia to leave the confines of her body.  He taught her to transcend death.  He

taught her how to go over the Edge and return at will.  He did all this in her dreams. Then one day Ancient Man took Leticia off in
a direction they had never explored together.  They eventually came to another one room shack.  Ancient Man instructed Leticia to
go knock on the door of the shack and meet the seventh person on her list.

Then, Ancient Man disappeared, never to be seen by Leticia in this life again.



Leticia Finds Gertrude
Leticia was shocked to discover Gertrude living in the shack.
Gertrude, on the other hand, had been anxiously awaiting Leticia’s arrival for three years now.
Going over the Edge had now taught them both that walls were no longer necessary.  They were now completely incapable of

ever hurting each other.  Even death could no longer part them.  They now realized that they were the chosen ones, and that every-
one else was the freaks.  They fell into each other’s arms, and they did not leave each other’s sides for the rest of their lives.

Which turned out not to be too much longer.

Re-Enter Bud Rose
Gertrude and Leticia returned to Denver in order for Leticia to tie up all the loose ends she had left dangling.  To let everyone

know that everything was all right.  Everything.
Adam Mickiewicz drove over from Dodge City.  Gertrude introduced him to Leticia.  Adam smiled at her, but without the

usual awestruck fascination that generally dominated the look of nearly everyone who saw her.  Leticia sensed in that highly devel-
oped sense of self-preservation that she possessed due to the life she had been forced to lead that Adam Mickiewicz was someone
worth knowing.  The fact that Adam Mickiewicz seemed relatively unimpressed with Leticia Moore impressed Leticia Moore with
Adam Mickiewicz.

Adam held out his hand.  Leticia shook it.
“So Gertrude tells me you are an artist?”
This surprised Leticia.  Gertrude knew that her art was her own private world not to be intruded upon by strangers.  However,

she sensed something about Adam Mickiewicz that fascinated her over and beyond his failure to be astonished by Leticia’s beauty.
“Yes, I am,” Leticia replied with some understatement.
“Ah, I fear that I will never be able to appreciate it.”
This statement puzzled Leticia.  She assumed Gertrude had warned Adam that her paintings were never placed on public display

— but then why had Gertrude even told him that she was an artist?  It was a very un-Gertrudish thing to do.
But the question answered itself as soon as Leticia thought upon it for a few seconds:  Adam Mickiewicz was not general-

public.  He was someone very special to Gertrude, which made him special to Leticia.
“Maybe I can arrange a showing sometime…”
“I am afraid it would be quite lost on me.”
Leticia stared at Adam in puzzlement and some hurt pride.  She now wondered if she should translate his remarks as bearing an

insult to her ability.
Reasonably — and considering her usually complete unconcern over what anyone else thought of her with no small amount

of hurt pride — Leticia asked, “How can you know if you have never seen them?”
To Leticia’s consternation, both Gertrude and Adam laughed.
Finally, the missing piece of the puzzle was filled in.  Adam informed her that he knew not because he had never seen them,

but because he would never see them…

Leticia absorbed the implications of this even more quickly than Gertrude had.  To Adam Mickiewicz, Leticia Moore was just a
human being.

Nothing more — and nothing less…

Leticia and Adam also became lovers.

Leticia was surprised and delighted to discover that Doorman had sold a book, just like he wanted, and that the book was sell-
ing just enough copies to provide a comfortable living for him, but not so many as to make a circus out of his life by turning him
into a celebrity, also just like he wanted.  Leticia was even more surprised and delighted to discover that Julie had succeeded where
Leticia had failed:  She had destroyed Doorman’s fear of love.  They were now happily married.



Leticia celebrated by giving Julie permission to show Doorman Leticia’s paintings.

Leticia had never even told him that she was an artist.
Doorman was properly floored.

Later, Leticia felt a tremor of disquiet when Julie told her that Ned’s parents had filed charges against her, and that a homicide
detective named Bud Rose was also looking for her to ‘ask some questions’ about an unrelated matter.

Ned could not file his own charges because his encounter with his pool table had left him a virtual vegetable.
Ned was no problem.
Gertrude and Leticia could heal him.
They could do anything.
Bud Rose was an unknown.  A homicide detective?

Gertrude and Leticia’s deaths drew nearer as Leticia called Bud Rose, (why is that name so familiar?), on the telephone.

Bud Rose was a very good detective, and he had figured out that Leticia had killed Elijah Zendt.  Not that it took a good
detective to figure this out, what with the mountain of evidence.

Elijah’s crimes were completely unsuspected by the police.  He had never received so much as a traffic ticket, he had never left
any traceable evidence of his previous crimes, and Leticia was the first of his victims ever to escape with her life.  And so, Bud Rose
was aware only of the fact that an innocent man had been murdered, his van had been stolen, and then it had been stripped in Red
Rocks Park.  (Thieves had broken into the van after Leticia had left it.)

Leticia’s fingerprints had been all over the van.  (The thieves had worn gloves)  And incredibly enough, Bud Rose himself had
picked the suspect up hitchhiking shortly after the crime, and the girl had obviously been in a state of severe emotional distress.

She had also been within walking distance of where Zendt’s van had been discovered.
Still, in spite of the massive evidence, there were several holes in his theory, and being the good detective that he was, any holes

in any theory were deeply disturbing to Bud Rose, especially when considering a charge as serious as murder.  The main hole in his
theory was that from his extensive investigation of the girl, and from his own personal observations, he had become convinced that
this girl was no robberess or murderess.  He still had no idea of exactly what she was.  She kept a widely varied circle of f riends.  But
all of her friends, from the school-teacher to the school-teacher’s writer husband to the California pot growers to the Nevada
waitresses to the street-corner flower hippies to John Denver; all of them painted exactly the same picture of her that he had himself
drawn:  A talented, highly intelligent, incredibly beautiful woman with some very intense personal problems.

A cold-blooded killer?  It didn’t fit.  Contrary to movies and television, most policemen stick to hard facts, and leave ‘gut-
feelings’ to the psychics and mystics.  Bud Rose, though, being the good detective that he was, was very good at judging people
correctly, and he had a ‘gut feeling’ that there was more to this affair than met the eye.  Maybe Zendt had assaulted her?  Maybe she
had not meant to kill him?  Maybe she did not know that she had killed him?  Maybe someone else robbed the van later after Leti-
cia had left?  She hadn’t had anything at all when Bud had picked her up hitchhiking.

As soon as he had heard of the assault, the girl had crossed Bud’s mind.  When Zendt’s van had been discovered the next day,
not two miles from where he had picked her up, Bud had dusted his own car, and lifted several readable prints left by the mysterious
beauty.

It did not take long for Bud to learn of Leticia’s assault upon her husband that same fateful morning.  The girl was definitely
capable of violence!

Then, Bud had learned of a previous assault committed a few years before by an unidentified assailant of Leticia’s unique
description in Nevada, whereupon a young man claimed that he had picked her up hitchhiking, and then she had robbed him.

Bud investigated the man who had filed the complaint, and discovered that the man had numerous arrests and convictions for
sexual crimes, and this fact had been the very first seed of doubt planted in Bud’s suspicions.

That man’s van had been discovered in the next town, and it had not been robbed.
Had Zendt picked her up hitchhiking?  Bud could trace not even a hint of any previous connection between the two.
Many questions had been plaguing Bud Rose since that day Elijah Zendt had been discovered choking to death in the middle

of Hampden Avenue, and whose van had been gutted and left after being covered with the fingerprints of a girl who had since
disappeared without a trace.



These thoughts were again going through his mind as he answered the phone, and discovered that Leticia Malchrist was calling
him.

He nearly dropped the phone.
Both Julie and Doorman had serious misgivings about the benevolent intentions of Detective Bud Rose.  The man had seemed

entirely too interested in Leticia to just want her for ‘a few questions’.  And he was a homicide detective!  As in murder! Ned was
damaged, but not dead, and Rose had said it had nothing to do with Ned anyway!  So why was a homicide detective going around
grilling everyone who had ever so much as served Leticia a beer in a bar about everything they could possibly remember about her?

Leticia sensed trouble herself, but she knew she could handle it.  She was going over the Edge full-time very soon anyway.
So, she called Bud Rose.
She said, “Detective Rose, my name is Leticia Malchrist and I understand that you wish to speak with me?”
After a brief silence, Rose said, “Hi Leticia.  Where are you?”
“Why, right at the moment I am speaking to you on the phone, Mr. Rose!” said Leticia.  She sensed tension behind the ques-

tion; like the question was one whose answer mattered very much to Bud Rose, but whose importance he was trying to hide from
Leticia.

“Why do you ask?” Leticia asked.
“Oh, I would just like to come over and ask you a few questions if you don’t mind, Leticia.”
“I do believe questions can be answered over telephones, Mr. Rose, so if that is all that you want, I can grant your request with

no further cost or inconvenience to either of us!  So question away!”  Leticia now felt outright danger from Bud Rose.
“This concerns some very important matters, Leticia, and I would rather discuss them in person.  Would it be all right if I took

you out to lunch?”
Alarm bells clanged in Leticia’s head.  (At that very moment, several carloads of police officers armed with all kinds of guns

and things were rushing toward Julie and Doorman’s house in Evergreen.)
“Mr. Rose, let us quit this game, shall we?  What do you want to talk to me about?”
Rose’s mind was spinning.  This girl had proved herself fully capable of disappearing without a trace.  He didn’t want to lose

her!  If she had done it, why was she calling him?  To find out what he knew?  If she were innocent, why would she be so leery of
meeting him?  He wondered if she knew who he was: “Leticia, do you remember when I picked you up hitchhiking on Interstate 70
near Red Rocks Park one day?”

Leticia thought back:  She remembered.  “Oh, Mr. Rose!  What a surprise!  Of course I remember you!  How are you doing?”
“I’m doing fine,” Bud lied.
“How are your wife and kids?”
“They’re fine too, Leticia.”
Leticia laughed; “So this is a personal call?  You really shouldn’t scare people like that, Mr. Rose!”
“No, I’m afraid this call isn’t personal, Leticia.”
“Oh,” said Leticia, though she had never really thought that it was.
Rose’s mind was still spinning.  Her reactions were surprising him.  Maybe she was just a good actress, though Bud decided that

it could do no harm to let Leticia know that he was on to her:  “Leticia, did you know a man named Elijah Zendt?”
To Bud’s surprise, Leticia laughed! Then she said, in all apparent honesty, “No, Mr. Rose, I don’t, and with a name like that I’m

sure I would remember if I did!”
Leticia had never gotten around to exchanging names with Elijah during their brief relationship.
“Leticia,” Bud continued, “Are your husband’s parents’ allegations that you severely beat their son a year ago last October

true?”
“Oh, Mr. Rose, I just heard about that, and I am truly sorry!  I didn’t mean to really hurt him, but he hit me, and I rather lost

my head!  I really am sorry, and I plan to make whatever restitutions I can possibly make!  In fact, as soon as…”
“Leticia,” interrupted Bud, “what did you do between the time you fought with your husband, and the time I picked you up

hitchhiking?”
Leticia remembered very well what she had done during the period of time Bud was referring to.  Talking about it to some

stranger was probably the last thing in the World Leticia wanted to do right at the moment.
Bud noticed her hesitation, and decided to prompt her; “Leticia, did a black van stop and pick you up hitchhiking that day?”
Now Leticia thought that she knew where Bud was going.
“You’re kidding! You mean that reaganhole actually had the powells to report his burgering van after what he tried to do to

me!?  He tried —”  Leticia stopped her tirade as she realized that what she thought she knew was wrong.  Weakly, she stated an
obvious fact, but one that was fraught with implications:  “But you’re a homicide detective.”

“Yes, Mrs. Malchrist, I am.”  (Leticia noted the switch to the more formal title)  “Elijah Zendt died in the middle of Hampden
Avenue from a sharp blow to the throat shortly after your fight with your husband.  His van was found in Red Rocks Park the next
day not two miles from where I picked you up hitchhiking, and it was covered with your fingerprints.  Could you please explain all
of these facts to me, Mrs. Malchrist?”



Rose did not mention that the van had been robbed; he was now convinced that she had nothing to do with the robbery.  This
was starting to look increasingly like Involuntary Manslaughter at worst, and probably self-defense.  That was much better than
Murder.  Bud Rose was glad.

After a pregnant pause, Leticia said, “Yes I can, Mr. Rose, but you wouldn’t believe me.”
“I’m a pretty open minded guy, Leticia, why don’t you give me a try?”  (Trying to play a one-man good cop/bad cop with this

Leticia/Mrs. Malchrist blackmun!)
Leticia answered, “Actually, you probably would believe me, but your superiors and the District Attorney and the Judge and

the jury won’t.”
“Now how can you possibly know that, Leticia?”
“Oh, I just know lots of things, and I know that.”
The thought crossed Rose’s mind that Leticia’s prediction could quite possibly turn out to be the case.  There were large

amounts of ammunition in the case against her, and for her was only her own unsubstantiated word.  “Why did you disappear,
Leticia?”

Before she could answer, though, he heard a sound over the phone, actually several sounds; those of glass breaking, and doors
crashing, among others.

Bud knew what the sounds were.  He had been expecting them.
Every door and window in Julie’s and Doorman’s house was simultaneously smashed in, and filled instantly thereafter with

hordes of policemen carrying all kinds of guns and things.
One of the policemen, the big ugly one in the front door with the M-16 pointed at Leticia’s head, developed an erection at the

thought of blowing Leticia’s body into little pieces all over the room.
Several policemen yelled, “Freeze!” They froze.  (‘Damn’, said Ugly to himself.  ‘Still, maybe she’ll burger up!’  His finger

tightened on the trigger.  His erection grew.)
“Are you still there, Leticia?” asked Bud Rose over the phone.
“Yes I am,” answered Leticia, startling the policemen, and almost getting her body blown into little tiny pieces all over the

room.
“Tell Sgt. Killjoy that I wish to speak to him.”
“Sgt. Killjoy?”  Leticia sweetly inquired of the surrounding horde.
It turned out to be Ugly.  Suspiciously, he said, “Yeah, whaddaya want?”  (He had been contemplating the vital statistics of his

M-16; it looks like a Mattel toy, it has the kick of a .22, and it can tear a man’s arm off with a single round.  It can fire twenty of
these rounds in the space of three seconds.  Thoroughly deadly.)

“Your boss wants to talk to you,” said Leticia, holding out the phone to him, startling the policemen, and almost getting her
body blown into little pieces all over the room.

As Sgt. Ugly/Killjoy spoke with Bud Rose, Leticia spoke to Gertrude without using words:  “They will take my body and lock it
away from yours for many years.”

“Yes,” Gertrude answered.  “I see this as a sign we are done here.”
“I agree.”
“Over the Edge?”
“Over the Edge.”
They smiled at each other.
Ugly/Killjoy hung up the phone, and said, “Rose says ta take ya in, Malchrist.  He wants ta talk to ya downtown.”
“Gertrude goes with me,” Leticia insisted.
Suspicious, Ugly/Killjoy said, “She aint’ done nothin’.”  Gertrude and Leticia again smiled at each other.  Then, Gertrude

decked Ugly/Killjoy with a right cross, startling the rest of the policemen, and almost getting her body blown into a whole bunch
of slightly larger pieces all over the room.

“She’s done something now,” Leticia pointed out.

And so, Gertrude joined Leticia in the back of Ugly/ Killjoy’s car for the long ride downtown.

Except that they both died before they got there.

The Deaths of Gertrude and Leticia
“Both of them!!?!” Julie literally screamed in Bud Rose’s face.
“I’m afraid so,” Bud replied.  Julie was shocked speechless.
“Jeboodliay, man!  How did they die?” asked Doorman.
“We don’t know,” answered Bud Rose.



“What the burger do you mean ‘you don’t know!!?!’” screamed Julie.
“The coroner said, and I quote; ‘There was absolutely nothing wrong with them except for the fact that they were both dead’.”
Doorman joined Julie in being shocked to speechlessness.
Julie finally managed to mutter, “I’m sorry Mr. Rose, but I find your explanation far from satisfactory!  They both died at the

same time, and for no apparent reason?”

Rose did not know what to say.  He was as baffled as they were.  He explained as much to them.  He also explained that he was
under no legal obligation to come and talk to them about it, and that he was there on his own personal time because he cared.

“When did they die?”
“On the way downtown.”
“In the car?”
“In the car.”
“The driver noticed nothing?”
“Not until he got downtown, and went to escort them into the building.”
“And they were both just sitting there being dead?”
Rose paused, and then said; “They were both in the back seat holding hands and smiling — and they were both dead.”

The mystery was never solved.

Julie and Doorman raised holy hell, and a couple of newspapers did second-section write-ups on the occurrence, but the offi-
cial cause of death for Gertrude Kokosenski and Leticia Moore/Malchrist remained unknown.

But The Beat Goes On…
Time passed, and life went on.  Bud Rose went on to catch many bad guys, and he raised three handsome and successful chil-

dren.
The Wizards were eventually busted and jailed for a while.  Oz-Moses and Bilbo invested in the stock market when they got

out, became rich, and then retired to a South Pacific island, where they lived happily to the end of their days.
Oz and Bilbo switched beds every Sunday night to the end.
Reverend Lovejoy lived a long and successful life introducing people to Jesus.
The Farm remained, but went through hard changes, and lost some of its idealism.
The Billings eventually retired to Maui, and drank many Piña Coladas.
Charmaine Lawrence ran away to Hollywood to make it in the movies at age fifteen, but was instead kidnapped by agents of a

rich Arab.  He then kept her in the middle of the Saudi Arabian Desert at a spot over 100 miles from the nearest open water or
human habitation.  He raped and tortured her for two years, and then killed her when she became too old for his tastes.

Samuelson went on to become a successful doctor, then an unsuccessful drug addict.  He died of an overdose at age 38.
Leticia’s father died of AIDS at age 37.  Leticia’s mother was well along the path to becoming a sad, ugly, and blowsy alcoholic,

but she was saved by Jesus, married a good man, and lived happily to the end of her years.
Gertrude and Leticia eventually became little more than fading memories.

Or so some would think…



Epilogue
Once upon a time in late 20th Century North America, there began occurring an unexplained phenomena in the lives of a

married couple:  They both began having the exact same dream at the exact same time.  In the dream, they would find themselves
walking through a barren wasteland.  They would walk until finally they reached a drop-off, an Edge.  Over the Edge, they saw an
endless Abyss of total darkness.  While the Abyss deeply frightened them, at the same time there was something highly compelling
about its depths.  Both people felt as if they could jump over the Edge, and the darkness would then explode with the light of a
billion galaxies, and that the deepest mysteries of the Universe would suddenly stand revealed to them.  On the other hand, both of
them felt as if they could just as easily jump off the Edge, and fall forever down a never ending well of infinite darkness. In spite of
their fear, the Abyss beckoned them like some irresistible siren, enticing them with the promise of the revelation of profound
truths.

However, every time the couple prepared to jump over the Edge and into the Abyss, they felt a gentle, yet firm hand upon
their shoulders, and the being they had both dubbed ‘The Ancient Woman’, or simply ‘Ancient Woman’ would say to them, “And
just where do you think you are going?”

Every time, the couple would answer, “I am going over the Edge.”
And every time, Ancient Woman would reply, “In due time!  In due time!  First, though, you have a few things to learn…

Additional Epilogue
Julie and Doorman awoke simultaneously.
“I just had a dream.”
“So did I.”
“I don’t remember it.”
“Neither do I.”
“It was a very beautiful dream.”
”So was mine.”
“I think Gertrude and Leticia were there.”
“Yes, I think that they were.”
“I feel good!”
“So do I!”
“Let’s make love!”

“Let’s have breakfast!”
“Let’s make love, then let’s have breakfast!”
“Let’s have breakfast, then let’s make love!”
“Let’s have breakfast, then let’s make love!”
“Why didn’t I think of that?”
“Don’t know.  Why didn’t you?”
As Doorman made breakfast, Julie read the newspaper.  Suddenly, she said, “Well I’ll be darned!”
“What is it?”
“Remember Ned?”
“Tisha’s ex?”
“The same.”
Grimly: “I remember.  “
“Evidently he has become some kind of medical phenomena.  His extensive and incurable brain damage miraculously disap-

peared without a trace, and he’s completely normal again!  Experts are at a complete loss!”
“Humph.  I think I liked him better as a dummy.”
“Doorman!  You’re terrible!”
Doorman laughed.  They had breakfast.  Then, they made love.
Then, they lived happily ever after —


